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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

FIVE SECTIONS TODAY
Included in today's five
section, 34 page, Ledger
&
Times is an 8-page tabloid
section for Kroger's, a 14 page
first section of the newspaper,
and three, 4-page sections of the
newspaper.
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Parade And Auction Will Poster, Essay,
Be Held On November 25 Speech Meets
The Rotary Auction, to be
held in downtown Murray on
Saturday afternoon, November
25, will be climaxed by a
colorful parade down Main
Street from the Murray Middle
School to the courthouse square
at four p.m.
In addition to the parade, a
spokesman for the Rotary Club
announced that the auction sale,
which will begin at one p.m.,
will have a very unusual feature
for successful bidders. During
the auction, $100 worth of cash
certificates - in denominations
of $10 each - will be given away.
Donated by Murray merchants,
the certificates will be hidden in
10 items to be auctioned off.
At the close of the auction, a
color TV set, valued at more
than $500, will be given away.
The set is on display in the
window of Ward-Elkins.
Pete Waldrop, general
chairman ejf the auction, appealed today for the donation of
items for the auction.
Asked what kind of things
were wanted, Waldrop said,
''We can use anything of valuefurniture and furnishings,

appliances, garden and shop
tals, dishes, glassware, toys,
building materials, sporting
goods, auto accessories,
camping equipment, kitchenware, garden and lawn
equipment, kick-knacks, thig-ama-jigs-you name it, we want
it. If it is not worn out, is
serviceable or is easily
repairable, and would have
some use to some one, we can
it.
Harold Hurt, president of the
Murray Chapter of Rotary,
announced earlier that all of the
proceeds of the sale-from the
auction, concessions, and
women's bazaar-would go to
civic
projects for the betterment of the city and county.
Arrangements to pick up
donated items from homes or
places of business can be made
by calling 753-5660. Or, items
may be brought to the old
Kuhn's store premises on the
west side of the square between
9 nine a.m. and 12 noon on
Saturday, November 18, or on
Tuesday evening, November
21.

Community Thanksgiving Service
To Be Held Monday At Auditorium
A community service of
Thanksgiving will be held at the
University School Auditorium
on Monday, November 20, at
seven p.m. This program is
being prepared by the Murray
'Ministerial Association.
The format will be different
this year: The service will be
held in an auditorium instead of
a church as in former years.
Also, the night has been chaged
from Wednesday to Monday
evening. The theme of the
service will be: "Thanksgiving
for God's bleis.sings, Then Our
Reponse to Him by Service."
This service will also serve as
the introchictiorr
The- community of the Key 73 Programs.
This
is
nationwide
a
evangelistic program to call qie
continent to Christ, which will
last
through 1973. The
preparatory stage will begin in
the community with the Monday evening service of.
Thanksgiving.
The Murray Ministerial
.4ssociation cordially invites all
the members of the community
to attend.
Those participating in the
formal program are: Dr. Sam
Dodson, invocation; Rev.
Martin Mattingly, scripture
reading; Rev. Charles Tim-

Tickets For Christmas
Dance Are Now On Sale
A Christmas dance will be
held by the Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club on Friday,
December 1, from nine p.m. to
one a.m. at th
MurrayCalloway County Country Club.
Music -will be The Ironstones
and the tickets are $7.50 per
couple. For tickets call Kathy
Burchfield 753-3574, Jane
Prince 753-9368, or Ann Burke
753-7931.

Keu 73
liltie4C OUR COrolediil 10 CHRIST

berlake, response; Rev. Jerrell
'White,• semen-Rea-- Gene_
Keith,Objectives of Key 73; and
Rev.
Bob
Brockhoff,
benediction.
The program will also include
iTToi t testimonials by laymen
from several churches on the
programs for
the
implementation of Key 73 in their
congregations.

Handicrafts Now On
Display At Library
Senior citizens of Murray and
Calloway County have a large
display of their handicrafts at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Some of the items shown are
decoupaged artwork on easels,
patchwork pillows, Christmas
tree skirts and ornaments,
needlework and many more
crafts.
The Senior Citizens Group
with Mrs. Verona Grogan as
director will have a bazaar of
these itmes December 9, at the
Community Room of Murray
Federal Building.
"Everyone is invited to come
see this interesting display," a
library spokesman said. '

Survey Shows Local
Families Upgrading
Financial Position

Planned Here

-One of the objectives of the
current Cleanup Campaign
sponsored by the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is youth involvement, not only through the
actual cleaning on Saturday,
November 18, but through other
activities.
Already in progress is a
poster contest for all students in
Murray and Calloway County.
These posters will have an
ecological theme stressing
cleaning up the environment.
They will be judged and
displayed in windows of
businesses in Murray.
A second contest will involve
writing essays with environmental themes. Open to
middle school, junior high, and
senior high school students, the
essay contest will be judged and
winnter awarded prizes according to different age levels.
In addition, a speech contest
for secondary students will be
conducted with students writing
and presenting their speeches to
a panel of judges. Awards will
be presented to the winners, and
civic organizations are encouraged to consider these
speech winners for programs in
the future.
The Home DepartmenLis also
planning a program on the
environment to be held at the
Murray-Calloway County
Library. The program will be
keyed toward children.
The young citizens of Murray
and Calloway County are urged
to participate in these contests
and programs, a spokesman
said.

ALREADY??—Yes, workers of the Murray Electric System are already putting up Christmas
decorations around the court square
Staff Photo by David Hill

D.E. Advisory Committee
Holds Meeting At School

An Advisory Committee
Program was held at the
Murray High Vocational School
in the Vocational conference
room at 7:45 a.m., Wednesday,
November 14.
Those attending the meeting
were Bill Boyd, of the Peoples
Bank, Mrs. Jo Brandon, Edd
Stokes, and Jim Lawson, of the
Murray Vocational School,
Vicki Shell and Bob Newcomb
both Distributive Education
Coordinators. and Mrs. Dorothy
Phillips,
of the Ledger &
The 91-member Calloway Times, representing James C.
Countylith School band, under Williams, publisher, who was
_
the direction of Terry Goodwin, out of town.
Bill
Boyd
was named
will participate in the annual
Hopkinsville Christmas Parade chairman of the committee. It
which begins at 10:30 am , was decided that the committee
Saturday, November 18, according to a spokesman for the
Hopkinsville Chamber of
Commerce.
The parade, one of the largest
in Kentucky, will have over 160
units, including 21 bands, 21
floats and Wandi the Magician,
who will drive the parade route
Bruce Horning, seventh
blindfolded.
Twirling groups
and grader at the Murray Middle
cheerleading groups from School, will get to meet an
throughout the Pennyrile area astronaut and participate in a
daylong Skylab program
are expected to participate.
Also scheduled in the parade. November 28 at the Kentucky
are several beauty queens, Educational Television Netclowns, a color guard, the work Center in Lexington.
Horning, the son of Mr. and
Governettes from Austin Peay
University, and the Austin Peay Mrs. Bob Horning, won his trip
and
Western
Kentucky .in a drawing at the Murray High
School cafeteria Tuesday. All
University bands.
interested students in the
STAG NIGHT CANCELLED
Murray Independent School
The regular stag night at the System, grades 7 through 12,
Murray-Calloway County could turn in their names and
Country Club will not be held enter the contest. Horning's
Thursday night due to a steak name was drawn and he
supper which will be held at the received the check for $25.00
Holiday Inn for the Murray from Mrs. John Pasco,
State Football Squad.
(Continued on Prbge Fourteen)

Calloway Band
Will March In
Hoptown Parade

Bruce Horning
Wins Skylab
Program Trip

CLERK'S OFFICE CLOSED
The Circuit Clerk's. office will
be closed Friday so that the
staff may attend a meeting.

The Weather
Partial clearing and windy
this morning., partly cloudy
with diminishing winds this
afternoon, and very cool. Highs
in the low and mid 40s. Tonight
fair and cool with lows around
30. Thursday increasing cloudiness and warmer, with highs in
the low 50s. Rain likely Friday.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Considerable cloudiness with
rain likely Friday and Friday
-nwht. Clearing Saturday with
increasing cloudiness Sunday.
Mph' temperatures in the 50s
Friday to Sunday with overnight lows in the lower 4fks Friday.. the lower 306 Saturday
and from near 40 in the west to
about 32 in the extreme east
Sunday.

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 270

Rrirce Horning, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Horning, Holiday Road, receives
a cheek for $25.00 and
convatulations from Mrs. John Pasco, president of the Murray Education
Association, as the winner
of a trip to Skylab on November-28 in Lexington. Horning.is a seventh
grader at the Murray Middle
School. Superintendent Fred Schult2 looks on. Independent School System at
the daylong program.

ould meet on the second
Wednesday, every other month,
at 7:45 a.m in the committee
room. The next meeting will be
held on January 10.
Vicki Shell, informed the
committee of some of the
projects on which D.E. One
students are working. They are
as follows: business math.
communications,
English,
salesmanship, sign press,
display, Marketing research,
and data processing.
It is hoped to extend this
program to a larger number of
students and.also to have adult
classes, a -spokesman.
the present time there are
sixteen D.E One students and
fourteen D E. Two students,
including both Calloway County
High and Murray High
Students.
It was noted that the Regional
Conference for Distributive
Education will be held in
Murray during this school year.
All members attending this
meeting were encouraged to
hire a D.E. student, and to
encourage other business

Story Hour Will
Be At Library
Story hour at the Calloway
County Public Library on
Thursday at three p.m. will
feature a movie titled "The
Golden Fish." It is the story
about a little boy who wins a
goldfish in a game of chance
and takes it home to become a
friend of his canary, telling how
the pets almost succumb to a
predatory alley cat.
A flannel board story of
"Little Raccoon and the Thing
In The Pool" will be presented.
A famous dog story character
will be on hand to tell his story.
All age children are invited to
this story hour held in conjunction with Children's Book
Week, a spokesman said.
—.

Bible Society Day
Observed Locally

According to a nationwide
survey of incomes and income
distribution, Calloway County
families have been upgrading
their financial position in the
last two years.
Most of them have benefited
from the rising scale of wages
and salaries in the local area.
As a result, a larger
proportion of them are now to
be found in the middle and
upper income brackets and a
smaller proportion in the lower
ranges than ever before.
The extent to which the upward shift has been taking
place, from bracket to bracket,
is detailed in a copyrighted
report released by Sales
Management.
The purpose of the survey,
which covers all parts of the
country, was to obtain a clearer
financial picture of each
community than was revealed
by its "average income" figure.
It sheds light on what the
average represents, whether it
is based on a small number of
families with big incomes
compensating for a much larger
number with small incomes, or
whether earnings are well
distributed.

Because only cash income
was considered in the survey,
full justic is not done to farm
families, as no allowances are
made for income-in-kind and
lower living costs on the farm.
As to the various income
groupings in Calloway Clunty,
the breakdown shows that 21.1
percent of local households
have a net of $5,000 to $8,000,
that 11.6 percent are at the
$8,000 to $10,000 level and that
18.6 percent have $10.000 or
over. The others have $5,000 or
less left after taxes.
Although take-home pay Ras.
been on the rise generally, not
all of the gain represents an
improvement in real income.
Inflation has been taking its toll
along the way.

Apollo 17 Astronauts
Enter Isolation Before
Moon Journey December 6
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla.(API
— The Apollo 17 astronauts begin> three weeks of preflight
medical isolation today while
launch crews start the final
major rocket and spaceship
tests for a Dec. 6 blastoff to the
moon.
The isolation, in which the astronauts' -Movements and .coa7
tacts are restrictedris to minimize exposure to disease or illness that could delay the last
mission in the Apollo series.
Early today the launch crew
began a Week-long rehearsal
duplicating every-phase of the
final countdown starting Nov.
30. The initial part of the test is
to end next Monday with a simulated liftoff at 953 p.m. EST,

American Bible Society Day
was observed in two Calloway
County Churches November 12.
Displays of American Bible
Society materials were a part of
the observance at the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and the
Coldwater Baptist Church.
The American Bible Society
(Continued on Page Fourteen
inexpensively makes available
Scriptures for mass distribution
. of the Word of God in many
Murray High School's Speech
languages of the world, a
spokesman said.
Club will present the third
The materials provided for annual Celebration of Comthis occasion were courtesy of munication on Saturday,
Bible Reading Marathon,In ., of November 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the
A frame house, used for Mayfield.
School
Murray
Middle
stripping
tobacco,
was
auditorium.
destroyed by fire Monday
The program will feature
evening at 10 p.m., despite
over fifty students and is the
efforts of the Calloway County
major production of the year.
Rescue Squad to save it.
The show is a fast moving and
The house, owned by D. B.
excitint,. array of humor inGrubbs, and located on Route
terpkeTation and drama, a
Two Hazel, was being used by
spokesman said.
Gerald Raspberry.
Tickets are one dollar for
The cause of the blaze was
student and $1.50 for adults.
unknown, according to Rescue
Jimmy Boone, a member of The public it invited to attend.
Squad reports.
the Murray-Calloway Country
Personnel answering the Club since 1965 and
for the past
alarm were David Key, Ricky year its vice president, has
been Hazel Parent-Teacher
Edwards, Charles Tubbs, named president of
the club for
Danny Chadwick. Max Dowdy, 1973 by the board of
directors. Club To Meet Thursday
Jim Johnson, Bernard Steen,
Named vice president at the
Phil Owens. Aaron Dowdy, Ed board's November meeting
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Jennings, Bill Garland, Gordon Monday night was
Ted Club will have its annual "back
Wirt, Lyle Pridemore, Randy Billington, who is serving his to school" night at the school on
Lynn, Mike Farley and Toy first year on the board,
and Thursday, November 16, .at.
Williams.
Mrs. Lois Keller, a newly- seven p.m.
Walter Byars, president,
elected member of the board,
Botique Bazaar Planned
was named the 1973 secretary. urges all parents to attend
their
J.H. Shackleford, Murray the meeting to visit
At American Legion Hall accountant, is the treasurer. children's rooms and visit with
Boone, who will take office on the teachers.
A Botique Bazaar will be held
The seventh and eighth grade
January 8, succeeds James
at the American Legion Hall on
Dale Clopton as president. A mothers will be hostesses for
Friday, November 17, from ten
native of Murray, Boone is the social hour.
•
a.m. to four p.m. arid on
Preceding the meeting the
serving hIs sand year on the
Saturday, November 18, from
board, serving as memberhsip executive board will meet at
ten a.m. to two p.m., sponsored
chairman the year prior to 6:30 p.m.
by Gamma Gamma Chapter of
being named vice president.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
FREE PUPPY
Part-owner and operator of
All types of crafts and handBasset puppy, four
Black
Boone Cleaners, he is married
made items will be on sale along to
months old, house trained, is
the former Shirley Cross of
with some baked items. The Benton
free to someone to give a nice
and they have three
public is urged to attend, a
's
ho
trrh
eeet, Murraat
See y.110 North 9th
jContinued on Page Fourteen)
spokesman said.

Special Program To
Be Held Saturday

Fire Destroys
House Monday

In Calloway County, it is
shown, the general level is
higher than it was and the
spread relatively good.
Some 51.3 percent of the
households in the local area had
net incomes, after payment of
their taxes, of $5,000 or more
in the year.
It was a larger proportion
than in many sections of the
country, the figures show.

Jimmy Boone
New President
Of Murray Club

.-•••••••

the departure time on launch
day.
Next Tuesday, with fuel
drained from the rocket as a
safety measure, Apolo 17 astronauts Eugene A. Cernan, Dr.
Harrison H. Schmitt and Ronald E. Evans will board their
command ship to run through
the final 2l,": hours of the coun--- — -tdown.
Starting today the astronauts
and their backup crew are restricted to three areas at the
Kennedy Space Center—the
crew living quarters, the
training building and the
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Nov. 13-19
'Youth Week'
November 13-19 has been
designated as -Youth Appreciation Week," sponsored
Optimist Clubs
by
International.
purpose of the obThe
servance is to recognize the
accomplishments of youth in
the home, school, church and
community, a spokesman for
the local Optimists said.
Other objectives of the
"Youth Appreciation Week"
are:
To promote more active
participation by members of
families in the interest and
activities involving the family
as a unit; and to encourage
parents to re-dedicate themselves to the responsibilities of
parenthood,
To encourage organizations
and other groups to publicly
show their respect for youth.
To encourage the news media
recognize
to
acthe
complishments and
contributions of youth through
regular and special features,
To provide the proper environment for youth, including
opportunities for participation
recreational and social.
in
activities,
To focus attention on the
influence religion and morals
have on the lives of youth and to
encourage youths _to _activelY
participate in spiritual ac
tivities, and
To encourage a greater
terchange of ideas between;.,..„
adults and youth leading to a
broader understanding of each
other's
problems,
the
spokesman said.
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Ten Years Ago Today
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MUM FILE

Army 1st. Lt. Larry D. Hosford completed the
eight weeks officer orientation course at the Armor
Center, Fort Knox. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kirby,S. Hosford.
Bill Ladd, L. J. Hendon, and Hugh Massey are
pictured today with their deer they got on the
t Cumberland River near the wildlife refuge.
Norma Elkins, Melissa Henry, Ralph Oliver,
Jerald Savelle, Melissa Sexton, Jerry Shroat, Ted
Sykes, James T. Thompson, and Henry Towery are
among those at Murray State College named to
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
The first services will be held Sunday inJhe newly
completed building of the Libtrty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The new building replaces the
one destroyed by fire in December 1961.

1 20 Years Ago Today

7
r
4
.
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George Hart, executive vice-president of the Bank
of Murray, has been appointed to the Jurisprudence
committee of the Kentucky Bankers Association.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland attended a series of
health meetings held in Louisville this week.
Mrs. Dixie Robinson celebrated her 82nd birthday on November 5 with a dinner at the home of
-I
' her daughter, Mrs. Angie Gibbs.
.Showing at. the Varsity Theatre is "Has
• Anybody Seen My Gal" with Piper Laurie, Rock
Hudson, Charles Colburn, and Gigi Perreau.
3

I

And he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy strength. and with all thy mind; and thy
neighbor as thyself.—Luke 10:27.

The person who is truly a disciple of Jesus Christ
undertakes to live according to this rule.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl ttiblet Jr.
Stand on any corner across from any city hall and
as you watch the vote-getters, vote switchers, ward
heelers and officials of the council chamber go
waddling, podding or loping to the trough, imagine
what they would look like naked. Now you know why
clothes were invted.
"When naked he was...like a forked
radish with a head fantastically
carved."
—William Shakespeare
in "Henry IV"

Adoptive Parents Win
Custody Of 21
/
2-Year-Old
By JOHN MUELLER
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (API — "Baby Lenore belongs to God and we intend to take good care of her
for Him," vowed the adoptive
mother of the 2"z-year-old
toddler after winning a widely
publicized custody fight which
went all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Jean De Martino and her husband, Nicholas, held an emotion-charged news conference
Monday after the high court refused to hear an appeal from
Lenore's natural mother, Olga
Scarpetta.
- "We intend to provide her
) Lenore) with all the necessities, most importantly, love,"
said De Martino, who gave up
a Brooklyn law practice and
fled to Miami with his family in
April 1971 after New York
courts ruled they had to return
Lenore to her natural mother.
"We hope she grows up to be
an independent and self-providing individual, happy and well
educated," Mrs. De Martino
added.
The Supreme Court ended the
two-state custody fight when it
refused to hear an appeal by
Miss Scarpetta..who had asked
that a Florida appeals court
ruling granting custody of the
child to the De Martinos be
overturned.
Miss Scarpetta .went to New
York from her native Colombia

to give )birth to the baby on
May 19, 1970. She turned the
child over to a public adoption
agency four days later, but
changed her mind after a
month and asked that Lenore
be returned.
After winning the ensuing
court battle in New York, Miss
Scarpetta followed the De Martinos to Florida to resume the
custody fight. But the Florida
3rd Circuit Appeals Court ruled
that more damage would be
done if Lenore, then 2, were returned to her natural mother.
Stanley Rosenblatt, Miss
Scarpetta's Miami attorney,
said the Supreme Court's refusal to hear the case still left the
conflicting state rulings unresolved. "They cannot take
the baby back to New York and
they have never adopted the
baby in Florida," he said But
the De Martinos said Monday
they now planned to complete
the legal adoption procedure in
Florida, where De Martino has
passed the state bar exam and
now works for a real estate
agency.
The De Martinos' attorney,
William Colson, said the adoption could take six months to
completernd he "ren sure" the
family could return to New
York. )
But the couple told newsmen,
"We intend to remain in Florida. We love it."
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A CHANGING WORLD

Igor Sikorsky believed
in the American dream
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
Today, unfortunately, this
country has an abnormally
excessive number of detractors — sophisticated cynics
who scoff at what some of us
call the Great American
Dream.
These people should have
known Igor Ivanovich Sikorsky, 3 refugee from Soviet
communism and an American
many years ahead of his time,
both as an aviation engineer
and as a philosopher. Sikorsky died Oct. 26 at the age of
83. That was the day of the
Vietnam "peace" breakthrough and as a result, Sikorsky's death didn't get the
newspaper attention it might
have received on other days.
Sikorsky, although nearly
blind from glaucoma, was in
his office at the Stratford,
Conn., plant bearing his name

the day before his death and
was looking forward to a
March 5, 1973, golden anniversary — 50 years since the
day he established a multiengine airplane factory on a
Long Island chicken farm.
There will be a celebration
next March all the same, but
it will be in the nature of a memorial observance, and a
tronze bust of Sikorsky will be
unveiled in the lobby of the
Stratford plant. Speakers will
extoll Sikorsky's engineering
genius, concentrating Ori his
invention of the helicopter.
However, this reporter who
knew Sikorsky well back in
the 1930s can't help but hope
that the speakers also will recall the true nature of the man
along with his material accomplishments. He fled his
native Russia when the Bolsheviks took over in 1919, and
he never forgot what America

German Chancellor Is
Challenged By Newcomer
By ROON LEWALD
Associated Press Writer
BONN,Germany( AP) — The
stocky, balding man at the microphone listens smilingly to
the jeers and catcalls mingling
with the applause that wells up
from the crowded hall.
"Just carry on like that,"
says Rainer Barzel. "You cheer
me up. You're going to help get
me elected."
A roar of appreciative laughter and clapping drowns out the
catcalls.
Barzel is the Christian Democratic party's candidate for
chancellor. He is challenging
Willy Brandt in next Sunday's
election. At 48 he is 10 years
junior to Chancellor Brandt.
Some of the long-haired
youngsters in jeans and sloppy
windbreakers wear "Willy
Waehlen- —elect
Willy—buttons. They try to drown out
Barzel's words with rhythmic
clapping and chants of "Wi-lly,
Wi-lly, Wi-lly."
The interruptions give him an
opening for retorts which rally
audiences to his side. They also
let him accuse Brandt's Social
Democratic party of being
dominated by its Marxist-leaning youth wing. The charge
seems effective among Barzel's
conservative middle-class supporters.
Barzel's rapVd climb to
prominence is almost unequalled in West German political history. But though he has
made his mark as an extremely capable politician, he
trails Brandt in personal popularity. One reason, Barzel's
critics say, is that the rugged,
chancellor makes a warmer,
more authoritative impression.
Barzel was the son of a
schoolmaster in Braunsberg,
now part of Poland He ended
World War II as a navy flier

lieutenant and gained a law
doctorate from Cologne University.
He entered politics, in 1949
after starting a civil service career, and first gained notice as
an ardent anti-Communist. He
founded a "save freedom"
group in the '50s which accused
hundreds of intellectuals of
being Red.

gave him — freedom and op-

Hijack Precautions
To Be Investigated

Dear Editor:
Several months ago I had an
idea that I would like to operate
a skating rink in Murray. There
was a three-fold purpose in
By VERN HAUGLAND
to board after undergoing a
wanting to do this.
AP Aviation Writer
special electronic check, he
First: I am retired and have
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The said. There was no immediate
time to devote to a worthwhile Federal Aviation Adminis- explanation why
the men's
project.
tration has started an intensive weapons failed to show up in
Second: My son-in-law does investigation of procedures to the screening.
not have steady employment, combat air piracy in the wake
Neither the FAA nor the FBI
managing a skating rink would of the weekend hijack of a would comment
publicly on the
provide work, full time.
Southern Airways jet.
antihijack procedures. The Air
Third: Murray really needs a
Most officials aren't talking Line Pilots Association, which
skating rink, for the recreation about why current safeguards usually
voices strong protests
and entertainment it would failed to thwart the three men following
a hijacking, declined
furnish our youth and adults). who commandeered the
DC9 comment until officials conI have done quite a bit of work over Alabama Friday night
and ferred with the DC9 crew.
on this, have plans for building, held 31
passengers and crew
Any alteration of the antihiparking lot, equipment, fur- members
captive for a 3,800- jack procedures will depend on
nishings, (snack bar, skaters mile,
28-hour nightmare.
the outcome of the study. FAA
lounge, a floor specifically built
But one FAA security special- security specialists said
Monfor the skating area) and other ist
said privately, "We are not day.
items for a modern rink.
yet sure as to why the hijackThe hijacking Friday was the
But it all fell through, some of ers
and their weapons were not 31st this year in the United
the owners of the building site,
detected in the pre-boarding States and the 10th Considere
d
thought people ajacent to the
check."
successful.
rink location might not consent
Asst. Transportation SecreIt is not known precisely
to a skating rink close to them, tary
Benjamin 0. Davis said what security measures were in
due to the amount of noise and
Monday night the FAA had told effect at Birmingham Friday
other confusion connected with
him the three men were se- night when the three
men hia skating rink.
lected for special screening as jacked the jet on a
circuitous
Of course, there is some noise
they prepared to board the route that eventually
took them
connected with a skating rink,
plane at the Birmingham, Ala., to Cuba with an
unknown
but the way rink floors are
airpor.t.
amount of ransom money.
constructed now, noise has been
Southern Airways employes
Southern Airways officials
reduced considerably. I don't
pulled the three from among have refused to say
what sort
know what other confusion is
other passengers because they. of metal detection device
connected with a skating rink
was
fit the FAA hijacker profile, in use, and there have
that is run properly.
been
Davis said the FAA told him.
conflicting reports about wheI can manage to stay busy and
The three men were allowed ther any was in use at all.
my son-in-law wil have enough
work to get by. But the youth
( and adults) of Murray, will not
have a skating rink.
Van D. Valentine
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Calloway
County Beta Club, I would like
to thank you for advertising our
bake sale and also we appreciate the many stories you
have printed on actions of the
club.
Thank you, again.
Sincerely yours,
Kathy Crowell
Corr. Secretary
Calloway Co. Beta Club

Books Are Reviewed By Students
In Observance of The Book Week
(Editor's Note: These are
reviews written by students in
the elementary schools in a part
of the observance of Children's
Book Week, November 13-17, by
the Calloway Public Library.)
BETSY'S BUSY SUMMER by
Carolyn Haywood—This book is
about a girl about seven years
old named Betsy. She has a
sister named Star which she
named.
Star and Betsy persuade their
father to build a summer house.
Their father, who thinks that
summer houses are old
fashioned thinks the neighbors
will laugh at him but instead
they say to their children,"Why
don't you go play in Betsy's
summer house?"
So the summerhouse is the
children's playhouse where
they.,spend most of their time.
That is until Mr. Jackson has a
pool built. Billy comes up with
the idea of a swimming club.
That stirs up a lot of excitement.
You will want to read the book
yourself to find out about the
parties, ideas, clubs, and fun
that they have. You can find this
and many other books by
Carolyn Haywood at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library. It is a very good book.

Twill long remember an interview way back then when I
asked him what he credited
most for his success in convincing the skeptics of the
value of large, multiengine
aircraft and helicopters. "It's
your country, that's what it
is," he said, "and it's my
November 11, 1972
country, too (Sikorsky was
ADULTS 89
naturalized an American citiNURSERY 2
zen in 1928). There is the unNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
limited opportunity for creaDISMISSALS
tivity in the United States —
Lacey Darwin Carr, 1119
there is no limit to what a man
Circarama, Murray, . Mrs.
can do if he tries hard
Joann Balentine and Baby Boy,
enough."
Rt. 1, Almo, Miss Debra Gayle
This was a true mark of the
--Kingsto
n,
366—Edman's humility. As a young
dyville, Mrs. Merry Beach and
reporter I had tried several
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
times without success to
Linda Clark and Baby Boy, 1805
reach him at a security-conPark Ave., Murray, Mrs.
scious factory. Finally, I
Clarice McDaniel, Rt. 3,
waited near the factory enMurray, Mrs. Alma Estelle
trance and followed eight
Dodson, Rt. 1, Pin-year, Tenn.,
miles after him as he drove
Mrs. Anna Mae Perry, 205 Pine,
home. He seemed startled
Murray, Mrs. Clara Thwhen I trailed him into his
weatt Thorn Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs.
own driveway, jumped out
Mocile Williams, 801 Hurt Dr.,
and ran to his car. Was I some
Murray, Mrs. Isabell Georgia
sort of a Communist agent?
Piazza, New Concord, Mrs.
However, when I told him
Marcella Jones, Rt. 5, Benton,
all I was seeking was a brief
Master Michael Lynn Knight,
interview after several futile
By Susan Carol Byars
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Gwendolyn
tries with company public re5th Grade, Hazel School,
lations people, he laughed.
Attie
Moradi, 1416 Vine,
"Oh, what's the matter with
Murray, Burie
Brandon
CAROLINE AND HER
them anyway," he said. Charlton, 608 Hurt, Murray,.,
"Sure, what do you want to
Mrs. Ruby Lona Craig, Rt. 2, KETTLE NAMED MAUD by
know""
Hazel, Mrs. Susie Rebecca Miriam E. Mason—Once there
It was that day, standing in
Marine, Fern Terrace Lodge, was a little girl who lived with
the cold in Trumbull, Conn.,
Murray, Mrs. Angie Patton, 207 her mother. One day she was
that Sikorsky predicted someE. Walnut, Murray, Asher going to the field to pick four
day there would be huge airSherman Farris, 609 S. 9th leaf clovers. She had always
planes flying around the
Murray, Hafford
Letane wished for a gun but she never
world. How big? "Eighty tons
got one. She was picking four
Rogers, Rt. 7, Murray
or more," he said. I talked
later with other aircraft people and U.S. military men.
Prog Into 753 3314
Eighty-ton passenger planes?
Ridiculous, they said. "That
guy's a dreamer," one socalled "expert" scoffed.
THEATRE
Who was right? Today there
are Boeing 747s flying around
the world with ease, and fully
The Greatest Concert of the
loaded they weigh 710,000
Decade!
pounds — 355 tons.
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT
Sikorsky loved his native
AND HEAR IT..,
land — Russia — even as a
AS IF YOU WERE THERE!
dedicated
anti-Communist,
and he long ago predicted that
"lavish in its sumptuous
the Russian and American
re-creation of the last
people would get together and
that Moscow's radical socialopulent days of imperial
ism eventually would disapRussia. A remarkably
Pear.
subtle character study!"
But, the thing he believed in
most was the American way
— "the importance of the individual that America fosters,
the creativity possible in this
country."
opple presents
Yes, those who belittle this
country should have known
hionch in
Igor Sikorsky.

Barzel got a Cabinet post at
38, serving a year as minister
for all-German affairs under
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.
He became parliamentary
floor-leader of his party in 1964
and made his mark as a tough
organizer and tactician.
There were some setbacks.
He backed Ludwig Erhard for
the chancellorship in 1959 when
word went out that Konrad
Adenauer was thinking of stepping down. The old chancellor
changed his mind, leaving the
Erhard-Barzel faction in the
cold.
Barzel was crushingly defeated in a 1966 bid to be the
party's candidate for chancellor.
He finally made it a year ago
when the party elected him
chairman in place of former
Chancellor Kurt-Georg Kiesinger.
Pzkrty members longingly remember the undisputed sway it
held under Adenauer, revered
as West Germany's founding
chancellor.
There is speculation Barzel C.arney on Broadway
may not last long if he fails to
HOLLYWOOD (UPII —
reinstate the party, which lost
VI Carney will make his
to Brandt's coalition in 1969 Broadway
return
as
replacement for Peter Falk in
after 20 unbroken years of rule
Neil Simon's comedy hit, —The
Barzel pooh-poohs such specPrince/ler of Second Avenue...
ulation. "With every day of the
campaign, it becomes more obThe American farmer in
vious who is boss of this par)
1971 produced enough food
he told newsmen during a and other products
for • 47
recent campaign trip.
people.

Hospital Report

GEORGE HARRISON
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Sun. "Stand UP
ANDIE
Counted"

leaf clovers and her uncles
called "there's old witch," a
cow. It started running and
Caroline got over the fence just
in time.
When she got back to the
house they were mnyino fn
Michigan.. Before they left
Grandfather gave her a kettle.
She was sad because it wasn't a
gun. On the way she named it
Maud. When they were in
Micigan they lived in the woods.
One day on the fourth of July
the family was going to town
and she stayed with her father.
She was taking her kettle and
was going out to milk old witch.
When she was on her way back
there was a wolf. She killed it
with her kettle. A man heard
how brave she was and wanted
to take her picture with his gun,
but she decided to hgve tt with
her kettle because her kettle
named Maud was better than a
gun after all.
By Sheri Outland
4th Grade, Kirksey School
Fish remains uncoyered by
archaeologists at Indian
campsites near Cambridge.
Neb.. have been dated as far
back as 630 A.D.

r'rui. Info 753 3314
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Married, but wants to
find new partner
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My best friend, a 40-year-old divorcee
with two children, joined Parents Without Partners last
year. She met a swell man there (a widower with three
childrenl and they are being married soon, and I am so
envious I am ashamed of myself.
I would love to join Parents Without Partners and meet
a nice gentleman with a family who wants to meet a nice
lady with children.
I am 42 and have three wonderful sons who need a
father. The problem is I am still married. My husband is
never home and I am tired of being both mother and
father. If I could find a man who really wanted to stay
home and be a family man I would leave the one I'm
married to so fast he wouldn't know what hit him.
I wonder if anyone has ever joined that club just to
look over the prospects? PARENT WITH NO PARTNER
DEAR PARENT: Sorry, but you don't qualify for membership in Parents Without Partners. because technically
you HAVE a partner. I suggest you get some counseling to
improve your marital relationship. and get that silent partner of yours to sing a more cooperative tune. Widows and
divorcees have enough competition without married women
who would like a change.
DEAR ABBY: I am 79, and I am NOT senile, but
something has puzzled me since my teens. I was secretary
to a psychiatrist for many years, but could never pick up the
courage to ask him about my problem, if you can call it a
problem. [Unfortunately, he is dead now.]
I can "see" things that are not there. For instance, I
glance down on the floor, and in the figured linoleum pattern I can actually "see" an animal, bird, or the profile at
a person' At times I can look again and see the same
image, and at other times, no matter how hard I try to see
that image again, I can't.
These are not just crazy lines all over the linoleum, yet
at a glance they go together to form a distinct image I can
do this with numerous things. I "see" images in trees,
whose leaves are swaying in the breeze, in clouds, and in
some hodge-podge modern paintings And if I look a moment later, the images I clearly saw are gone forever.
STILL PUZZLED IN PA,
Can you explain this?
DEAR PUZZLED: The images are conjured up by your
imagination. and I dare say there is not a person alive who
has not had the same experience, so don't let it bother you.
DEAR ABBY - Newton and I have been married for a
year. His first wife died after 22 years, and from what he
tells me, theirs must have been a perfect marriage. This is
my second time around, too Only I was divorced and my
marriage was miserable.
Newton moved into my house after we married and the
first thing he did was to set up no less than a dozen
pictures of his first wife. He hung an enormous one over
the fireplace in_ the living room and started burning an
"eternal torch" under it. [He said if Jackie Kennedy could
do it, so could he.1
I made him take the torch away. He also started burning jasmine incense all over the house because that was
"her" favorite fragrance. I developed an allergy to it, so
now he burns it only in the den, and sits in there smelling
jasmine every chance he gets.
The last straw was when he started going to the cemetery every morning to visit her grave. It's 26 miles out of
the way to his job, so I have to get up at 5:30 a. m to
prepare his breakfast. Also, he uses my gas card to fill his
tank.
My friends say I am crazy to put up with this oddball,
and they ask me what I need him for. So now I'm asking
FED UP WITH NUMBER TWO
you.
DEAR FED: I'd have to vote with your friends. And
when you figure out what you need him for, please let me
know.
Proble Ins':-Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX---11700, L A.. CALIF. WO and enclose a
stamped. addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." send $I to Abby, Box 0701, Los Angeles, Cal. MM.

Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
president, presided at the
meeting of the Executive Board
of the Murray Woman's Club
held on Monday, November 6, at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Rayond Dixon gave the
invocation preceding the sack
luncheon.
'The club first vice-president,
Mrs. Sam Knight, reported on
the newly invented power
rescue tool, a portable machine
used to pull apart cars, planes,
and trains to extract trapped
victims in the shortest possible
time. Mrs. Knight told of the
many ways the tool could be
used and the number of lives
that could be saved it if were
made available for community
use.
Mrs. Knight said the price
was $4,000, and the board
members
discussed
the
possibility of purchasing the
power rescue tool for Calloway
County providing for its use by
the Rescue Squad, the local law
enforcement officers, and any
other county personnel who
might require the services of
the tool.
The club women voted for the
Murray Club to lead a crusade
among local civic organizations
and interested persons of the
community in purchasing the
"Jaws of Life," the name
popularly given the new tool. It
was suggested that a demonstration of the tool might be set
up on the court house grounds at
some time so that the citizens
might see how beneficial the
tool would be. Mrs. Knight and
Mrs. John Belt were named to
head the campaign for the tool
by the club.
Mrs.
Thomas
Brown,
treasurer, asked that all
departmental CARE donations
and Christmas hostesses' fees
be sent to her as soon as
possible. Mrs. Sparkman announced that the nine first place
ribbon crafts won by Murray
club women at the district
meeting would be entered in
state
competition.
Announcement was made of the
Creative Arts bazaar on
November 9 and 10.
Mr*. A. C. LaFollette,
chairman of the Home
Department, reported on the
cleanser sale by her department in the past and recommended that the entire club
adopt this money-making
project to replenish the' club
treasury. The board methbers
decided to postpone the slês
until spring.
Sigma Department c trman, Mrs. Clegg Austin, said
the Children's Style Show held
recently had a profit of approximately $300. She said
another program, "Breakfast
With Santa," will be held on
December 9 and all children,
preschool through second
grade,are invited with the price
of admission being $1.50.
Praise from several board
members was forthcoming
when Mrs. Glen Grogan of the
Kappa Department reported on
the success of the "Haunted
House.- She
said
approximately $1,400 was made on
the
project and expressed
appreciation for the help given
the department members in
making this Halloween at-
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traction such a profitable one.
The money made will be used to
repay a bank loan incurred by
the department in purchasing
reference materials and books
for the Middle School library. It
was noted that city officials
credited the Kappas with
providing entertainment for the
community as well as keeping
delinquency down to a
minimum.
Announcements were made
as follows: Music Department
annual Christmas Music
program on December 10 at
three p.m. with the public in
invited; members collect S & H
green stamps for the purchase
of a kidney machine and turn
them in to members of the
Theta Department; Zeta
Department Christmas party
planned for residents of Fern
Terrace Lodge; auction held
recently by the Garden
Department; Mrs. Jack Andersen placed in charge of
Christmas decorations for the
December general meeting;
Mrs.
Beaman,
Harold
pressbook chairman, urged
each departmental publicity
chairman to report their
meetings to the newspapers as
soon as possible.
Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
Advisory Board, said two keys
had been given to each
department chairman for access to the club house. She
reported on the club house
kitchen expenses and said that
the services of the kitchen were
still available to local civic
organizations. Menus prepared
by the new kitchen manager
may be used by those wishing
meals served.
Finance chairman, Mrs. Bob
Billington, reported that
Murray Woman's Club cookbooks would be available
around the first of December
and suggested that they would
make excellent Christmas gifts.
The public is urged to call Mrs.
Billington for cookbook orders.
Mrs. James Byrn, consumer
affairs chairman, gave a report
on a meeting on consumer
protection she recently attended.
Board mem-N.
0e present were
Mesdames A.- C. LaFollette,
Harold Beaman, George Hart,
Dixon, Bethel
Raymond
.Richardson, Clegg Austin,
Glen Grogan, Bob Billington,
Gus Robertson, Jr., Purdom
Outland, James Byrn, John
Nance, Walter
Baker, Joe
Prince, Jphn J. Livesay,
Thomas Brown, Jack Bailey, J.
Matt Sparkman, Sam Knight,
Arvin Crafton, A. W. Russell,
and Richard W. Knight.

The Nature's Palette Garden
Club held its November
first meeting at one-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive with the president, Mrs.
011ie Brown, presiding.
Mrs. ha Douglass and Mrs.
011ie Brown showed pictures of
dried flowers arranged on black
velvet in gold frames. Dried
flower materials were brought
by members for making pictures.
arrangements
Miniature
were brought by the members
and judged by Mrs. Brown.
Garden tips for the month were
given by Mrs. Brown in the
absence of Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.
The tips included sewing seeds,
planting buds, and cleaning
flower borders.
A thank you note was read by
Mrs. Brown for the golden
wedding anniversary gift from
the club.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Brown to Mesdames Ila
Dougalas, I. H. Key, Burman
Parker, Kenton Miller, Maude
Fisk, Rowena
Jones, Lola
Stubblefield, and Modelle
Outland, the latter a visitor who
joined the club.
The December meeting will
be a luncheon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
NASHVILLE VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Witty
and son, Dale, Mr. and Mrs.
L.B. Parrish and sons, Toy and
Steve, spent the weekend in
Nashville, Tenn., where they
attended the Grand Ole Opry
Saturday night.
-shoulder baue Itm, winter
continues in fashion Soft
siIhbuettes and materials are
favored.

Wednesday, November 1$
The Murray State University
Women's Society will close its
membership today. Send dues
to Mrs. Rex Galloway or Mrs.
Joe Prince.
Thursday, November 16
The French Honor Society,
Zeta Omicron, MSU, will meet
at the home of Dr. Alice Bowers
at seven p.m.

Miss Sally Seater

The Lynn Grove PTA will
meet at the school at seven p.m.
with the program by the first
grade, Mrs. Ruth Calhoun,
teacher.

Tea Planned For
Miss Seater By
Sisterhood Group

A birthday luncheon for all
Senior Citizens will be held at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive at 12 noon, sponsored by
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
- Miss Sally Seater, field Sigma Phi. All food will be
representative for Cottey furnished by the sorority
College, Nevada, Mo., will be in chapter.
Murray, Thursday, November
The Carter School PTA will
16, to counsel with junior and
senior high school girls. The meet at the school at seven p.m.
meeting, and a tea hosted by
The Zeta Department of the
members of Chapter M,P.E.O.,
will be at Murray High School at Murray Woman's Club will
have a breakfast at the Holiday
3:30 p.m.
Cottey College, a two year Inn at seven a.m. Members are
liberal arts college for women, to bring gifts for patients at
State
Hospital.
was founded in 1884 and has a Western
student body of 350 young Hostesses are Mesdames Frank
women from all sections of the Kane, Salvatore Matarazzo,
United States. Graduates Ace McReynolds, Tom Rowlett,
transfer to four year colleges and W.P. Russell.
throughout this country and to
The Murray-Calloway County
foreign countries to participate
in the Third Year Abroad' Jaycees and Jaycettes will visit
patients at the Convalescent
program.
Members of the P.E.O. Division of the hospital at 6:30
Sisterhood, a philanthropic
educational organization of
The Home Department of the
more than 178,000 women M the
Murray
Woman's Club will
United States and Canada,
have owned and supported the have an open meeting at the
club house at two p.m. with
college since 1927.
Mrs. Bill Barker, Murray Rev. John Jones as speaker.
High Guidance Counselor, Mrs. Hostesses will be Mesdames
Claud Miller, Starkie Colson,
Henry
McKenzie,
State
Organizer, Mrs. John C. T.C. Doran, and Clifton Harrell.
Quertermous, president of the
The ROTC(adet wives am:
local organization and other fiancees
will meet at 7:30 p.m
members of Chapter M have at Wrather
Hall, third floor
planned the afternoon meeting. room
25.
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STATE REQUIREMENTS OUTLINED FOR PERSONAL CARE HOMES:
-The State doesn't require RN.'s or I..P.N.'s but Fern
Terrace has both.
-The State doesn't require the night shift to check on
the residents every hour during the night, at Fern
Terrace we do.
-The State doesn't require a Beauty or Barber Shop or
a private Chapel, but Fern Terrace has this and Color
television.
-The State doesn't require religious services on Sunday
or Birthday Parties, but we do.
The State does require a few things such as:
BALANCED MEALS, CLEAN BUILDING, COMPETENT EMPLOYEES, QUARTERLY FIRE INSPECTIONS, DOOR AND HALLWAYS TO BE OF
AMPLE WIDTH FOR EMERGENCY EXITS,
HALLWAYS, COMMODES, AND BATHTUBS TO
HAVE SUPPORT RAILS, NO STEPS INSIDE THE
BUILDING, MEDICINES TO BE KEPT LOCKED
WHEN NOT IN USE AND CHARTED WHEN GIVEN.
This combition of requirements and extras make the
services offered at the FERN TERRACE LODGE
about as complete as you can get. Our rates start at
$209.00 per month. When broken down this cost figures
$6.96 a day for room, clean linens, maid service, Nurse
and nurse aide service, and three delicious, balanced
meals. NEWS
MRS.LURLIE SUITER of Murray,Ky. is a welcome
addition to our growing "family." Friends please call.
We were very glad to welcome home MRS. SUSIE
MARINE and MR. MINNIE McNEELY after their
stay at the Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital. We appreciate Dr. John Quertermous and Dr. Ray Ammons
taking such good care of them and getting them back to
us in record time.
MRS. MELISSA DOXSEE is in the local hospital for
what we hope will also be a shortstay.
WEATHER
Warm and cozy inside, cold and wet outside. Better
come on in where the weather is fine.

EXTRA SPECIAL!
FINEST QUALITY

100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
SAVE...SAVE...SAVE!
Never before sych 'fine quality double knits, at such all unbelieveable
low, low price. These are 2 to 10
yard sample lensths from' our own
cutting rooms. Choose from our gigantic selection from all new Fall
and Winter colors. livrry, at this
price they won't last loft..
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Kirksey Slips By New Concord
111-43; Hazel, Lynn Grove Win

THE TALK OF BASKETBALL

Mysterious Dr. Bloom
creates team in 10 days
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
SAN DIEGO — Dr. Bloom
was sipping a Bloody Mary,
looking smart in his paisley
shirt. Or was it paisley? It
was really hard to tell in a
way, being sort of green or
maybe gold ... or brown ... it
WAS really hard to tell, as Dr.
Bloom sat there, looking boyish and rugged at the same
time, telling you. ...
"I'm probably smarter than
Jack La Lanne."
Mound the restaurant in
the heart of San Diego people
were whispering ... "'That's
Bloom" ... "I KNOW that's
Bloom. Didn't I tell you?"
and nudging each other.
Yes, it was Dr. Leonard
Bloom, dentist, businessman,
a man who did the unheard-of
thing of whipping together a
professional basketball team
in 10 — count 'ern — 10 days.
But Bloom does not really
want to talk about himself, or
about ,Jack La . Lanne, TV's
multimilhonaire pltysical fitness king.
He doesn't even want to tell
you whether he's married or
not, and he tells you why and
you admit it's probably not a
good idea, and he won't tell
you how much he's worth to
be able to buy an American
Basketball Association expansion team, the San Diego
Conquistadors, just like that,
out of the blue, along with
making plans to build a $20
million stadium to house them

in and buying 2,000 acres of
land to put the stadium on.
Bloom is the talk of San
Diego and of the entire basketball world — a short, handsome, 38-year-old man with
curly dark hair, a fellow who
looks boyish one minute and
rugged the next, with a sort of
muscular Jack La Lanne
build.
"The writers have all been
good to me," Bloom said,
smiling.
He admitted, yes, they do
find him a little mysterious, a
guy who must be worth a fortune that nobody ever heard
of till one day he decided to
buy a basketball team and the
next day flew to New York
and DID buy it for a cool million and then started buying
all sorts of other things like
mad.
"They all said it was impossible," Bloom said, nodding
his head for emphasis. "On
the first day 1 named the
team. On the second day I got
the general manager and the
rest of the organization together. On the third day I decided where to play. Then I
drafted the players."
Bloom leaned back in his
chair, looking staisfied.
.
"Everything I've said I
would do I've done."
But will he be able to build
his $20 million stadium?
"If I had $200 million, I
could do it, couldn't I?"
Yes, you admit.
-Well, let's see if I cis it."
Ma! Bloom is worth $200

Minnesota Teams See
Good Night On Ice
It was a good night to be a
hockey fan in Minnesota, especially if you're fond of threegoal uprisings.
If you were in Bloomington,
Minn., Tuesday night, you saw
the North Stars of the National
Hockey League erupt for three
tra-ttiree-minene stretch
of the first period to pave the
way to a.- 4-1 victory over the
Los Angeles Kings.
If you were in nearby St.
Paul, you had to wait a bit
longer for the lightning to
strike—but the wait was worth
it. There. the Fighting Saints of
the World Hockey Association
slammed home three goals in
the final 96 seconds of play to
pull out a 5-3 triumph against
the Cleveland Crusaders.
In the night's only other WHA
games, the Philadelphia .Blazers. with a three-goal spurt of
their own in the final 3'2 minutes of the game, squeezed out
a 4-3 victory over the Chicago
Cougars and the Winnipeg Jets
demolished the Los Angeles
Sharks 8-0. In the two other
NHL games, the Montreal Canadiens whipped the New York
Islanders 7-2 and the Vancouver CanuckS tied the Detroit
Red Wings 3-3.
The North Stars' victory was
almost to be expected. In the
past 14 games against the
Kings going back to March,
1970, Minnesota has won 13 and
tied one.
Keith Christiansen, George
Konik and Fred Speck did the
come-from-behind work for the
Fighting Saints, who, along
with their fans, lived up to
their name.
The game was delayed for 15
minutes by a brawl which began when Jay Anderson, a
WHA employe, and Jim Wiste
of the Crusaders began scuffling in the penalty box. Wiste's
teammates went to his aid and,
as the fracas grew, the Saints'
fans began throwing chairs at
the Cleveland players. When it
was all over, Anderson was
hospitalized with undisclosed
injuries.
"For once we didn't let down
—alter" we felt behillti,'" said
Philadelphia PlaYer-Coach John
McKenzie, whose team won
only its third game in 15 this
year by saddling the Cougars
with their 11th loss in 14
games.
.
The Jets, taking sole possession of first place in the WI-IA
- West,. gut two goals apiece
from Chris BordeMau and Larry Hornung while'Bobby Hull,
their player-coach, had a goal
and two assists in the romp
over the Sharks that provided
goalie Ernie Wakely with his
first shutout of the season. Hull
has colected eight points in the
e
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five games he's played.
For a little more than two periods, the fledgling Islanders
held their own against the highflying Canadiens. Veteran Ron
Stewart. obtained during the
day from the New York
Rangers. punched in a powerplay goal in_ the opening minutes of the third period to trim
Montreal's lead to 3-2. Then the
roof fell in as Murray Wilson,
Jacques Lemaire, Marc Tardif
and Frank Mahovlich tallied to
make it a runaway as.the Canadiens widened their NHL
East Division lead over the idle
Rangers to seven points.
The
Canucks
found
themselves trailing 3-0 before
the first period was over. But
Andre Boudrias scored his second and third goals of the year,
including the game-tying tally
on a third-period power play, to
lift Vancouver into its deadlock
with the Red Wings.

million_ Or is he? It's hard to
tell, as he sits there looking
cool and enigmatic, refusing
to tell you whether the rumors
he's been negotiating to have
Wilt Chamberlain playing for
him next year are true, or
much of anything else.
Bloom admits he's unique, a
lot smarter than other men.
"It's my brains that have
got me where I am," he says.
He started out as a kid selling magazine subscriptions.
Then at 17 he had enough
money to put a down payment
on a San Diego apartment
house. Then he became a dentist, and he's been amassing
money ever since, so that now
he says he's the owner of all of
four corporations and 98 per
cent of another . The firms are
involved in real estate and
computer software, Bloom
said, but he declined to disclose details such as how
much they're worth or how
many employes they have.
"You'll never be able to find
out how much I'm worth,"
Bloom said. "There aren't
any records."
Bloom's long and successful
career 0"I've always been
lucky," he said modestly)
Started with him selling magazine subscriptions. Then he
became a collector for the San
Diego region, collecting all
the money people sent in for
subscriptions and forwarding
it to the parent company.
"I got to the point where
people liked me and just
mailed it in," Bloom said,
smiling his mysterious smile.
"That gave me a lot of time to
study and earn money too."
Everything since then has
been one lucky break after
another, Bloom said.
Even now, when he is pitted
in head-to-head competition
with Canadian Peter Graham,
owner of the only major enclosed sports arena in San
Diego, who is painted as a
black hat by many San Diego
sportswriters, Bloom feels
lucky.
Graham, whose rent demands were a factor in San
Diego losing the GOP convention, wanted Bloom to pay
$250,000 a year for renting his
arena, and Bloom protested
that NOBODY in basketball
paid even half that for rent. So
Bloom moved his new team to
the tiny San Diego State University gym for this season
and made plans to build his
own arena, and he feels he'll
make a go of it.

Coach Cal Luther will have three starters back for the 1972-73
basketball season which begins Nov. 25 for Murray against the
Australian Nationals. The starters from left are: 6-3 forward Les
Taylor, the No. 8 scorer in the nation last year; 6-8 center Marceious Starks; and 5-9 guard ste,e Barrett.

Greenfield Passes
1000-Yard Rushing
In almost 50 years of playing
football, Murray State had
never had a player rush for 1000
yards in a season until Rick
Fisher rushed 1078 last year.
Now Murray has two players
to have passed that magic
mark. George Greenfield
became the second when he
gained 259 yards against
Evansville last Saturday to
push his season total to 1067. His
259 yards was a Murray record
breaking Fisher's mark of 214
set against Middle Tennessee
last year. Fisher's seasonrushing record will likely go
next Saturday when Murray
closes out its season against
Western Kentucky at Murray.
Greenfield got 196 of his yards
andlioth his touchdowns i the
second half when Murray
roared from behind for a 28-22
victory. The Racers had trailed
the Aces 7-0 with 40 seconds left
in the third quarter.
"We had lots of problems with
their stunting linebackers the
first half,"
Coach Bill
Furgerson said, "but we made
some halftime adjustments and

College Bock Of Week

our offense finally began to
roll."
Murray's winning TD came
with 19 seconds left in the game
on a two yard pass from Tom
Pandolfi to fullback Bob
Marshall. The Racers drove 51
yards for the score in 8 plays,
after Evansville went ahead 2221 with 1:19 left.
Pandolfi replaced Mike
Robbie at quarterback the
second half and directed all of
Murray's scoring. He completed 3 of 5 passes for 30 yards
and a touchdown and rushed for
26 yards. Tight end Bill Farrell
and guard Joe Glorioso graded
highest of the offensive lineman
on blocking assignment with
percentages of 79. Guard
Rodney Pickering graded 77.
Farrell also caught two passes
for 48 yards and returned
Evansville's last kickoff from
Murray's 32-yard line to the 49.
Wide receiver Jeff Votaw was
Murray's leading receiver with
4 catches for 49 yards.
The victory gave Murray a 4-5
record and a chance to break
even for the season, should
they beat Western.
They'll be tough to beat,"
Furgerson says. "They have
great speed, are tough and
aggressive on defense, have
lightening-fast receivers and
running backs and a great
passer in Leo Peckenpaugh."

Three games played in county
elementary school basketball
last night found Lynn Grove
whipping Almo 61-39 while
Hazel edged Faxon 51-49 and
Kirksey walloped New Concord
111-43 as Tommy Futrell stored
57 points.
Lynn Grove, after trailing for
most of the first period, tied
Almo at 10 apiece late in the
quarter when Larry Martin
scored from under the bucket.
The Wildcats forged ahead and
at the end of the stanza Lynn
Grove held the upper hand at 1614.
The Wildcats used their
rebounding strength in the
second period and opened the
gap to 34-24 at the end of the
half.
During the third period,
action slowed down considerably as each team scored
only six points apiece.
In the final period, Alin°
fought back within eight points
at 47-39 but the Wildcats scored
the last 14 points of the game to
increase the margin to 22.
Martin paced the Wildcats
with 17 while Tommy Chavis
chipped in with 16 and Gene
Lockhart picked up 12. Ricky
Miller, hftting on 10-12 from the
charity line, paced the losing
Warriors with 20.
In the preliminary game, a
tough Lynn Grove team took a
53-38 win. J.J. Chavis led the
winners with 14 while Stalls had
13 for Almo and Stone dropped
in 10.
14 10 6 9-39
Almo
Lynn Grove 16 18 6 21--61
Ahno 139)—Miller 20, Stubblefield 9, Scott 2, Futrell 2,
Haley 2, and Peeler 4.
Lynn Grove 061)—Lockhart
12, Stone 8, Martin 17, Chavis 16
and Gardner 8.
Hazel gained its first win of
the season by coming on strong
in the final period to nip Faxon
by two points.
Faxon, behind by four at the
end of the first period, held two
point leads at the end of the half
and at the third quarter stop.
Kevin Barrett paced the
winners with 21 points while
Marshall Kirk fired in 23 for
Faxon. Jerry Don Morris
contributed 12 points for the
losers.
In the- peeliminary game._
Faxon surged to a 20-6 halftime
lead and used reserves in the
secon half on the way to a 28-25
win. Elliot and Morris paced the
winners by hitting for 12 and 10
respectively while Gibson led
the losing Lions with eight.
Faxon
8 15 14 12-49
Hazel
12 9 14 16-51
Faxon449)—Kirk 23, Morris
12, Blankenship 8, Walker 2,
Green 2, Elliot 2 and Duncan.
Hazel 0511—Barrett 21, Bailey
8,'Scott 6; Lattimer 2,thrisman
4, Cooper 4 and Garland 3.
Futrell's 57 point effort for

league-leading Kirksey eclipsed
the former county record of
Rick Scarbrough who had 53
points while playing for New
Concord. Futrell's overall
average for the season is now
35.4 points per game.
Kirksey led by only five points
at the end of the first period but
by halftime the lead had
jumped to 27 points. The Eagles
scored 34 points in the third
period and 38 points in the final
period in breaking the century
mark.
Ted McCuiston paced the
losing Redbirds with 22 points.
No other member of the Redbirds scored in double figures as
three of the regular starters
were out with injuries.
Rogers fired in 13 for Kirksey
while Beach and Lovett hit

double figures by scoring 12 and
11 respectively.
The preliminary contest
found Kirksey taking a 65-48 win
over the New Concord junior
varsity. Steve McCuiston led
the losers with 23 while Kevin
Lamb Paced Kirksey with 18.
Teddy Futrell had 14 for the
Eagles while Teddy Alexander
and Mike Watson had 12 and 10
respectively.
Concord
12 5 10 16-4,t
Kirksey
17 27 34 38-111
Concord 043)—T. McCuiston
22, Duke 5, Webb 2, Gibson 4, S.
McCuiston 2, Kingings 2 and
Beard 2.
Kirksey
57,
Lovett 11, Rogers 13, Russell 2,
Beach 12, Alexander 2, Watson
1, McCallon 4, Beane 4 and Ted
Futrell 4.

Defensive Player Of Week

Ham Helps Pittsburgh
Past Chiefs; Is Named
Defensive Honor Player
By GARY MIHOGES
Associated Press Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH I AP) — Jack
Ham admits he watched in
wide-eye amazement as the
Kansas Chiefs took the field.
"Geez they were huge," recalled the relatively small 220pound linebacker for the Pittsburgh Steelers. "I saw them
running across the field in
pregame introductions and they
looked like giants."
Nonetheless, Jack was indeed
a giant killer ae he helped
Pittsburgh to a 16-7 victory
over the Chiefs Sunday and
earned recognition as the Associated Press Defensive Player
of the Week in the National
Football League.
Meanwhile, tile AP Offensive
Player of the Week was Steeler
running back Franco Harris,
who once played on the Penn
State team wit Ham.
The dual recognition, which
comes just one week after
Steeler guard Bruce Van Dyke
was named top offensive player, evidences the . rise of a
Steeler team that is bidding for
the first divisiontitle in its
40 year history.
"People take notice when you
win," the 23-year-old Ham said
after a light drill Tuesday.
"This whole city is reacting to
the team's success. I've even
heard
sportscasters
on

television telling the people
where they can drive to watch
our Nine games on television.
Imagine that in Pittsburgh."
Ham, who has started every
regular season game in his two
years with Pittsburgh, is a
prime reason for the Steeler
emergence.
Against Kansas City, Ham
led all players with seven
tackles three assists and a deflected pass; and he recovered
two fumbles in the last seven
minutes to spark Pittsburgh to
victory.
In addition to Ham, other
nominees for Defensive Player
of the week were Atlanta
Tackle Mike Lewis, Minnesota
cornerback Bob Bryant and
San Francisco end Tommy
Hart.
Lewis had eight individual
tackles, including one on Archie
Manning in the end zone for a
safety, to lead Atlanta to a 3620 win over New Orleans.
Bryant crashed through the
lifie to black Errol Mwriree--field
goal attempt on the final play
of the game to preserve Minnesota's 16-14 win over Detroit.
Hart dumped Johnny Unitas
21 yards behind the line to
force a fumble that paved the
way to the winning touchdown
in San Francisco's 24-21 win
over Baltimore.

Adams, Davis Named
Pro Cage AP Co-Backs Of Week Billy Cunningham Leads

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Statistics tell the story ... or
do they?
NBA
Eastern Conference
Tony Adams of Utah State is
Atlantic Division
second in the nation in total ofW.. L. Pct. Pct. G.S.
fense and passing offense. The
Boston
13 1 .929
New York
14 3 .824
name of Alabama's Terry
Buffalo
3 12 .200 10' 7
Davis is nowhere to be found
Philadelphia
1 16 059 13'
Central Division
among the leaders.
Atlanta
8 8 500
Still, the two quarterbacks
Houston
7 8 467
7
were named co-National Backs
Baltimore
7 9 438 1
Cleveland
8 13 278 4
of the Week today by The AssoWestern Conference
ciated Press for their performMidwest Division
11
Milwaukee
4 733
ances last weekend.
9 4 69? 1
Chicago
—Adams completed an inK C Omaha
8 8 500 V?
credible 30 of 43 passes for five
Detroit
5 9 357 5,7
Pacific Division
touchdowns and a •national
Los Angeles
13 3 813
record 561 yards in Utah
11
4 733 I,2
Golden State
Phoenix
8 6 571 4
States 44-16 rout of arch-rival
Seattle
4 11 .267 8'7
Utah.
Portland
3 11 .214 9
—Davis hit on 10..of 18 passes
Tuesday's Games
New York 103, Phoenix 97
for
157 yards and two
Golden State 115, Atlanta 105
totfchd(pwns and carried 15
Baltimore 104, Houston 103
Kansas City Omaha 106, But
times for 92 yards and one TD
talcs 100
as he directed second-ranked
Chicago 97, Seattle 80
Alabama's Wishbone to an imLos Angeles 95, Milwaukee 97
Poriland 100, Cleveland 91
pressive 35-21 triumph over
Wednesday's Games
previously _uabeaten and sixthPhoenix at Boston
Seattle at Kansas Cay Omaha
rated I,ouisiAILState, giving
•11-os Angeles at Detroit
the Crimson Tide their second
--tretA
-ronseetttive Southeastern ConEast
ference crown. Pct. G.8.
W L
Carolina
12 6 667
Adams, a 6-foot, 195-Pound• 7
7
500 3
Kentuck
senior from Riverside. Calif.,
9 10 474 3'
V,rq,n,a
New York
5 10 1.33 5',
has had quite a career this
4 11
267 6'
Memphis.
month. One week earlier,. he
West
connected /in 32 of 47 passes for
11 6 647
Indiana
11 8 570 1
Utah
406 yards andlive touchdowns
9 7 563 l'
Denver
against Idaho, including 13
10 8 556 1'
San • Diego
Ditties
4 9 308
completions in a. row. -•
Tuesday's Games
Adams has completed 182 of
Donvng 118. Indiana 100
304 attempts this season for 2,San Diego 122, Utah ill
Carolina 127, Virginia 118
486 yards and 20 touchdowns,'
Only games scheduled
but the most impressive statisWednesday's Games
Carolina at New York ti(' just may be his mere eight
Dallas at Kentucky
interceptims.
San Died) at Memotus
"He won't throw it up for
Only games scheduled

Standings

grabs," says coach Chuck Mills.
"And despite all his records, he
hasn't gone nuts looking for the
pass. We've still run the ball
more than we've thrown it."
So has Alabama, and Davis,
a 6-0, 177-pound senior from
Bogalusa, La., has run the
Wishbone to such perfection
that the Tide ranks among- the
leaders in total offense and
rushing offense.
"Bert Jones is a great quarterback," `Rama Coach Bear
Bryant says about 1SU's star,
adding: "If he could run a little
bit he'd be. as good as Terry
Davis."
Adams and Davis shared
Back of the Week honors over:
--Quarterbacks
George
Amundson of Iowa State, Sonny
Sixkiller of Washington, Don
Strock of Virginia Tech and
John Hufnagel of Penn State.
- Running backs Ken Grandberry of Washington State, Lonnie Perrin of Illinois, John King
of Minnesota, Otts, Armstrong
of Purdue and George Keim of
Toted(I.
.—Slotback Johnny Rodgers of
Nebraska.
—Defensive backs Bill Bartley of Oregon State, Brad Van
Pelt of Michigan State, Buster
Cox of Duke, Terry Stoughton
of East Carolina and Mike
T•xvinsend of.Notre Dim*,

Jones Acquired
GREENSBORO.N.C. I-API -The Carolina Cougars of the
American Basketball Association, have acquired guard
Steve Jones from the Dallas
Chaparrals for guard Bob Warren.

Kathy Rowlett On
SW Volleyball Team
CARBONDALE, ILL.—Fresh
from their victories at Indiana
University last Saturday Nov.
11), the women's volleyball
teams I A and B) at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale are pointing for a home
tournament Dec. 2.
In the competition at
Bloomington, Ind., SIU's A
team took first place, defeating
the University of Dayton and
Purdue University, second and
third place winners resprec•
tieely.
oithern's -B team copped
second place honors, defeating
Anderson e5Ilege, Ball State .
and Illinois State but losing to
Indiana University and Purdue.
Members of the teams fielded
by the S1U Women's Recreation
Association, include Kathleen
Rowlett of Murray.

Tuesday night helped Carolina
blast the Virginia Squires 127118. The star forward also
boosted his scoring average,
Fourth best in the ABA at nearly 26.
In the other ABA games
Tuesday night, the Denver
Rockets ripped the Indiana
Pacers 118-108 and the San
Diego Conquistadors toppled
the Utah Stars 122-111.
In the NBA, it was: New
York 103, Phoenix 97; Golden
State 114, Atlanta 105; Baltimore 104, Houston 103; Kansas
City-Omaha 106, Buffalo 100;
Chicago 97, Seattle 80; I,os Angeles 95,Milwaukee 92 and Portland 100, Cleveland 91.
Carolina broke open its game
with Virginia with a 14-4 spurt
behind Cunningham late in the
fourth quarter that gave the
Cougars a solid 113-103 lead.
Virginia could get no closer
than seven points after that.
Julius Erving led the losers
with 23 points and 16 rebounds.
Warren Jsbali hit two baskets in the closing minutes and
Denver held off a rally by Indiana to beat the defending
ABA champion Pacers. Ralph
Simpson led the Rockets with
25 SCAMS.
_
Sparked by Chuck Williams'
eight points in the final eight
minutes, the expansionist tonquistadors won their first ABA
game from Utah.
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Carolina Past Virginia
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thirty-five points, eleven
rebounds, five steals and two
blocked shots.
Billy Cunningham is having a
ball in the American Basketball
Association.
Cunningham, a new member
of the Carolina Cougars after
several years in the National
Basketball Association,continues to come through
with all-star performances in
the ABA.
Cunningham's big
game

Polygon Brii

See SANTA
in PERSON
SET- DAYS
6 PM to 9 PM •Nov.16th&17th
Santa has a free gift for all the kiddies!
We also have' this special offer for you
while Santa's in town...don't miss it...

Place an ()Her for
just v25 or more and

get a box of deliCions
Double Dipped
Chocolate Peanuts.
Be wise . . . shop now for toys and gifts
from Sears Christmas Catalog

Sears

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE

S outhside Shopping Center
174"*""'"""" Murray, Ky.
.
753-2310
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Highest Price
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API.- A
4-year-old
mare, Polygon,
brought the highest price of the
Keeneland Breeding Stock Sale
Tuesday night.
Fontainbleu Farm paid $160,000 for the daughter of Never
Bend out of Polly Girl, in foal
to Le F2buleux. She was sold
by Norrandy Farm as agent.
The sale continues today with
two sessions and with continuous sessions Thursday and
Friday.
In the Tuesday morning session, Frank M. O'Ferrall of
London, England, paid the high
price of $150,000 for Captain's
Mate, a 3-year-old daughter of
Turn-to in foal to Graustark.
Earlier in the sales O'Ferrall
had paid $105,000 for Shahtash,
6-year-old mare in foal to Sir
Ivor.
A total of 131 horses were
sold in Tuesday evening's sale
for $2,759,900, an average of
$21,068 a head. Two stallion
shares were sold for a total of
$3,700.
.
During the afternoon sale, 143
horses were auctioned off for a
total of $1,911,800, or an average - of -$13,369., per
thoroughbred.
The total for the first four
sessions Monday and Tuesday
was $9,758,700, making this the
richest sales year for Keeneland.
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Wort Trophy Easily

Dick Allen Named
AL Most Valuable
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API - Broadshouldered sick Allen, the
muscle of the' picago White
Sox' offense, was named today
the American League's Most
Valur-:)) Player of 1972.
Allen won the coveted prize
in a landslide vote from the
Baseball Writers Association of
America, receiving 21 out of a
possible 24 first-place votes.
The White Sox's star first
baseman, who slugged a
league-leading . 37 home runs
and knocked in a career-high
113 runs, won the trophy easily
over outfielder Joe Rudi of the
World Champion Oakland A's.
Allen, playing in his first
year in the American League
after several years in the National, was the only player
named on all 24 ballots. He finished with a total of 321 points,
Just 15 points shy of a perfect
score, while runner-up Rudi
collared 164.
Rudi, the A's leading hitter
with a .305 average, was named
on 22 of 24 ballots.
Sparky Lyle, the left-handed

relief ace of the New York
Yankees, who saved 35 games
and won nine during the 1972
season, finished third in the
voting with 158 points.
Allen, Rudi, Lyle and pitcher
Mickey Lolich of the Detroit
Tigers, wholinished 10th with

American Legion
To Conclude Fall
Turkey Shoots
Post 144, American Legion,
Gilbertsville, will conclude its
fall turkey shoots on Saturday
night. November 18.
The gun rack area will be
protected in the event of bad
weather. •
A barbecue supper for
shooters will begin at 5 p.m. and
the shoot will begin at 6 p.m.
Late-arriving participants also
will be served but post officials
said they hope most will be fed
before the shoot begins.
The shoots are the major
fund-raising effort of the
organization.

Southern Cal Picked TO Upset
Cross-Town Rival UCLA Bruins
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - UCLA,
which got caught looking ahead
to Southern California and lost
to Washington last Saturday,
hopes to catch top-ranked
Southern Cal looking ahead to
Notre Dame this weekend.
The crosstown rivals meet in
the Los Angeles Coliseum.
which serves as home field for
both, to settle the Pacific-8 Conference championship and the
host berth in the Rose Bowl.
Southern Cal holds a onegame lead and a UCLA
triumph would deadlock the
race ... and send the Bruins to
Pasadena by virtue of having
won the head-to-head confrontation.
UCLA_Is..seconsi riationakin
rushing with 361.2 yards per
game and ninth in total offense
with a 422.7 average. Southern
Cal stands fifth in that category
with a 450.0 average.
But it is on defense where the
Trojans really shine, holding
their foes to 215.3 yards per
game fourth best nationally),
75.2 on the ground ( No. H and
9.7 points ( No. 6). Trojan Coach
John McKay says the defense

deserves three-quarters of the
credit for the No, 1 ranking.
The pick, then, is a defensive
one ... Southern Cal.
Last week' score was 42
right-including the Upset Special, Michigan State over Ohio
State-20 wrong and one tie for
.677. For the season, it's 409161-12-.718.
Virginia Tech at Alabama-If
ever a team could be expected
to look ahead, this is Alabama's turn. The Crimson Tide
is corning off an impressive
and emotional viatqey over
Louisiana State and their next
game is the finale with hated
Auburn. Virginia Tech is only
5-3-1 but the Gobblers boast the
nation's total offense and passing leader in Don Strock. The
Tide secondary will get a worltout-but winicing is-the-prirreary
thing. Alabama.
Purdue at Michigan-More
look-ahead possibilities. Will
Michigan be looking ahead to
Ohio State next week? If so, a
Purdue win would throw the
Big Ten race into at least a
two-way - tie between the Boilermakers and Wolverines, depending on what Ohio State
does. Michigan.

Texas at Texas ChristianTCU bombed 15th-ranked Texas
Tech last weekend but Texas is
a Longhorn-and a ranking
( seventh(-of a different color.
Texas.
Georgia at Auburn-Auburn
was the only team to beat
Georgia last season. This year
it's been done by Tulane, Alabama and Tennessee ... and
now Auburn.
Mississippi at TennesseeBoth teams had last week off,
but have the Rebels recovered
from that heart-breaking lastsecond loss to ISU? Not likely.
Tennessee.
Washington at Washington
State-Washington has Sonny
Sixkiller on target again but
the Cougars took care of Stanford. and passing whiz Mike
Boryla last Saturday. Washington.
Brown at Harvard-Michigan
State has won two since Duffy
Daugherty announced this
would be his last season. Wake
Forest won last week after the
school announced this would be
, Coach Tom Harper's one and
only seasoh. Brown's Len Jardine said Monday he would step
dorm at the end of the campaign. Okay, precedent. Upset
Special of the Week ... Brown.
Tulane at VanderbiltTulane's a winner, Vandy's a
loser, but Tulane's also looking
forward to 1SU. Second Upset
Special
Vanderbilt.

Barry, West, And
Frazier Lead Teams
Sports In
To NBA Wins Tuesday Brief

In
ON

16th &17th
the kiddies!
ffe r for you
't miss it...

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rick Barry, Jerry West and
Walt Frazier. Those are three
of the superstars in the National Basketball Association who
get paid super salaries to break
open games.
And that's exactly what they
did Tuesday night.
Barry sparked a fourth-period rally to help the Golden
State Warriors defeat the Atlanta Hawks 114-105.
West mired in 15 of his 26
points in the last period as the
Los Angeles Lakers trimmed
the Milwaukee Bucks 95-92.
And Frazier fired in 32 points
as the New York Knicks
clouted the Phoenix Suns 103-97.
Golden State was trailing 8884 going into the final period
before Barry took charge. The
brilliant forward hit a 20-foot
shot with four minutes left to

give the Warriors a never-headed 101-100 lead. Barry. who By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
scored 19 points in the game,
Hockey
later added two field goals as
NEW YORK-The New York
the Warriors took a comfort- Rangers sold veteran right
able 106-100 advantage near the wing Ron Stewart to the New
end.
York Islanders in a National
West was the key man for Hockey
League
cash
Los Angeles down the stretch, transaction.
helping his team pull away
General
from an 86-86 tie in the closing
WORCESTER, Mass.-Holy
minutes. His hot shooting over- Gross College announced its
shadowed a fine performance withdrawal, effective immeby Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of diately, from the Yankee ConMilwaukee, who; scored 37
"
fkrAlif.Filv)
• points and pulled in 16
Tennis
rebounds.
ROTTERDAM, The NetherFrazier controlled the flow of lands-Hometown hero Tom
his game, as he usually does Okker topped Hamm Rahirn of
from his backcourt position. Pakistan, 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 as the
The All-Star guard took game- $50,000 World Championship Inhigh scoring honors just ahead ternational opened play. of teammate Bill Bradley, who
NOTTINGHAM, England-also had a hot hand with 30 Jim Connors of Belleville, Ill.,
points.
lost the first set,, then took the
In the other NBA games next 12 games in besting South
Tuesday night. the Baltimore Afrita's Ray Moore 3-6, 6-0, 6-0
The SILENT GUARD II
Bullets edged the Houston in Dewar's Cup competition.
Rockets 104-183; the Chicago
Golf
Bulls ripped the Sraitle SuperNEW YORK-Lee Trevino
Sonics 97-80; the Kansas City- was fined $850 for walking out
Omaha Kings nipped the Buf- of the Sahara Invitational and
40
fa
53 5r
falo Braves 106-101 and the criticizing officials last month.
•••I I • le•
Portland Trail Blazers spanked •
Horse Racing
Sot of 4 tiros starts as low as S40.60
the Cleveland Cavaliers 100-91.
plus 5T.61 F,E.T. ---mw dr* for Seers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.- HerbalIn the American Basketball
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size.
Association, it was: Carolina ist, $2.80, and Shelby Qactik,
iCatator Snits Office 127,-Virginia 11.8.; Denver 118, $5.40, finished in a dead heat at
Murray.
Indiana 108 and San DieTo-12Z; -4be-wire-mf-the Oluretriff-Onwris
Southside Shopping Center
feature.
Utah III.
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60 points, were the only players
to receive first-place votes.
Rudi, Lyle and Lolich got one
each.
After the 1-2-3 finishers, the
rest of the top ten MVP players
were: catcher Carlton Fisk of
the Boston Red Sox; outfielder
Bobby Murcer of the New York
Yankees; Cleveland pitcher
Gaylord Perry; pitcher Wilbur
Wood of Cicago; pitcher Luis
Tiant of Boston; shortstop Ed
Brinkman of Detroit's Eastwinning Tigers and Lolich.
Allen is only the second
White Sox player to win the
award. Nellie Fox was the other in 1959.
Playing with his fourth team
in as many years, Allen was
obtained by the White Sox from
the Los Angeles Dodgers in a
trade last winter. He received a
$60,000 bonus to sign his first
pro contract with the Philadelphia Phillies and was traded
to the St. Louis Cardinals after
a controversy-marked career.
Allen stayed only one year
with St. Louis before being
traded to Los Angeles. He was
gone after one year there, Ipo.
Allen, who on occasion
missed games with his three
previous teams, was punctual
all season for Chuck Tanner,
the White Sox manager who is
a close family friend. Allen
played in 148 straight games at
Chicago until Tanner dismissed
him with six games left in the
season and the White Sox out of
the AL's West Division race. -

Henley Leads
SEC Scoring
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( AP)Auburn tailback Terry Henley
leads the Southeastern Conference in scoring with 66 points
and is running away with the
rushing lead, averaging more
than 100-yards per gape.
Henley has rushed for 804
yards in the Tigers' eight
games, an average of 100.5. He
has scored 11 touchdowns and
averages 8.25 points a game.
Nat Moore of Florida follows
Henley closely in total points
and leads the league in points
scored per game. His 10.
touchdowns in Florida's seven
games gives him a scoring average of 8.6.
Second to Henley in rushing
is Haskell Stanback of
Tennessee, who has 574 yards
and an 82-per-game average.
Ricky Townsend of Tennessee
has the most accurate toe in
the SEC. He is 24 for 24 on Pats
and nine for 13 on field goals
for 51 points. He is followed by
Bill Davis of Alabama, who is
38 for 41 on PATs and three for
seven on field goals for 47
points.
Rusty Jackson, Louisiana
State's place kicker, has 36
points, 24 for 25 on PATs and
four for five on field goal troes.
Greg Gantt of Alabama is the
best punter, averaging 42.9
yards a kick. Jackson is second.
in punting with a 41.4 average.
Vanderbilt's Doug Nettles
made 36 yards on two kick-off
returns at Kentucky last week
to reach a season total of 500.
He averages 26.3 yards per try.
And on punt returns, Eddie
Brown of Tennessee and Tyson
Sever of Florida are setting the
pace. Brown has 339 yards on
31 returns for a 10.9 average.
and Sever has 210 yards on 16
tries for a 13.1 average.
Mississippi's Harry Harrison
leads the conference in pass interceptions. He has .returned
seven for 97 yards. Darryl
Bishop of Kentucky has the
best return average on interceptions-37.3 yards-with four
for 149 yards.
The best passer at this point
in the season is ISU's Bert
Jones, who leads in completions, yardage, completions
per game and touchdown
passes.
His 18 of 32 attempts for 242
yards and two touchdowns
against Alabama made his
eight game totals 82 of 150 for
1,179 yards and 13 touchdowns.
Jones has been intercepted
five times, twice by Alabama.
• Percentage wise, Condredge
Holloway of Tennessee is the
most accurate passer. He Is
completing 60.6 per cent of his
and,has._only-had tree_
passes picked off.

Swanns Market
208 South 4th Street
Downtown Shopping Center

Green Giant

Green Giant

Green Giant
NIBLETS CORN
12-oz. can 2 49'

ASPARAGUS
_
GREEN PEAS
SPEARS,,,
16-oz. can
15-oz. can / lir
29'
Green Giant
Green Giant
) White Shoepeg
Whole Kernel
PEASwithONIONS
d CORN 12-oz. can 29' L:
tLSi_) 15-oz. can
29'
Green Giant
Del Monte
Kitchen Sliced
SERVE A
PUMPKIN
GREEN BEANS
TASTIER
moo
thr

303

car/
coot,
.
MAO

29'

can

Green Giant
Sliced
MUSHROOMS
N;Ot# 2-oz. 3 for $100
Rainbow
SWEET MIDGET
PICKLES
47'
12,z
None Such
MINCE MEAT

35'
Cool Whip
SWIGGLE
63'
Also In Cups
Colonial
BUTTER BISCUITS

39'
KEEBLER

COOKIES
RED TAG SALE 3 forsioo
Frozen
FreshCOCONUT 39'

can

303

Ocean Spray
Whole or Jellied
CRANBERRY
SAUCE
16-oz. can 29'
Hunt's
WHOLE
SPICED
PEACHES
No. 21/2 can 39'
Swanson
CHICKEN
BROTH
13 oz can 2tor 39
Brown-in-Bag

TURKEY
Stutt your bird

the modern way

41tit//A
CROUTETTES STUFFING
Stuffing
S
1•64..eur•

39c
Heavy Duty
Aluminum Foil

-131A
4

59c

ReYnolds

McCormick's 2-oz
VANILLA EXTRACT 45'
PUMPKIN PIE SPICE 49'
POULTRY SEASONING 25
RUBBED SAGE

25

Bunny
14"x20"
89'
BREAD CUBES
Wonder
CRISPY CROUTONS
FRUIT CAKES
In Tins 2 lbs '129
9 oz
35'
Chipos
Bulk
POTATO CHIPS BROWN SUGAR r

55

3 ts

* MEATS *

Of Em says,
Goodness gracious,
its pea-pickin good!"
MARTHA
WHITE
HOT RIZE
CORN MEAL

19' '

TURKEYS

49lbc

Armour's

Swift's Butterball

59' lb

Frozen
01,111011r

53Ict,

Hens
IP*"

49c

5 Lbs.

Turkey Breast $1°,5

* FROZEN FOODS *

Pet Ritz

PIE CRUST

3pkgss

Boneless

00

White 8 Dark Meat

Boneless

Turkey Roast2 lb

8

sq 29

Fresh

PIES

MINCE or PUMPKIN

Chicken Livers 79:

YOU RECEIVE

EE

Armour's
ABOUT

Hams

10 EXTRA

CUPS

OF COFFEE WITH THE
PURCHASE OF EACH
SPECIAL 7 OZ JAR
OF INSTANT FOLGER'S

Canned j , b

$369

Chunk

hdgeos

Smoked Jowl

49:

Fresh

* PRODUCE *
Oysters
SWEET POTATOES
lb.
Half or Whole
FRESH COCONUTS
ONIONS 3 lb 39° CELERY
Hams
RADISHES - GREEN PEPPERS1
12 :
Kraft
APPLES Jonathan 41b hag
49' MINIATURE
ORANGES - BANANAS

MARSHMALLOW
15
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WIN FREE CASH!!

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

Treasure Chi

EGGS
$100

THIS WEEK

$100'

WIN

5

Be Sure To Get Your Cord

Doz.

Punched This Week!

Prices Good thru Wed., Nov. 22

Last Weeir's Winner:

ional purchase, )(eluding
Limit 3 dozen with '7.50 addit
tobacco and dairy products.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

E. H. Cook,

We Reserve:The Right To Limit

Doran Rd.,

oPEN

WE WILL BE

Murray, Ky.

Thanksgiving Day
For Your Shopping Convenience

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FAMILY PA I

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANB'RY SAUCE

2 49
16-oz.

‘01.
Lao

FRYERS
49' lb.
39'
39' lb.
lb.24
29' lb

Breast
Thighs
Best of Fryer
Wings

Cans

Krey

Steak

16-oz.8
Can

with
BEANS

Chili

Lean Pork

coFFE
MAXWELL HOUSE

SUNFLOWER

MEAL
Bag
so‘

Crisco

(with coupon below)

Boneless

88

3-Lb.
Can

99

12-oz.
Jar

49

Pure Vegetable

overi

lb.

Boston Butt

Pork Roast

lb

MAXWE L HOUSE
GREEN GIANT KITCHEN SLICED

COFFE

GREEN BEANS
17-oz.
Can
Limit 4
Fresh

Sk%\*

Limit 1
per Familx

( I)Upon

Limit 1
, , per Familx

Maxwell House

COFFEE
12-oz.
jar

99,

/. Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

ts

16-0z.
Bag

Cranberries

t.

,Coupon

19

Maxwell House

( Ot11)011
Limit 1
per Family

Imperial

•

Coupon
Limit 1
per Eamil

Coupon
, Limit 1
iic per Eamilx

Gt.Size .•

•

C0FrEE SOFT OLEO LUX LIQUID

1-lb.
can

69 1-lb. 3/99t

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
al Storeys

22-oz,
. bot.

FINAL
TOUCH

Coupon
t knit I
per Family

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

( ikupon
Limit 1
per Earnil

(with coupon below)

3
Coupon
limit 1
per Famil

Palmolive Green

SAVE $6.9:

With These COUPONS
Coupon
Limit I
per Familx

COOL
SOAP
AJAX
ACTION
WHIP
.
59
1/
t
A
49-oz.
a9
.
bath
591
1/59, BLEACH
u
size- J
_=_—._ ,_oz 2/99'

LIFEBUOY
SOAP

49t_ - - 33-oz. 59c .bath
size

( oupon
Limit I
pr Vaimix

1-Lb. Can

J

F,xpires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

Giant Size

Giant Size

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

.

Expires 11-25,72
Good only
at Storeys

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

((lupin
Limit 1
per Family

Coupon
Linn 1 per Eamilx

SCOTT hi
TISSUE
PUDDING & PIE
.
Sheet Roll
iyo.
FILLING
1
JELL-O

2
/
31

4/49 U-I9c

Expires 11-25-72
Expires 11-25-72
Expires 11-25-72
Good only
only
only.
Good
Good
A'
t
Storeys
sa
ey
or
at Storeys
at St
i

15, 1972
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SWIFT'S FAMOUS

sure Chest

Butter Ball

$100"

TURKEYS

dr

Sure To Get Your Card

48

20 to 24
Lbs. Avg.

Punched This Week!
Last Weers Winner:
E. H. Cook,

lb

Doran Rd.,
Morrell 'Boneless

Murray, Ky.

Hams

99'

lb.

‘. IN SPEC1 ED FAMILY PACK

Swift's Gold Crest Turkey
Fresh Frozen Baking Hens
Rock Cornish Hens Jib.4 oz
Young Prime Ducklings
Armour Star Geese
Fresh Oysters 12 oz.

:RYERS
er

49' lb.
39' lb.
39' lb.
29' lb

24.;
lb.

484
lb 494

lb

ea. 99C
ib.89C
lb.

99c

lb $ 1 59

Large Asst. of Swift's Butterball Turkeys
Elm Hill Pyramid
One Pound
Pkg.

Bacon

lb.

iioNFEE
99

5

MAXWELL HOUSE

Armour Testender

Chuck Roast

f-oz.
Jar

ipon below)

Field's

Boston Butt

k Roast 6
lb.

lb.

48;

Sausage 79!
1/4
Loin

MAXWE L HOUSE

Pork Ch?olops
). Can

9-11 Chops
lb

oupon below)

;AVE $6.93

Elm Hill Pups

Wieners

With These COUPONS
Coupon
Limit I
per Family

JELL-0

Coupon
Lin' 1 per Famils

SCOTT
TISSUE

Coupon
Limit I
per Family

Coupon
Limit I
per Family

Maxwell House

COFFEE

MAXIM

PUDDING & PIE
FILLING
1110O Sheet Roll
3.ib.
't r
t
$ 19 4-oz.
can
jar
-oz.
,•
Expires 11-25-72
txpires II-254r— — Ercrmt-11-2 -72
Expirrs11-25-72

31/2 4/A
,9
Good only
at Store 's

6/79t
Good only
al Storeys

2

Good only
at Storeys

99

Good only
at Storeys

Coupon
Limit I
per Family

If. tuition
I.imit I
per Family

12-oz. Pkg.
Coupon
Limit I
per Family

t Intim
Limit I
per Family

Coupon
Limit I
per Family

t °upon
Limit I
per Family

t oupon
Limit I
per Family

Maxwell House Maxwell House Maxwell House

COFFEE
2can
lb $1"
Expires 11-25.72
Good only
at Storeys

t °upon
Limit I
per Filft10

I oolwil
Liiiiit I
per Fitn111‘
- -..

Coupon
Limit I
per Family

Cooking Magic
Hunt's
Hunt's
King Size
WESS
ON
COFFEE COFFEE
TOMA
TO
COOK
ING VANISH COMET 6 Palmoliv(
KETCHUP
OIL
or
20
• SAUCE
• •d59
6-0z.
BAGSA 9,
'
1-1b. 79t 38-oz.
t -8-oz
_
_..
_ 89
.
4tqui
c
22-oz.
jar
23' 32-oz.
bag i
—-95 tani/59 3/'1°9 large- at 34-oz. 45' -

Endsgs_11-25-72
Good only
' at Storeys

• Expires 11-2S-72
'Good only
at Storeys

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Stores

Expires II-25-72
Good only
at Storeys

Expires 11-27)-72
Good only
at Stott,s

rApircs II- ,
Good only
St Sittre s

Evirt•sil.272
Good only
at Stores s

Expiry,. 11-25-72
Good only
at,Storeys.

Expires 11-25-72
Good only
at Stores

•
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According to Premier Chou
En-tat, a collective leadership
will take over in Peking after
the death of Chairman Mao
Tse-tung.
Mao will be 79 on Nov. 19.
He is said to be seriously ailing.
People should not worry
about China's future leadership, Chou recently, told a
group of American editors
who were asking awkward
questions about the succession problem.
But Western governments
do worry.
China experts are not convinced by C'hou's outwardly
calm assurance. In Peking's
politically unstable climate,
anything could happen when
Mao goes. That leadership
would pass smoothly into the
hands of a group where all is
harmony and unanimity, and
none wants to be more equal
than the rest, is held highly
unlikely.
More to be expected is a
leadership crisis that would
have repercussions abroad as
well as at home. Washington
and other governments now
widening their China contacts
in the interests of world peace
would have a stake in the outcome of the power struggle.
Those contacts, so carefully
cultivated, could be abruptly
cut off by a new regime out to
destroy the influence of
Maoism and anyone associated with it.

-••••••

Moscow would also be
closely watching, no doubt
willing to help to power any
pro-Soviet faction that was
likely to welcome a Sino-Soviet rapprochement.
For all the efforts of Peking
officials to convince the outside world that they present a
solid front of dedicated
Maoists, there is little indication that the deep differences
within the Chinese Communist Party heirarchy have
been resolved.
The Maoists are political
hardliners, believing that
strict adherence to Marxist
principles, as interpreted by
Mao himself, will bring about
China's self-sufficiency and
turn it into a superpower to be
feared by all.
Others — of whom Chou is
said to be a leader, though he
still acknowledges obeisance
to Mao — have grown somewhat disenchanted with
Maoist 'idealism. They are
more opportunistic, prepared
to embark on international
wheeling and dealing in order
to buttress China's economic
and military position while
the communization process
proceeds.
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Mao successor
still a mystery
By' ROBERT SEWS
Copley News Service

&

Should leaders endorse
political candidates?

The military falls somewhere in between. It holds the
physical power, but is by no
means of one mind, either
about Maoist theory, or as to
where the greatest threats to
China lie. While some military men welcome new contacts with the West, others
favor stronger accommodation with the Soviet Union.
Lin Piao, former defense
minister and Mao's designated heir until he was purged
and killed in an air crash
while attempting to flee to
Russia had a long record of
association with the Soviet
Union. He disagreed with the
new policy of contact with the
West rather than seeking a
settlement of Peking's disputes with Moscow.

By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

Nobody has yet been named
to fill Lin's post as defense
minister. Neither have the
armed forces a chief of staff
since Huang Yung-sueng disappeared at the same time,
last September, as Lin. Several others who held positions of
command in the army, navy
and air force have drooped
out of public sight.
Along with the disappearance of some 130 military
leaders, many officials in the
Communist Party central
committee and in key government ministries were ousted.
The purge of the Politburo has
reduced its membership from
21 to 10, five of them army
men.
The Communist Party lacks
a vice chairman (another post
held by Lin I and only three of
16 governmental vice premiers named in 1965 remain
active. The government has
only an -acting" president,
86-year-old Tung Pi-wu,
named earlier this year to fill
a post vacated six years ago
when Liu Shao-chi was
purged.
Some China observers believe the failure to fill the
many key vacancies still existing reflects the inability of
Peking's old-timers $ agree
on new men, and thus establish who will eventually succeed them.
Santa's not too rotund
NEW YORK tUPII
Many pictures of Santa these
days are in keeping with the
current medical preachment:
don't get too fat. The National
Association of Greeting Card
Publishers says Santa has been
growing smaller and smaller —
perhaps from sliding down so
many sooty chimneys.
The very first Christmas
cards depicted Santa as a
hearty, chubby old gentlemen.
He's still rotund but not what
doictors %mild call grossIsirbese
— as he was in long ago
pictures,

NEW YORK — Is there a
Roman Catholic vote? A Jewish vote? Should religious
leaders and sectarian publications openly endorse political candidates?
These are some of the questions being raised by spokesmen for various religious
groups as the 1972 presidential campaign draws to a
close. The views expressed
are strong and definite in trying to put adherents of all religions into the mainstream of
political life on a personal basis rather than as members of
voting blocs.
That there has been what is
known as a Catholic vote in
the past is not denied by those
who have taken a stand
against sectarian partisanship. The Catholic vote sprang
from the bigotry of the Whig
gild Know-Nothing Parties
campaigns of the mid-19th
Century.
Those groups were so hostile to Irish Catholics that they
drove them into the Democratic Party, where they have
traditionally remained, bolstered by, the big-city Democratic machines, which have
been dominated by Catholic
leadership.
Now with political bossism
on the wane and with many
Catholics being "turned off"
by some of the liberal Democratic views, particularly on
law and order, pacification,
the Vietnam War and abortion, the Catholic vote may be
passing into history, according to a study of the situation
by Rick Casey, associate editor of the National Catholic
Reporter.
Increasingly, he noted,
Catholics are voting according to their individual beliefs
and preferences. He cited
Father John Sherrin of the
New Catholic World as saying
in support of this view, that
the Catholic vote is a "fable
about as credible as the fable
of Pope Joan,"
Although in past years
Catholics have tended to cast
more votes for Democrats
than the nation as a whole,
Casey said, this year may tell
a different story.
"Democrats can no longer
take this constituency for
granted," he declared.
Casey observed that neither
Democrats nor Republicans
are being subtle in courting
the "Catholic- vote, with both
using Catholic Church issues
as the basis for some of their
appeals.
He cited President Nixon's
appearance before a meeting
of nuns in Philadelphia to dedare his support of tax aid for
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nonpublic schools. Sen.
George McGovern,the Demo
crate candidate, expressed
the same basic views in an appearance at Chicago's largest
high school, he noted.
Msgr. George Higgins of the
U.S. Catholic Conference declared in a column syndicated
to diocesan papers that he regarded it as "rather offensive
that both political parties are
making such a crass appeal to
Catholics, as Catholics, in the
current presidential campaign."
There has beeA considerable discussion also of the
question of Jewish voters.
Rabbi David Polish, president of the Central Conference of American Rabbis,
which represents 1,100 Reform rabbis in the United
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States and Canada, has been
one of the most vocal. He cautioned Jewish institutions and
their leaders against open
support for any presidential
candidate.
His warning was motivated
principally by a desire to
avert a schism detrimental to
the cause of Israel and the
American Jewish community.
While Jews have a right to
participate vigorously in the
American democratic process, he said, their support
must be given in such a way
as to indicate clearly that
each person is speaking for
himself, not for a bloc of Jews.
Some Jewish leaders I-.ave
already created the impression that they spoke for many
others, when in reality they
represented only themselves,
he added.

KISSINGF:R MEETS THE JETS—Presidential aide Henry Kissinger, right, shakes hands with
New York Jets quarterback Joe Namath in the Jets' locker room at Shea Stadium after victory over
Buffalo Bills, 41-3, Jets's Larry Grantham is in center.
(AP Wirephotoi

Ward Wins Role After Three Screen Tests
By WAKA TSUNODA
NEW YORK
AP) —
Simon Ward is a social
climber. A few years ago
he was Frankenstein's assistant. Today he's a member of
parliament named — Winston
Churchill.
"My agent rang up." the 30year-old British actor recalled,
"and said, 'would you go and
see Carl Foreman and Richard
Attenborough who are making a
film about Churchill?' I said,
'Yes, but what part do they
want to see me about?' He said,
'Winston Churchill.' I laughed.
That was the most ridiculous
thing I'd ever heard.
Little did he know that he'd
end up with the coveted title
role of "Young Winston," beating some 400 competitors. The
film, directed by Attenborough.
is based on Churchill's autobiography, "My Early Life." It
was the late Sir Winston himself who suggested 10 years ago
that producer Foreman make
the film. Foreman didn't get
around to doing it until now.
'•I,went through three screening tests and finally had a riding
test," said Ward, a 5-foot-11
blond with sensitive good looks.
"It went on twa or three
months, which was quite nervewraeking.-1 vacillated between
sort of confidence and deep,
deep despair.
"Since I finished the film,
people say, oh. yes, you bear a
remarkable resemblance to
Winston Churchill, but no one
ever said that to me before. and
it never occurred to me. So, on
the ground of physical resemblance, I didn't think I stood
much chance until I was sitting
in 'the makeup chair one day
and looked at myself in the
mirror_ There was a photograph of Churchill taped up on
the mirror and I said to myself,
'Oh, I don't know. Yes, you de
look a bit like him.' It was the
worst moment because I realized then I did stand a chance of
getting it.
"Whe:, I got the job, the
makeup man shaved my eyebrows to open up my eyes to
resemble Churchill. And I put
on one stone (14 poufidsi to
make my face rounder."
-The physical mannerisms
which people remember
Churchill by are those of an old.

overweight man," the actor
continued. "The film is about
young Churchill. It would be
ludicrous if I played a scaled
down old man by imitating
those mannerisms, so I concentrated on playing just a young
man. Churebill had some
appeech impediments and a
slight stoop as a young man,
and those I adopted. I had to do
the commentary in the voice of
Churchill at 72 1 listened to the
tapes of his speeches and tried
to get the tempo and cadence
right He was a great orator,
but he broke every rule in the
book. His voice dropped at the
end of the sentence and his lips
worked as a brake on his
voice "
Ward talks slightly like
Churchill even off screen.
'Some of his speech rubbed
off on me," he admitted with a
laugh "I used to talk softly, but
now I find myself thumping the
table with my fist and arguing
loudly in my Churchill voice. I
love him now. Although I never
underestimated what he had

done for the country and the
West during the war. it was not
until I started doing the research for the film that I realized how extraordinary a man
he was. I admire his sense of
self-irony and self-mockery,
and his sense of humor. I'd like,
to think I share these traits,
although I'm not blessed with
his wit'
Ward was born near London,
and' graduated from the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts. He
has played on stage and television His films include,
"Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed."
Does he expect to blossom
into a superstar now?
"I don't know," he said. "I'm
lazy. If a job comes to me I'll
work hard at it, but I don't set
out looking for it. .I'm hapTiy
pottering around the garden, although I know if I let this opportunity slip away through laziness, I'll kick myself for the
rest of my life."

YOUNG STATESMAN — British actor Simon Ward plays the
role of Winston Churchill in the new film, "Young Winston."
•
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By DONALD M. ROT
Associated Press
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DINNER FOR FOUR
Fresh Asparagus Soup
Lamb Chops
Potatoes
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Rolls
Chocolate Mousse
Beverage
FRESH ASPARAGUS SOUP
It's a pretty pale green color,
and can be served hot or cold
1 1/2 pounds fresh asparagus
i teaspoon minced onion
1 teaspoon salt
1 can (13 3/4 ounces) chicken
broth
1 1 /2 cups light cream
Dash of white pepper
Break off asparagus stalks as
far down as they snap easily,
discard tough ends. Wash stalks
well Cut asparagus crosswise
into 1-inch pieces Into a medium saucepan turn the asparagus, onion, salt and 3/4 cup
of the chicken broth, cover and
boil gently until asparagus are
tender — about IQ. minutes._
Turn into an electric blender
and blend until smooth Stir in
r een a en tag _chic ken - tenth.
cream and pepper Heat if soup
is to be served hot, chill if soup
is to be s'erved cold Makes'
about 4 1/2 cups

The official ASSOCIATED PRESS ALMANAC is more than 900 pages containing tens of thousands of facts—complete election returns, sports statistics, geographic information, guide to colleges, births, deaths ... infinity. It's
all contained in this one, large volume that you can obtain through this newspaper for a special low price of only $1.50 plus 25 cents for postage and handling. Clip the attached coupon and send for your copy today.
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Heroin Use
Estimates
Increasing
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — Federal narcotics officials are revising sharply upward their estimates of the amount of heroin
that Southeast Asian countries
supply to drug traffickers within the United States.
New official estimates from
the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs ( BNDD) say
that 30 per cent of the 6.5 to 10
tons of illicit heroin entering
the country annually originates
in Southeast Asia.
In congressional testimony
and in other public statements,
federal officials previously
have estimated that Southeast
Asian countries accounted for
between 5 and 15 per cent of
the heroin sold to the 509,000 or
more addicts in the U.S.
For example, in August, retired Marine Gen. Lewis Walt
cited official estimates in reporting to a Senate committee
that -Southeast Asian heroin
accounts for no more than 10 to
15 per cent of the total traffic
coming into this country."
Walt. a former commander of
U.S. Marines in Vietnam, had
been commissioned by the Senate Internal Security subcommittee to investigate world
drug traffic.
He noted that Southeast Asia
is one of the most important
opium growing areas in the
world and said the area -will
become an increasingly important source of illicit opiates
now that Turkey is phasing out
legal production." Heroin is
produced from opium.
On June 9, Nelson Gross,
State DepartMent coordinator
for international narcotics matters, told a congressional committee,"We estimate that probably only 5 per cent and certainly no more than 10 per cent
of the heroin presently flowing
to the United States originates
in Southeast Asia."
At about that time, Sen. Wil•Jiam B. Spong Jr., D-Va., subInitted a series of questions
about international drug traffic
to John Ingersoll, bead of
BNDD. After some prodding,
the answers recently came
through and included the far
higher estimates for Southeast
Asia's share.
The BNDD report said its figdres on the sources'of heroin
sold in the United States came
from
identification
of
traffickers. BNDD said 60 per
cent of the heroin sold to U.S.
addicts originated in the Near
East and another 10 per cent in
Mexico.
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CHICAGO (AP) — Seeking
support for insurance reform,
lawyers from 12 midwestern
states have endorsed a no-fault
automobile insurance plan
which would provide reimbursement to accident victims
while preserving their right to
sue for further damages.
"Prompt and full reimbursemen." to accident victims from
their insurance companies for
medical expenses, wages lost
and vehicle damage without regard to fault "is socially and
economically sound because it
takes care of the immediate
needs of the injured victim and
hi..; family," said Leonard M.
Ring of Chicago, an official of
the American Trial Lawyers
Association.
"it will also definitely reduce
the number of lawsuits arising
from such accidents," Ring told
a regional meeting of the association on Sunday.
But he added that accident
victims should retain the right
to seek additional compensation
either by direct negotiation
with insurance companies or
through the courts.
Ring said another provision
of the reform would prohibit
**arbitrary cancellations of policy," allowing insurance companies to cancel only policies of
clients "who do not pay their
premiums or whose driver's licenses have been revoked."
In endorsing the no-fault concept, the lawyers promised to
work in all 50 states to attain
"honest insurance reform."
The association has a national membership of 27,000.
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Super Value Brown 'N Serve

ROLLSPkg. of 12 4f°r
Let Parker's Buy Your
Thanksgiving Turkey!!

Morton Pumpkin & Mince

PIES

One 10 lb. - 12 lb. Turkey will be given away each
until Thanksgiving, Nov. 23rd.

29'

20 oz

Frosty Acres

Nothing to buy, just register
each time you are in the store!
Swift Part Lane

ICE CREAM

BROCCOLI 8-oz. pkg.
SPEARS 2for49'

Asst Flavors

Frosty Acres Frosty Whip

TOPPING
Light Crust

CORN MEAL

Plain & Self-Rising

49;

5-lb. Bag

K raft

VELVEETA
2-lb Box

SP

As you know, it is nearing the Holiday Season!
Why not check with the personnel at PARKER'S for a
COMPLETE SELECTION of TURKEYS, HAMS, HENS, DUCKS,
For the Dressing we have FRESH OYSTERS•
—Yes, we have BUTTERBALL TURKEYS, all sizes,

—

Imperial Soft Pack

MARGARINE
2 Decorated Tubs

PAPER
TOWELS
Nylon Reinforced
Big Roll

Lawyers
Endorse
No-Fault
•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TURKEY
Lean Meaty
Boston Butt

43$
Ocean Spray Fresh

CRANBERRIES
1-lb. cello bag 25t

39'

48 Size Stalk

15'

,

Pork
Roast
Almost
Boneless

lb

494
FOIL

Sliced Smoked
roll

with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 11/22/72
Parker's Mkt Coupon
CHASE & SANBORN

Jowl
Bacon
2-1b. pkg.

SAVE 20'

97;

INSTANT

COFFEE

394

SAVE
10-oz jar
with this coupon 40,
t.4-r '„ Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 11/22/72 .?.?:_j

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!'
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Tapayers Ask IRS

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service arid is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
organized and operated exzlusively for the purpose of influencing the nomination or
election of announced candidates. Thus, contributions will
not qualify for deduction or
credit if made to "political action committees" which engage
in general political, educational, or legislative activities.

Q) I plan to make a 820 political contribution this year.
How much of this can I take as
a credit against my tax?

:/a

A) You can claim as a credit against your tax one-half of
your total political contributions, but no more than $12.50
if you are single or ;25 if you
are married filing jointly. In
your case, you could claim a

Q) Does the IRS have a publication that tells you what
your rights are in case of an

$10 tax credit
In some cases, it may pay to
claim political contributions as
an itemized deduction rather
than as a credit. If you claim
a contribution as a deduction
from gross income, it does not
have to be halved. Deductions
for political contributions, however, are limited to a total of

$50 ($100 if you are married
filing jointly).

Q) Will contributions to a
campaign committee be eligible
for a deduction or credit if the
committee engages in political
activities not directly related
to a campaign:
.
A) No. The tax law rePlires that such a committee

audit?
A) Yes. Write your Internal Revenue district office
and ask for a free copy of IRS
Publication 556, "Audit of Returns, Appeal Rights and
Claims for Refund."
Q) My employer furnishes
me with room and board. Is
the value of the lodging and
meals taxable to me?
A The value of meals and
lodging furnished to you without charge by your employer
is not taxable to you if the
following tests are met:
The meals or lodging are
furnished on the business
premises of your employer;

'The meals or lodging are
furnished for the convenience
of your employer; and
In the case of lodging (but
not meals), you are required
to accept the lodging as a condition of your employment.
This means that acceptance of
the lodging is required to enable you to properly perform
the duties of your employment,
as in a situation where you
are required to be available'
for duty at all times.

Hospital Report
November 12, 1972
ADULTS..97
NURSERY. 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Canup Mrs. Vicki
Canup), Route 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Jimmy Russell Jones, Route
1, Benton, Kenneth Dale
Duncan, 1305 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs, Julie Ann
Morrison, Rt. 6 Box 168,
Murray,
Mrs.
Brenda
Katherine McClure and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel, Jerry Don
Tucker, Rt, 2, Hazel, Charles
Jones Parkhill, 606 Jackson,
Paris, Tenn., Minnie McNeely,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Cloyce Dewitt Hopkins, Alm°,
Walter Henry Conner, 805
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Gladys Christine Conner, 805
Sycamore, Murray.

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Here are some questions often
asked of physicians and nutritionists — things that people wonder
about concerning their food:
Q. Is the nutritional value of milk
harmed by heating it? We like
warm milk before going to bed.
A. If you do not scald the milk its
nutritive value will not be af.
fected Some people prefer to
first pour milk into a glass,
then place the glass in a pan
of warm water to avoid overheating
Q. How can I lose weight best?
A. Eating less total food each day
is the best way And to be sure
you will get the variety of nutrients you need. make sure your
meals cover the four food groups
— the milk group, the meat
group, vegetables and fruits,
breads and cereals. In each group
there are foods that contain less
calories Broil rather than fry
Avoid snacking. Exercise regularly
Q. Do I need fat in my diet?
A. Yes. Some fat is essential. Fats
provide a rich source of energy
for each ounce of food weight.
‘'itarnins and essential fatty
acids also are derived from fats.
Q. What does protein do for us?
A. Protein builds and repairs all
tissues. It helps to make blood
and form antibodies to fight infection. Protein also can supply
energyQ. Are low carbohydrate diets
okay?
A. I hope some of the enthusiasm
has died down for low carbohy-

drate diets. They can be faddish
and possibly dangerous If you
don't get enough carbohydrate in
your meals, your body will use,
for energy, fat or protein that
should otherwise be utilized.
Q. If I take vitamin and mineral
capsUles daily, can't I eat what.
ever I want and come out all
right?
A Nutritionists say this lacks
sense because you might still
not get enough protein, or too
much carbohydrate, or riot
enough fat, and so forth. The
point is, vitamins and minerals
by themselves do not balance
a diet. Also, there may be some
vitamins and minerals in food
not yet discovered. Moreover,
we are just beginning to understand mineral interrelationships. Thus. even among the
minerals known to be needed,
we are not yet sure of optimal
proportions.
Q. How old is man's knowledge of
nutrition?
A. Most sources credit 1900 BC
as the earliest date of record
The Egyptians spotted night
blindness and other eye prob
terns as probably being related
to diet, Without knowing why,
they recommended liver as a
remedy. Today we know that
foods rich in vitamin A, such
as liver, egg yolk, dark green
and deep yellow vegetables.
butter, whole milk, cream,
cheddar-type cheese. and ice
cream can be helpful

1
HEAVY AND SMART—Arrnorers lift a 500-lb laser-guided bomb to the wing of a United States
bomber on the carrier USS America. on station off the Vietnam coast. Bombs are nicknamed
"smart" and are dropped on pinpoint targets in Vietnam
i AP Wirephoto)
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Some people came up to
singer-comedienne. Julie
DeJohn on a street recently and
--said, "Hey. aren't you
Julie, ever the witty 300pound showwoman. replied,
"How could you miss me"
But she was delighted, and
later told her publicist. "I think
things are finally beginning to
happen for me "
The woman people recognize
on the street began her entertainment career as half of the
singing DeJohn Sisters. When
sister Dux decided to get married. Julie went solo. "Even
though I'm built double." She is
a frequent guest on television
talk shows and credits Mike
Douglas. with whom she has
appeared many times, for much
of her success.
"I know where I'm going. I
weigh things and decide what's
important, and I have to put the
blinkers on once in a while,"
she said in a rare serious moment.
Julie says people — even relatives — ask why she doesn't
give up show business. stay
home and take care of her family — husband Dave Patterson
and sons David, 8, and Pat. 7.
-If my career interfered with
my family. I'd give it up. much
as I enjoy it. When Dave and I
married we had a talk. He is a
teacher and talented in other
areas, and we decided if he did
the things he was trained to do.
he could make maybe $300 a
week, and I could work in an
office and make about $12r.So
we decided we'd keep on with

the show business thing. Dave
handles all the arrangements.
all the publicity
When we travel, we take the
boys along. We get their homework from their teachers and
set up a regular schoolroom in
the hotel We put the American
flag atop the television set and
have opening exercises Dave
teaches the classes and handles
physical education. I'm the librarian and music teacher.'
Julie said
"The boys love it. We're tourists everywhere we go. We see
the sights and discuss what we
saw And last year. both boys
were at the head of their class.
I was so proud."
When she's not on the road
performing in clubs and for
television. Julie DeJohn is Mrs.
Patterson with a five-bedroom
home she loves in a Philadelphia suburb
"I always wanted a house;'
she said. "I do all the housework and the cooking. Now
we're redecorating, doing the
library and all that, and I've
been helping Dave wallpaper.
covering myself in paste.
-When I know company's
coming, I cook ahead and
freeze things. Then I can spend
time with them while they're
here. All of this represents stability to me.
"We all help each other. The
kids keep their toys straight
and they love doing that. They
know my work, singing and
traveling — that's what I love."
Using her size as a basis for
comic routines has !len good
business for Julie. who says
every woman has a weight
problem or thinks she does.
"I hate fat lady clothes, and I

hate those slim models who always wear them. so I design my
own I draw what I want and my
dressmaker whips it right up,"
she said
Julie is a fan of rich fabrics,
prmts and bright colors. She
has new dresses of tiger and
leopard print, and favors pastel
colors, even in winter. She likes
knits that don't wrinkle for
traveling.
"I don't wear 'basic black'.
My husband hates it on me. He
loves me in things that brighten
my face. I love vests, long or
short, because they hide things
I've lots to hide! I like
sleeves. Fat arms are ugly.
When you do your own clothes,
you never see them duplicated
on anyone else."
Julie says the dressmaker is
the only one who can tell when
she loses 50 or 60 pnunds. "Even
my husband doesn't notice."
she lamented, and went on to
explain she had developed bad
eating habits as a child.
''They can send a man to the
moon, so why can't they make a
head of lettuce that tastes like
lasagna?" queried. Julie.
"There is discrimination
against fat people," she added.
"Fat Americans are people
She has joined a campaign
for larger seats on commercial
airlines and for longer seatbelts. -so you don't always
have to ask for an extension."
The lady with the ready laugh
and winning smile says she will
never lose her enthusiasm.
"There's a tremendous satisfaction in my work. We have a
great investment in each other
and a good life.- she said "And
there's a good future ahead."
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FREE
DRINKS

FREE GIFTS

FREE
BALLOONS
CHEVRON

(Min. 8 gal.)
Complete your set with 1 FREE Glass
each time you come back for fill-up (8 gal. min.).

GRAND PRIZE
DRAWING!!

ADDITIONAL
DRAWINGS
"TREND" TUMBLERS
IA VOCADO
GREEN)

(Murray Only)

Sony
Clock
Radio
Zenith 16" Television

Panasonic Portable
Cassetra Recorder

Zenith
A/0'FM
Table
Radio
Two Zength
8 Transistor Radios

Will Be Held Each Sat, 12 Noon,
For 5 Weeks

AM/FM RADIO -Nov. 25th
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO -Dec. 2
TRANSISTOR RADIO -Dec. 9
TAPE RECORDER -Dec. 23

10 NAMES
will be
on the
firtt of
posted
station

drawn and posted
station window. The
the 10 names
to appear at the
will claim prize.

Cole Slaw, Rolls

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

NORTH POINT STANDARD
121 Bypass and Mayfield Road
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A It
A BASE CHANGE IN VIETNAM—The flag comes down at the LS. Army base at Long Binh, 12
miles northeast of Saigon, as the base is turned over to the South Vietnamese army. At one time Long
Binh was the largest U.S. base in Vietnam.
(AP Wirephoto via radio from Saigon)
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NEW YORK -- Today's
woman executive wasted little
time on feminine fantasies or
girlish dallying on the brink of
the business world.
She bloomed with the emotional security derived from a
nearly ideal childhood and a
close relationship with her father.
Self-confidence had been
nurtured by continuing scholastic success. She had learned
early to deal with conflict by
accommodation or denial rather than offense or defense.
Graduated from college, an
independent, work-oriented
woman, the future Ms. Executive plunges into her career immediately. Within one year, she
has chosen the company she
will remain with throughout
her career. Because these were
the depression years, with only
limited job opportunities for
women, she starts out as a secretary.
"Typically," says Dr. Margaret Hennig, professor of
management at Simmons College in Boston, "she began as
secretary to the man who later
became top in his company.
Within a few months, she became his administrative assistant. When he was promoted,
she took over his job."
This man remains important; they work as a team. "In
this respect," says Dr. Hennig,
"she is not too different from a
man, who often attaches himself to someone a few rungs up
the corporate ladder. But it is
more important to a woman."
In addition to giving her support and guidance, the woman's former boss, who is moving rapidly up in the company,
provides a buffer against those
who object because she is a female.
"He is the kind of guy who
will call a client and say, 'We
are sending you Miss Brown
and don't give me any back talk
that she is a woman, because
she is the best specialist we
ha ve.'"
And, of course, she is. Ms.
Executive discovers early in
her career that the only path to
acceptance is to be so good, so
much better than anyone else,
that colleagues will say, "She's
great, despite the fact she's a
woman."
For the next 10 to 15 years,
the woman devotes virtually

her entire life to company and
job. She works late, goes to
night school, studies everything related to her field. She
tells herself, "Well, I'd like to
get married, but I'm only 23, 24,
I'll put it off and give everything to my work right now."
At this point, Ms. Executive's
former boss is mentor and father figure; the company has
replaced the family as security
base. She realizes that in this
man's world, they don't really
want a woman, and she neither
fights this nor backs off. What
she does is ignore it, and try to
make everyone else forget the
fact that she is female.
She never flirts or relates to
men in the office as a woman.
She dresses unobtrusively; low
heels, short hair, tailored suits.
She becomes that stereotype of
the cold, calculating, capable
but not very friendly manager.
What few personal relationships she has with men are
based on a buddy-buddy, oneof-the-boys attitude.
She drives others as hard as
she drives herself. In the process, however, she becomes
even more withdrawn from
personal relationships. The
role of nonwoman is taking
over. Subordinates, usually
male, cannot work with her for
too long.
"They usually stay about six
months, learn all they can, and
then get out," says Dr. Hennig.
Finally, after about 10 or 15
years, in her mid-thirties, Ms.
Executive takes a serious look
at herself. She is unmarried,
has virtually no private life, is
rapidly reaching the limits of
her childbearing years. She has
been in her job so long she is
bored with it. He career goal
had been to reach middle management — and suddenly she
realizes that she is there, with
many productive years ahead
and no real direction.
Her life has betome rather
empty. She has an "identity
crisis."
All of these women, Dr. Hennig found, reacted by taking a
"moratorium" from the job.
""Itiey just sort of back off a little, stopped working until midnight," she said.
Simultaneously, Ms. Executive's former boss arid mentor
begins to move out of her life.
He is now at the very top; she
realizes that in a few more
years, he will be chairman of
the board or even retired. This
gives her a certain feeling of
security. He is still there if she
needsflint, bUt-sh4r has become
an entity in her own right.
Ms. Executive, at about age
35, discovers her own autono-

my, much as many people do in
adolescence. And by doing so,
she paves the way for the move
to the top.
She begins to change. She
starts thinking about herself,
her role as a woman. Gradually, she becomes friendlier,
learns terelate to thosaaround
her. She gets a new wardrobe, a new hairdo, learns to use
makeup, experimenting rather
like a teen-ager; imitating, at
first, what she thinks a woman
should be.
It works. Because she is relating differently to others, on
and off the job, she is treated
differently. For the first time in
over a decade, people she
works with get to know her as a
person. An outside social life is
established, and usually she
gets married.
Ms. Executive has become
"people-oriented" instead of
"task-oriented." This new
quality enables her to move
from the technical, middlemanagement level, to the topexecutive rank where abilities
in human relations are essential.
This is probably the major
difference between the top-level female and those who don't
quite make it.
"In every case," says Dr.
Hennig, "the women who did
not make the jump were the
women who could not make the
adjustment to a more feminine,
human life-style. They had forgotten, or were never aware,
that they were playing a role.
So they were unable to discard
their role of impersonal nonwoman in favor of the personable characteristics of a top
manager."
Ms. Executive, on the other
hand, promoted to the top of
her company, has combined
the satisfactions of a successful
career with the warm joys of
finding herself as a woman.
Next: Young career woman
needs strong motivation.
Quick first aid
LINCOLN, Neb. IUPJI —
Treat oily stains on durable
press fabrics before laundering
or pressing .becaubc the_fabric
tends to bald on to the stain,
Use either a non-flammable
drycleaning solvent or an allpurpose liquid household
cleaner. Allow time for the
cleaner to,"netrate the stain
before laundering, advises the
University of NebraskaLineoln Extension Service.
There are more than TO.000
guidance counselors in public
schools
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car clean. Plug in a
cigarette lighter.
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Maintenance
ASSORTMEN

Made from selected walnut.
Designed to fit
hand and reduce
absorbtion
of
moisture.

Choose from thermosats, heater hose,
radiator hose, fan
belts, wiper blades,
Values
to 2.33 booster cables and
tune up kits.

Outers

SHOTGUN
Complete with exper.
gun cleaning instructions.

Antacids
ROLAID5
75
Tablets

$187

Prestone
GUN
CASES

Compare at 1.29

Discontinued and Soiled

Medium weight
brown
suede
utility cover is
sized to hold
most rifles and

GIFT & GIFT
SETS
by Yardley

shotguns.

t Reduced Prices

eq. 97C
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Bel Air Shopping Center

BANKAMERICA1113

ACIES OF FREE'PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777

Gun
Maintenance 4111
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kit, stock finish kit,
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
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WANT-ADS

FOR RENT

4

nque
hrough
y and
5:00
nday

'AN OHIO Oil Co. offers opportunity for high income plus
cash bonuses and convention
trips to mature man in Murray
area. Regardless of experience,
air mail A.K. Read, Pres.,
American Lubricants Co., Box
696, Dayton,Ohio 45401.
N16P

E: No deliveries
sgiving, week,
25. Sam Harris
Route 5, 753N15C

4010

amk
.4

I

one.-

-1916
5:00 p.m.
or

-7278
n 6:00 p.m.
p.m. In The
now your route
ber, please call
If you get no
hen cal, John
r. at the above
uring the hour

LE, all of Novems Paint Store, 401
t, Murray.
N16C

ening waste:
on. - Fri
aturday

stem
OFFERED
TERMITE and Pest
one 753-3914, 100 South
t. -Every day you
ugs have their
TFC
E finest FM stereo
to
subscribe
on. 10 static free FM
are available for your
pleasure. Call Murray
D14C
on 753-5005.

AUTO
SURANCE
gle or Married
MALES
6-24 YRS.
LOW RATES
udget Terms)
urtherInformation
LL 753-1 222

g Willoughby
Insurance
505 Main
EGE STUDENT - Exced painter and hose
s. Reasonable rates.
nces. Bob Stevens, 753N16P
'S REPAIR Service.
ing-electrical-roofing and
try. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
nights.
JDOZER WORK, trucking,
• nk gravel, fill dirt and
1. Phone Hardin, 854-8138,
TFC
161 after 5:00 p.m.

NO
TUNING-RepairIdIng. Prompt expert ser14years experience. Rebuilt .
re; for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
•ay, Kentucky. Phone 753November21C

5ESTIMATE on septic tank

['anon. Phone 753-7850. TFC -

TUXEDO REHM/

3 STYLES
PANTS

n

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
N15C
CLEANINGEST
CARPET
cleaner you ever used, so easy
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center. N18C

131te
H IS

R..
S
00--Ol
. .0.1stesen441
0 19,2 * UN*, NM.% 0/40.14. 1m

°WHAT BUGS ME IS I COULD HAVE H,AD
THIS VERY SAME OPERATION FOR I-ALF-1HE
CO6T OACK J

168."

FOR SALE

WANTED
APPRENTICE BRICK
LAYERS
Phone 753-6311

-12-

GUTTERS-SEARS
all
aluminum seamless gutters
installed on your home by our
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
D14C

7534916
AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AMOS
SATURDAY, NOV. 18th, 10 A.M.
HOUSEHOLD & REAL ESTATE AUCTION
AT THE LATE AMOS WORKMAN FARM
MILE Off Of EINERIAT PI EAST OH CLYDE KALE ROAD
Y. M11.1 PAST WI SAWN CHURCH TERN LEFT TO SALE

FROM NoRRAT GO Fiat DA 04

WILL SELL AT AUCTION, GOOD FARM AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS NECE LIVING ROOM
SUITE ODD BEDS SPIAINGS- AND MATT MASKS. CHEST TYPE FREEZER FRIGEDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR WETH 'FREEZER ACROSS THE TOP. ELECTRIC STOVE. DROP LEAF
TAKE_ END AND COFFEE TABLES. ODD CHAIRS, OAK DRESSER PIE SAFES CAMEL
BACK TRUNKS. VACUUM CLEANER PICTURE FRAMES 2 ALADDIN LAMPS. OLD KERO
SENE LAMPS WALL LAMP, BOOK SHELVES, LOTS Of GLASS CHINA COOLING uTEN
&LS. MANY 0000 OLD COLLECTOR ITEMS THIS IS JUST A PARTIAL LISTING

REAL ESTATE

You

our Paper

FOR SALE
1971 BRIDGESTONE motorcycle
200cc, like new. Low mileage
Reasonably priced. Phone 7537100 before six, 753-8701 after
6:00.
N15C

WANTED MAN: this area now
available for sales and service of
Electrolux. For full details write
Electrolux, 111 South 6th Street,
Paducah, Ky. 42001, or phone 443E469.
TFC

•
•
•II•
•Ogees

Friendly, EExperienced
DxiapierAienced
Ad-Visor at ...

Another View

HELP WANI1E-0
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TFC

NER

WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 15, 1972

ir

FOR SALE

SLEEPING
PROBLEM?
Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for
a safe night's sleep. Only 98
cents. Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th.
N15C
CUTE ARC Poodle puppies, one
black, one white, $50.00 each.
Phone 753-5984.
N16C
1

HOLSTEIN CALVES

THE REAL ESTATE CONSEST Of 40 ACRES Of GOOD LEVEL LAND IN HIGH ST•Yr
PRODUCTIVITY SI ACRES TILLABLE WITH 1 ACRE OF TOBACCO BASE, I ACRES L. •
BASE AND FAIRLY NICE FRAME FARM HOUSE WITH LQTS OF OUT BUILDINGS '
PS AN iDEAL LOCATION ON A GOOD HARD SURFACE ROAD WITH LOTS OF PRONTO
IT IS A NICE DISTANCE FROM MURRAY AND ALSO NEAR TO KENTUCKY LAKE SCHO
AND CHURCHES IT IS IN AN EXTRA NICE COMMUNITY AND SURROUNDINGS
PS THE TIME TO GUY A FARM HOME OR INVESTMENT PROPERTY
THE FARM WILL SELL AT 1 30 PM A TOUR OF THE BOUNDARY WILL BE OFFERED
AT 12 O'CLOCK
THE HOUSE AND GROUNDS WILL BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION 0'
8 AM ON SALE DATE OR ItY CALLING PHONE NUMBERS BELOW

-

TERMS OF SALE

HousiKOLD

ITEMS CASH DAY OF SALE, FARM 20" DOWN DAY OF SALE AND BALANCE
WITH RECEIPT OF DEED ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
PRINTED MATTER AND ALL OTHER ADVERTISING
HOUSEHOLD SALE BY
'

OTTO CHESTER'S AUCTION SERVICE
OTTO CHESTER ARCTIONdm

OAR BILLER APPREATICE

F ERN SALE BY OTTO CHESTER AuCtIOIMEALAMO Dirt. INLLAGTOli ANC STROVE RE ALIT AND
BROKERS SOUTKSIDE SNOPPERS CENTER MURRAY REEITLEcty
OR IREORNATIOI1 CALL OTTO CHEIT111141101011 SERVICE AT 436042 LYNN GROVt KY OR
CHARLES 'DRAM ADMINISTRATOR AT 1534441 AFTER i PM

ORANGE VINYL couch and
47 PAYS TO $iii THE CHESTER NAY'
chair, practically new, $50.00.
N16C ----Phone 753-8210.
WANTED T.V. technician.
- BULLS or HEIFERS
BIG ANTIQUE auction sale,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Excellent opportunity for right
Satsrday night, November 18,
RUMMAGE SALE at the
man. Contact Sight & Sound, 80
InformationFroml Week to Weaning Age
American Legion Hall, Thur- GOOD THREE bedroom frame 6:30 p.m. at Henry Auction
North Main, Benton, Ky., 527sday, November 16, 8:30 a.m. till home near Stella on acre lot, good House, next door to post office in
9900.
N16C
4:30 p.m. Formals, suits, well and pu_mp, big garden, Henry, it way between McKenzie
WANTED SOMEONE to do
spreads, stuffed animals, dishes plenty of shade. Only $4,850.00. and Paris. Lots of good refinished
general house cleaning one
furniture and some to be
and all sizes. Priced to sell. N16C Possession with deed.
morning a week. Phone 753-8293
Nice three bedroom frame refinished, glass, dishes and
after 3:30 p.m.
NI7C
EARLY AMERICAN living room home on 142 acres all fenced, on pottery. Don't miss it. Auctioneer
1970-12'00' MODERNAGE THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store suite, gold color. Matching end blacktop, large den, dining room James W. McBride-336 and
WANTED LADY to do house
mobile home, 2 bedrooms, large will be open on Sunday, beginning tables and coffee table, like new. combination, nice kitchen, 2 James E. Cooper-500. Owners
work and stay with elderly lady
bath, dining room, step up living Sunday, November 19, from 1;30 Fireplace ensemble with screen, baths, utility, six miles West of James W. Phillips and John
from 8:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m., five
lit
room. Phone 753-9244 after 5:00 until 5:00 p.m., through Christ- $25.00. Phone 753-2644.
N16C Murray. $18,600. Possession in 60 Schollfield.
days a week. If interested phone
days.
p.m.
N20C mas New fall shoes and lady's
753-1959 after 5:00 p.m.
N17C
boots are arriving daily.
MAC FIBERGLAS BOAT with 65 H.P. Nice 3 bedroom brick on 121, AUCTION SALE, every Friday
Mercury motor, both 72 models., one mile West of Coldwater on night on Highway 641, 3 miles
1972 YAMAHA Enduro 125. Good
it condition. Phone 436-5552. N16C AFRICAN GEESE, ducks, Trolling motor and trailer. Phone one acre. Carport, utility, built-in north of Paris at 6:30 p.m.
•
•
• HELP WANTED
chickens, bantams, pigeons. 753-2386.
N16C kitchen, 1 1'2 baths, and only Another load from St. Louis this
•
$20,000.
week, so don't miss it. Shorty
Large
selection.
Fancy
and
old
CHRISTM.AS
PUPPIES:
AICC
:
PORTABLE STEREO. Good
•
Good 4 room house with bath, McBride-247 and James E.
• Night Ship Cook •
favorites.
Phone
Hubert
registered
Saint
Bernard,
exU
1TC
N16P condition. Reasonable price. on blacktop about 3 miles North Travis-278.
:
and Car Hostess •
• cellent breeding. Phone Paris, Alexander 328-8563.
•
Phone 753-8483 after 3:30 p.m.
of Lynn Grove. PI acre lot, good
Tenn.,642-9376.
NI6C
•
a
Full Tim*
8
•
condition. $7,500.
USED TRAILERS, electric N15NC
For Any Occasion
•
•
Good lot on Hwy. 94 near lake, AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
• DO YOUR Christmas shopping at motors, refrigerators, washing
[Masai
I, Apply In Person
•
November 18, 1000 a.m. at the
Murray Hobby and Handcraft at machine, electric roaster, pedal TV ANTENNA, complete with 210'x420'. Only $1,600.
Complete Accessories
• 516 South 11th Street and save sewing machine, chain hoist, 40' pole and rotor. Phone 753Galloway Insurance and Real Mr. T. C. Emerson home at 1307
Restaurant •
- One Hour Service •
N17C Estate Agency, Murray, Ky., 753- West Main, next to Dairy Queen.
electric drills, and saws, electric 3295.
• money. Everything on sale.
•
So. 12th St.
5842 or 753-1302.
N16C Three nearly new 3 and 4 KW
• Numerous items to choose from. concrete drill, all types of electric
Phone 753-3242 214 No. 15th Street
heaters, Rex air sweeper,
See our selection of candles, switch boxes. You name it, we BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
comrefrigerator-freezer
AL40 PAINTER,experienced in candle holders and rings. Grape might have it. Shown after 4:30 Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
bination, table and chairs,
auto painting in body shop. Apply clusters, -Christma,,,s p.m. each evening, Dill Electric, Piano Company, across from
Frigidaire range, end tables,
N17C
TWO BEDROOM furnished on HOUSE TRAILER, 60'x12' at in person only. 810
arrangements. Open from 9:00- located Murray Drive In Theatre Post Office, Paris,Term.
coffee table, luggage, several odd.,
unfurnished apartment, central New Concord. Phone 436N16C
N17P entrance.
Sycamore.
N16C 5:00.
A 5 Room House with bath, in chairs,
an extra nice couch ( like
heat and air. Good location_ 2427.
N20C
city limits. Fully carpeted, new
USED
BALDWIN
Spinet
piano.
1, 8 place setting of dishes,
Available October 1. Phone 753BROWNING
WANTED PART tune saleslady
AUTOMATIC
electric
heat
and
storm
4331.
TFC NEWLY DECORATED modern for local dress shop. Send resume
shotgun. Phone 753-1387.
N16P Used Baldwin organ. Used windows. If you are a han- foot stools, new roll-a-way bed
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
and mattress, 6 heavy
oak
two bedroom house, large living to P.O. Box 144, Murray, KenPiano Company, across from dyman you will enjoy the 14 X chairs, breakfast table, 2 cots, 2
24'
room,
kitchen-dining
CRUISER,
sleeps
N16C
four,
space
with
tucky.
bedroom
18
Ft.
and
block
four
out-building
EXTRA NICE
About Our
N17C
metal top tables, extra springs
marble tables, 68 model H.P. Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
spacious garden spot that and mattresses, toaster
house. Carpeted, gas heat, large plenty cabinets, outlet for
grill,
automatic
motor,
washer-dryer,
capable
of
pulling skiers.
central WANTED COOKS, Waitresses Aluminum Plates
rooms and plenty of storage.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols comes with this little home. electric clock.
oil
heat,
2
car
Phone
dishwashers.
garage
Puryear,
with
Apply
Tenn.,
and
in
247person
1.ocated
near Hendricks
Phone 753-5074.
'TFC
Antiques; treadle sewing
workshop and large utility to
3720.
Southside
Restaurant,
N2OP in Kentucky. No increase in Market on Highway 121. This
machine, dresser mirrors, old
prices. Country Boy Stores,
each
building. Available now. Family Southside Shopping Center. N16C
can be yours for only $9,500. phono records, oak lamp
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', two only. Phone 489-2405 or see Max
tables,
1971 LOWRANCE depth finder, Army Surplus, 9 miles from
bedrooms, electric heat, 21i B. Hurt, Kirlcsey, Kentucky. N16C
Junction
Hopkinsville,
Kentucky
oak wall telephone, made into
30.06
$75.00.
AUTOS FOR SALE
custom,
$150.00,
or
Phone:
The Ledger & Times
miles east of Murray. Phone 753radio, chifferobe, 3 old dressers,
will trade for 22 automatic rifle 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
753-6734 Days
5998 or 753-7856.
library table, miscellaneous
N17C
N21C TWO BEDROOM furnished 1967 VOLKSWAGEN Bug, beige,
4:00p.m.
and-or pistols. Phone 492103 N. 4th Street
or
dishes, cookware and numerous
trailer, air conditioned.One mile radio, heater,four good tires and
8260.
N16P
753-1903 Nights
Murray, Ky.
CLEAN UP shop for rent near from Murray. $85.00 per month. two snow tires with wheels. Body
other
small items.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Midway. Also boy's clothes for Garbage pick up and water like new. Engine runs perfectly.
Shoemaker Auction Service.
Phone 753-1916
1972 WINCHESTER two bedroom hearing aid batteries for all make BABY FARM: 4 acres, 1 mile
sale, sizes. 12 and 14. Phone 753- furnished. Phone Cadiz 572Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer,
Private owner. $825.00. Phone
mobile home, lz baths, raised hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N15C East of Murray with nice 3
5311.
Bob Miller Apprentice in charge
N2SC E332.
N17C FINEST IN FM stereo reception. kitchen. Take -over payments,
N27C 753-8892 after 5:00 p.m.
bedroom brick house, barn and of sale. Phone 492-8594. House
$107.62.
Taylor
Phone
collect
are
Roy
stations
10 static free FM
1971 -250cc OSSA Stiletto fenced area.
and trailer for rent after sale. See
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,- CLEAN TWO bedroom trailer, all 1967 DODGE Coronet 440,
N21C motocrosser and 3 bike trailer.
available for your listening 502-838-6635.
Catalina Drive. 3 bedroom Mr.Emerson.
N17C
color TV,air conditioned, electric electric, $45.00 per month. Phone maroon, black vinyl roof, V8
pleasure. For more information
N16P
brick, kitchen-family room
Phone 753-5699.
neat. $100.00 per month, deposit 489.2595.
N16C automatic. Phone 753-1319 before call Murray Cablevision 753combination, living room carrequired. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
5:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
N20C 5005.
Decemberl4C REDUCE SAFE and fast with EAR CORN for sale. Phone 753- peted. Nice. $19,000.
GoBese
E-Vap
Tablets
and
CARD OF THANKS
N15C Near Lynn Grove. 3 bedroom WANT TO BUV used trumpet.
SHOP WITHOUT going shopping.
5119.
1965 FORD LTD, automatic, air
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
brick, carpeted living room and
Amway Products. Phone 43E- "water pills." Holland Drug
N16C
We wish to express our deep conditioned. Excellent condition,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
N15C SEARS BICYCLE exerciser. bedrooms. Fresh air and open Phone 753-6392.
N22P Store, 109 South 4th.
5525, Phillis Lusk.
with shower and bath. One or two thanks and appreciation to our motor and body. Phone 753-1934
Penny's deluxe dress form, size spaces.
"K-'
N20C
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- many friends and relatives for days or 753-9894 nights.
N18C Build your house yourself. We
B. Phone 753-8462.
ments, South 16th Street, 753- the kind expressions of sympathy
Antigua Clocks
have some nice lots.
December14C and kindness shown us during the 1968 VOLKSWAGEN van, new
6609.
REAL LOGS for cabins; Genuine
Call 753-8382. John Randolph
We
buy and sell old clocks,
illness and death of our wife, engine. Extra nice. Phone days
pre cut log material for 20'x28' Realty & Auction Co.
N17C
works and parts.
cases,
753-9747,
or
mother,
and
great
grandmother,
nights
753-8455.
N16C
NEW THREE bedroom brick
cabin with loft and porch. Do it
Over
150
in stock. We
apartment, carpet, central heat grandmother, Mrs. 011ie (Ruby)
yourself and save. See model BY OWNER; nice house with six
repair clocks. J & H Music
1966 MUSTANG, vinyl top, V8,
Tidwell.
to
Bro.
A
special
thanks
and air,range, disposal, washer
next door to Brass Lantern large rooms, approximately one
Center. 753-7575.
power steering, automatic in
and dtyer hook up, large lot. Henry Hargis, the singers, staff
Restaurant in Aurora or phone acre in Alrno. Remodeled kitfloor.
All
new
tires.
Phone
43E$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
N16C chen, ceramic tile shower-bath,
474-2792 or 753-9807.
N17C
Home, nurses at the hospital, 2348 after 5:30 p.m.
city water. $11,000.00. Phone 753- WANT TO BUY old furniture,
and for the donors of food and
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x42', extra
N20C attic junk, or anything of value.
SMALL WOMEN'S Clothes, sizes 9485.
flowers. May God's richest 1956 CHEVROLET two door
Phone 436-2135.
November21C
nice, 1968 model. Located near
7.
Phone
5,6,
and
some
753blessings rest upon each of you. hardtop, 327 automatic, new
FOUND
University. Phone 753-3895 or
BEDROOM
THREE
brick,
&
E345.
N17C
LOST
011ie Tidwell and family. 1TP tires, new interior. $475.00. Phone
753-3482.
N17C
carpeted living' room, den, two
753-8760 or 753-8124.
N17C
10
STATIC
free FM stereo radio
HANDMADE QUILTS, full size baths, kitchen with built-ins, stations that can be found by
IN MEMORY
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
utility
room,
outside
1968 ELDORADO Fleetwood
NIX carport,
Phone 753-6949.
installing an FM outlet to your
sale,e at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
storage building, air conditioned.
Cadillac, power steering, brakes,
existing cablevision installation.
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753- In loving memory of Evelyn V. windows, seats, climate control,
On Covey Drive. Phone 753Call Murray Cablevision, 753MUSIC
9131.
1TC Smith who passed away three blue, white vinyl top. AM-FM
8126.
N21C
5005.
D14C
years ago, November 17, 1969.
radio. Phone 753-2493.
N17P
brick
home
BEDROOM
FURNISHED TRAILER or 2 Losing you dear loved one was
THREE
LOST: ONE steel rack for top of
Music Lessons
at 1614 Belmont Drive with l'i car. Phone 753-5327. Reward. Nlf.
bedroom apartment, one mile a time so hard to bear.
1970 MAVERICK, vinyl roof, new
Professional teachers of
A
time
of
sorrow
and
empPiano, organ, voice, guitar,
east of Murray on Hwy. 121.
baths, patio, den and outside
tires, low mileage Excellent
accordion, drums and band
N20C
Phone 753-9957.
N21C tiness, but a time which we could condition. Phone 753-9997 or 753storage. Phone 753-5287.
instruments. J & B Music
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
share,
Center, Murray, Ky 753TFC
8818. $1250.00.
Yes we shared your loss with
757S
THREE BEDROOM house.
BY OWNER; four bedroom CHECK THIS! You can build a
Couple preferred. Nice neigh- someone, someone who comhome, with large den, large brick, stone, wood, or com1967 DODGE A-100 v2rn, 6
forted us with love,
borhood. No pets. Phone 753private patio, large utility room bination home, have a garage in
Pianos
He gave us comfort and cylinder. Phone '436-5894, after
6388.
TFC
-Organs
maple cabinets, dishwasher bark and a garden on this lot. It
6.00 p.m. -MSC
strength, in the knowledge that
garbage disposal. Close to Carter has city water, no city taxes, no
See why mgre people buyWurlitzer than any other
regulations.
.and Middle Schools. Priced to Unnecessary
FURNISHED HOUSE for college you're present with Him above.
piano
Sales-Service Rental
sell. Bank loan available to right Blacktop, fireplugs. Your type of
girls, one block from University. Sadly missed by her children 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, white, in
purchase Practice piano and
studios. JIB Music Center,
person. ,Phone 753-1822 days, or lot for your kind of home.
Available November 1. Phone David and Lisa Smith, Parents good condition. All new tires.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575
N17C
ITC $950.00. Phone 753-0960.
TFC $3450.00. See Sam Harris. N15C
753-6342 nights.
TFC and Sisters.
753-497.4.

(including Flares
and Regulars)

11 STYLES COATS
.1
6 DIFFERENT COLOR SHIRTS
450 COATS IN STOCK

For Further

4 Phone 489-2161

/

After 5:00 p.m.

-- NO WAITING -Take Home Immediately
ALSO BOOTS & SHOES IN STOCK
the

college
shop

: Jerry's

For Sale

CALL

256

SPECIAL

Fridayl tiov.11
BONELESS CATFISH

All you can eat. with french
fries, hushpuppies, and cote
slaw., for SilO
Also try one of our daily
or Sunday specialLife specialize
BAR -BINE dinners, sandwiches
and by the pound.

FIVE POINTS CAFE &
BAR-Bi-OUE
901 Coldwater Road

I
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Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Federal authorities are requiring a
Nelson County lake development company to offer refunds to
property purchasers and are investigating a similar firm in
Henry County.
The office of Interstate Land Sales Registration said Timber
Trails Lake near Boston is in violation of the 1968 Interstate Land
Sales Full Disclosure Act by selling lots without filing a property
report with the government The firm will have to offer refunds to
the purchasers of 138 lots that have been sold.
A spokesman for the federal agency said _that another firm,
Lake Sherwood, near Sligo in Henry County, will face a subpoena of company records if it fails to cooperate with an investigation,
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Dow Jones Hits New Funeral Services Distributive Education
Are Thursday For
High; Above 1,000 Mrs. Bessie Canter

• • • (Continued from Page 1)

prepare individuals to enter, to arrangement between the
prepare or improve com- school and employers, inpetencies for a career in struction in the school and in a
retailing, wholesaling, or business organization through
NEW YORK (- API - Amid
But four additional times in
service occupations. DE places part-time training and emcheers on the floor of the New 1966-on Jan. 18 and 19 and
ploeynetr
oym
. sThus
of,
special emphasis on em- pelm
York Stock Exchange, the Dow Feb. 9 and 10-and again Month
thee scbhuosoilne
ployment training and on
thses
Jones industrial average closed day, the official intraday high
development of attitudes, skills, community,and the students all
above 1,000 points for the first of the Dow was over 1,000. The
and understandings related to cooperate and work together as
time in history on Tuesday.
official figure is derived after
merchandising, marketing, and a unit for the benefit of each
In the aftermath, Wall Stree- the close of trading, using the
other and the public. To remain
management.
ters are asking themselves individual highs of each of the
Distributive Education in- in the program, a De student
Pallbearers will be Joe Pat,
what the long-term con- 30 component stocks, even if
What Is It?
cludes various combinations of must be employed and should
sequences would be.
Distributive Education, subject matter and learning be working within a reasonable
those highs were achieves at Glen, Rob, and Bill McCallon,
Jimmy Hays, and Kim Wilson. commonly referred
BARDSTOWN,Ky.( AP -.Sale of whiskey becomes legal today
"Do investors who have been varying times.
to as DE, is experiences related to the length of time after the
in Bardstowh, a center for the distillery industry.
waiting for this historic level
The fact that the 1,000 level Interment will be in the Murray a program of vocational in- performance of activities that beginning of the school.year. If
Cemeter
y
with
the struction and training in the direct the
A license to sell whiskey by the drink was presented to the Old
now start selling off and taking had been approached so many
penv of goods and the student signs up for the
Talbott Tavern Tuesday night under a new law approved by
profits, or does the event in- times and never surmounted at arrangements by the J.H. Economies of Distribution. services, including their ap- course and cannot obtain a
voters this year.
crease investor enthusiasm?" a day's end had created an Churchill Funeral Home where Merchandising, and Marketing. propriate utilization; from the suitable job. with the inBernard Keene of Bardstown, a deputy commissioner in the
asked Robert Johnson of Paine, aura of impenetrability around friends may call.
It is a course of study, on the producer to the consumer ( or structors' assistance, he-or-she
Mrs. Canter, age 76, died high school level designed
Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission, purchased
Webber, Jackson de Curtis.
it. That aura may now be evato user). These activities include will attend the laboratory exTuesday at one a.m. at the
the first drink at the tavern for five cents-the price that was in
"This could be the great in- ported.
buying, selling, storage, perience phase of DE or be
effect when prohibition was enacted. The tavern is the only bar
centive for the small investor
There was a great deal of Murray-Calloway County
transportation, communication, required to drop DE. The DE
I. She was a member of
that was operating at the timer
to come back into the market," selling Monday and Tuesday,
marketing research, financing, student is required to work! The
Six other bars receive their licenses today when sale to the
said Edward A. Merkle, presi- but buyers moved into pick up the Kirksey United Methodist
risk management, and other employer, however is under no
public begins.
dent of the Madison Fund.
the flood of shares. The mar- Church and was the daughter of
service selling businesses. obligation to continue the
The Dow average of 30 indus- ket's ability to withstand the the late James Fleming Hays
Distributive occupations are employment of any student
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP )-A state Court of Appeals ruling is
trial stocks closed at 1003.16, up selling pressure was seen as a and Eliza Ann Johnson Hays.
found
in the previous men- proving to be an unsuccessful
Jessie
B. Hicks, brother of
expected soon on the constitutionality of state tuition grants to 6.09 from Monday's close of reassuring sign, thus helping She was born February 6, 1896,
tioned
areas
of distribution, but worker.
Tandy Hicks of Murray, died
in Graves County.
students at private colleges.
997.07, the previous record. The the Dow go over the top.
IX)
NOT
include
During the school year the 1W
trade, inSurvivors are her husband, recently' in Chicago, Ill., at the
Clifford R. Barnes, executive director of the Council of In- universally watched indicator
Brokers cited these other facdustrial,
or
office
II
occupati
student must work an
ons.
age
of
62.
He was a sheet metal
dependent Kentucky Colleges and Universities, said Tuesday
has now set records in three tors as having helped the deci- Bon L. Canter of 807 Vine Street,
In preparation for an oc- average of 15 hours per week
worker and formerly of Trigg
Murray,
one
sister,
Mrs.
several student have applied for tuition assistance under the law. sessions in a row.
H.E.
sive upsurge:
cupation in distribution, and complete a minimum of 525
The 1972 General Assembly questioned the constitutionality of
The New York Stock Ex-North Vietnamese negotia- McCallon of Murray Route Two, County..
students
enroll in the following hours of successful employment
Funeral
services were held
the law, but its supporters anticipated a court test.
change Index, a much broader tors were preparing for what and several nieces and
in order to receive the
this morning at ten o'clock at courses:
Barnes said the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance gauge of market activity than the public hoped would be a fi- nephews.
Ilth Grade (Junior i-DE I designated credits for the
the
Goodwin
Funeral
Home,
Authority would probably award three grants in order to test the the Dow, since it includes some nal round of peace talks.
Cadiz, with burial in the Hicks Distributive Education course 22 credits). A DE II
legislation.
1,400 common stocks, also set a
-The gross national product
laboratory Experience,3 hours student will receive 211 credits
Department Plans Cemetery there.
record Tuesday. It closed up .54 rose even faster in the third Home
credit.
for the school year; 1 credit for
Survivor
s
are
two
sons, Gene
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP -Kentucky officials say that 69 school at 62.94, erasing the old high of quarter than had previously
12th Grade I Senior )-DE II successful classroom work, and
districts in the state would lose about $2 million in federal aid to 62.52 set Nov. 3. Standard & been thought, government econ- Open Meeting Thursday • Hicks of Chicago, III., and Distributive
Education
1'7 credits for successful emCharles Hicks of' Dyersburg,
impact school- areas under a Nixon proposal scheduled to be Poor's index of 500 stocks also omists stated.
The Home Department of the
Cooperative Employment, 242 ployment. If the student should
Tenn.;
three
daughter
s, Mrs.
reintroduced Iv* Congress reconvenes in January.
hit a new high, 114.95.
-President Nixon's landslide Murray Woman's Club will hold
hours credit.
fail his classroom work, he will
The districts affected by the proposed cutback include JefLast Friday marked the first re-election has removed an un- an open meeting at the club Buster Davis of Central City,
The Distributive Education not receive any credit for his.
Mrs.
Bobby
Atchiso
n
ferson, Fayette, (ttiristian and McCracken counties.
of
time the Dow has ever ex- certainty from the market.
house on Thursday, November
Dyersburg, Tenn., and Mrs. program serves students who work experience. The student's
President Nixon has asked Congress to cut impact funds for ceeded 1,000 points at any given
16, at two p.m..with Rev. John
Zbigniew Prypjda of Columbus, plan to continue their formal employer is visited periodically
school districts with large numbers of children of federal em- moment during trading.
Jones, minister of the Kirksey
Ohio; stepdaughter, Miss education as well as those who to-determine the progress of the
ployes.
and Coles Camp Ground United
Debbie Long of Chicago, Ill., choose to begin full-time em- student. Therefore, it is the
Methodist Churches, as guest
two brothers, Tandy Hicks of ployment after school. In taking student's responsibility to
speaker.
Murray and Marvin Hicks of DE, the student does not rule qualify for a job; he must get a
Mrs. Max Hurt will be the
out the possibility of furthering job, keep that job, and make
Dover,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
I Continued from Page I
The funeral for George program leader, and Mrs. Carl
Robert H. Hardin of Cadiz; his or her education in college if passing grades in class.
they wish. Vocational credits in
SAIGON (AP)- U.S. planes lashed areas from the Ohio Val- president of the Murray Washington Bullock, brother of Harrison will give the devotion. seventeen grandchildren.
Lawful employment for the
Distributive Education are cooperative students requires
bombed North Vietnam's south- ley to New England today as Education Association which Mrs. Ethel Sanders of Murray, Members are asked to bring
was held Monday at the their gifts for Jewel Manor.
accepted by most colleges and conformity to all State and
ern panhandle Tuesday and gale warnings remained in ef- donated the expense money.
Three alternates were also Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz,
Hostesses for the meeting will
universities. In many instances, Federal laws regulating emtoday, hitting at the supply fect for much of the Atlantic
seledted. They were( 1 ) Marsha with Rev. Harold Jones and be Mrs. Claude Miller, Mrs.
DE has developed a desire not ployment, including those
Coast.
buildup there.
previously felt, for further governing hours of emOfficials said it was the largMeanwhile, an estimated 10,- Robertson, daughter of Dr. and Rev. Irvin Darnell officating. Starkie Colson, Mrs. T.' C.
Mrs.. Harold Robertson; ( 2) Burial was in the
training. It often becomes a ployment, age, sex of worker,
est number of fighter bomber 000 persons in Michigan and
Lawrence Doran, and Mrs. Clifton
Larry Robinson, son of Mr. and Cemetery in Trigg
Harrell.
motivation force. It is a and sundry other items. Much
strikes against North Vietnam Ohio began returning to their
County.
Mrs. Don Robinson; and Dean
cooperative program to learn, of this information is founded on
Bullock, age 59,died Saturday
in a 24-hour period since Oct. homes in the wake of a storm
gain high school credits, and the student's work permit, if he
which struck the shorelines of Cherry, son of Mr. and Mrs. at 12:30 p.m. at the home of a
14.
earn money at the same time. is under 18 years of age. There
daughter, Mrs. Leon Hoskins of
Lakes Erie, Huron and St. Clair William Cherry.
Magazine Club Meets
The students, one from each Paducah. He was a resident
Since approximately' 50 per are special provisions in the
Richard L. McGuire, father of
FT. ORD. Calif, ( AP - A on Tuesday.
of
school district in Kentucky, will Cadiz Route Five and
of all high school KentuekL Labor Laws regarMrs. Inez Harrison of 1317 Vine cent
military jury found Billy Dean
his wife, Thursday, Club House
Street, Murray,died Tuesday at graduates secure their first ding DiAributive Education.
Smith, 23. of Los Angeles, inLUFKIN, Tex.(AP)- Mar- arrive at 12 Noon at the K.E.T. Mrs. Carmon Hazel Merrick
employment in distributive Students. Employment means
nocent Tuesday of two murder tin Dies Sr., first chairman of Network Center in Lexington. Bullock, died in 1967.
The Magazine Club will meet 2:55 a.m. at the Mayfield
charges in the first "fragging" the House Un-American Activi- An orientation session will be
The deceased was born at the Murray Woman's Club Hospital. He was 90 years of positions. DE is an excellent that the individual is paid wages
stepping stone into the world of for the work done. The rate of
court-martial conducted in the ties Committee, is dead at 71. held. The students will meet on December 13, 1912, in Trigg House with Mrs. E. S. Ferguson age.
pay. will be the same paid all
His death Tuesday night was of the astronauts who will County and was the son of the as hostess on Thursday,
United 4ates.
The deceased was a retired business.
How Does It Work:
full-time workers doing similar
farmer and had been active
The charges stemmed from a attributed to an apparent heart conduct the television session. late Joel N.and Nioma Sheckels November 16, at 2:30 p.m.
The program will be produced Bullock. He
Distributive Education is work. In many businesses the
fragmentation grenade blast at attack,
until about a year ago. He was
was a carpenter
Mrs. Harry Sparks and Mrs. the oldest member of the Old coordinated under the super- minimum wages are deterDies gained national promi- frorn 3 to 5 p.m.
Bien Hoa Air Base in Vietnam
and a member of the Dyers
Young Horning was "very Chapel United
ned_ b,y, Federal and State
that killed two officers and nence in the 1930s when his
Methodist L. J. Hortin will present the Bethel Baptist Church near vision of the school administration with the help and Wage and Hour Laws. In any.
program on "Challenges To Lynnville.
committee investigated Nazi surprised" when his name was Church.
wounded a third.
Writers of Today."
subversives and probed com- drawn. He is extremely inMr. McGuire, a resident of cooperation of the local event, it should be at least the
Survivors
include
two
Heavy snow and freezing rain munist activity in the United terested in science and won a daughters, Mrs. Hoskins
Palmersv
ille, Tenn., was born business community. Distribu- minimum rate paid for similar
Members are asked to bring
of
second place in the Science Fair
Education
States.
classes service by other workers of the
Paducah and Mrs. Bobby gifts for patients at Western July 31, 1882, in Graves County tive
last year with a project on
Higgins of Benton; three sons, State Hospital and to note the and was the son of the late are a part of the school system same age and degree of exchemical reaction. He is a Donnie,
and operates through the school perience. A special exception
Ronnie, and George change in meeting date for this Daniel McGuire and Maggie
student of Mrs. Joe Cartwright.
system. It is not a program for students employed by firms
Reddick McGuire.
Alvin Bullock of Trig,county; month.
The Murray Education two
Survivors include his wife, separated from the local high subject to Federal MINIMUM
sisters, Mrs. Sanders of
Association is made up of Murray
Mrs. Annie McGuire of schools but very much a part of Wage allows the firm to pay. a
and Mrs. Irene Bush of
teachers in the City System.
MIAMI (AP ) - A 3-year-old child, police
minimu of 3i the Federal
Palmersville, Tenn.; three the regular curriculum.
Cadiz; two half-sisters, Mrs.
said.
The officers are rs Pasco, Betty
DE students enroll in the Minimum Wage upon special
boy *hose mother told police
daughter
s, • Mrs. Harrison of
Burke and Mrs. Gr-lee
Dade County's Protective and presiden
t; Haron West, vice- Johnson,
he lived on chocolate milk for Preventi
Murray, Mrs. Clessie McClain same required courses that all application.
' both of Cadiz; half
ve Services took the presiden
t, and Mrs. Buist Scott. brother,
three months after her husband remainin
and
Mrs. Clara Cook, both of high school students must take
Homer Bullock of
The principal I or Coorg Noma children, secretary-treasurer.
(Continued from Page 1)
ordered her not to feed him is ranging
Palmers
ville. Tenn.; two to meet the requirements for dinator) and -DE Teacher
Cadiz; eleven grandchildien.
in age from one to 7,
graduation, plus an elective
children; Tony, 15; Tammy,13; sons, C.H. McGuire
dead of starvation. The boy's into custody
Coordinator can, at any time,
of Hazel
Monday night after
course of study called
and Howard 12, who last. Park, Mich., and Linday
father is charged with man- Lawson
revoke the early dismissal
advised the agency of
summer won the 'lifter-old McGuire of Martin, Tenn.; one "Distributive Education."
slaughter.
Dean's death. A custody hearprivilege. This can be brought
Eleventh
division
grade
of
Variety Children's Hospital ing for
DE
the
Kentuck
studies will about
y Junior sister, Mrs. Rachel Reeveg of
BATON ROUGE, La.( AP)- and daughter-in-law. observed
them is scheduled
by the following: Abrequire three hours daily, and
authorities said little Dean Noz- today.
Championships
at Columbus, Ohio.
J. Bennett Johnson, elected her 76th birthday with gifts and Golf
:
senteeism from school or job,
the
Lexington.
students
will
za was dead when his father,
be
enrolled
in
Also surviving are one
"The interior of that house Louisiana's junior U.S. senator good wishes from the Nixon
failure to complete assignThe
new vice president, stepdaughter, Mrs. Mary other classes during the
Michael Nozza, brought him to was filthy
with human defeca- in the Nov. 7 general election, family.
remainder of the day. Students ments. loss of job through
Billington, operates his own Hatcher of Chicago. Ill.;
the hospital Monday night.
two
tion all over the floor and na has been appointed to fill the
student's negligence, failing
A spokesman for the White
civil enginnering consulting stepsons, Joe Wood of Adron, who have successfully comNozza was charged with man- furniture
grades in other subjects,
," Esty said. "Little unexpired term of the late Sen. House said Mrs. Eisenhower,
pleted
the
DE
firm,
slaughter Tuesday after Lois Dean
and
has
been a member of Ohio, and John Frields of
requirements in loitering
who lives at Getty,sburg,'Pa.,
slept on a piece of card- Allen J. Ellender.
in halls or on the school
the
eleventh grade will be given
Jean Nozza told police her hus- board on
Also on Monday, Gov. Edwin spent her birthday Tuesday the club for the past five years. Chicago. III.; several grandgrounds after the dismissal
the floor with a black
the
opportun
Mrs.
ity
band ordered her not to feed raincoat
Keller,
the
to
enroll
wife
of
Don
in
the
children and great grandEdwards announced that his with Mr. and Mrs. John Eisentime, the undue disturbance
for a cover.
Senior
DE
Keller, College Farm Road, has children.
the child. She Said her son had
class
and created by early
"Two of the children said wife, Elaine, would step down hower.
dismissal, or
,•
been a member of the club
not eaten solid food for three they hadn't
Funeral services are being Coopecative Training Program. any unfavorable conduct
eaten for three as interim senator. Edwards
on the
Actual'
since
1959,
employ
months, that his only suste- days, and
and
active
is
ment
many
in
in _a job that would
held today at one p.m. at the Old
Constance Stuart, press secofficers found only a appointed her. to the post folplace
the
distribut
ive
Murray.civic affairs.
occupation as well
nance had been chocolate milk. package of
Bethel Baptist ChurcK with
student, the teacher, or the
hotdogs and a car- lowing Ellender's death late in retary to Mrs. Nixon, said First
as
a
one
hour
She
Authorities said they did not ton of
one
is
related
three
of
new
classroo
m
Rev.
Lady
Robert Ivy of Mayfield and
Pat Nixon sent "a little
chocolate milk in the re- July.
period will be offered at the school in an embarrassing or
members elected to the board in Rev. Howard Miller of
know why Dean had not been
The appointment of Johnston, gift" to Mrs. Eisenhower.
Farderogatory. position.
senior
leVel.
fed.
Julie, President Nixon's October for three-year terms. mington officiating.
At a bond hearing Tuesday, a 40-year-old Shreveport attorIt is the belief of the State
A DE II student learns and
The others are Mrs. Veneta
Nozza, 41, and his 28-year-old Nozza was
Burial will be in the McGuire
Department of Vocational
ordered to undergo ney, will give him seniority daughter and the wife of Mrs.
earns
by
Sexton
spending
and
John
wife have five other children.
McCage.
They Cemetery near Palmersville
half of the
a psychiatric examination prior over nine other freshman sena- Eisenhower's grandson, David,
school day in class and half of Education that a person who is
will replace Dr. Chad Stewart, with the arrangeidents by
"She said her husband to a
the the
determination whether he tors elected last week. They also was noting the birthday.
too sick to attend school is also
day, or more, on the job.
wouldn't allow her to take the will be
the 1971 president of the club Bowfin Funeral Home of
too sick to go to work. Comallowed to post $3,500 will not begin to accrue seniori- Mrs. Stuart said. Young EisenDuring
the
Mrs.
class
and
Evelyn
boy to the hospital, and said bond for
Jones and Dresden, Tent).
periods. DE 11
his release from .Dade ty.. until they are sworn in When hower is in the Mediterranean
students will take the necessary pleting a high school education
Mrs. Frances Hulse, whose
she was afraid he would beat County
on duty with the Navy.
Congress convenes in January.
Jail.
required subjects to graduate is the student's first duty.
terms expire December 31.
her and the other children if
plus the one hour daily class in Therefore, anyone absent from
other
In
action
Monday night
she did," Dade County Sheriff's
SANTA MONICA, Calif.( AP)
school will NOT report to his-orMIAMI AP)- Reputed unDistributive Education. The DE
Lt. John Esty said.
-- Actress Eva Gabor, the derworld financier Meyer Lan- the directors:
her work station that day.
student
-Appro
is
then
ved
Police said Nozza, a swellmembers
allowed
hip
to
leave Excess absenteeism
youngest of the Hungarian-born sky has left Mt. Sinai Hospital
from job
school
to
applicat
go
to his-or-her place
ionsfrom J. Donald and
blaster, "didn't allow the child
_ (Continued from Page I)
Gabor sisters, has filed for di- following a week of treatmen
t Cecilia Brock, 1518, Oxford
of employment after he has usually results in dismissal
to ,be taken to a hospital be- launch pad. They also
will vorce from her estranged hus- for heart trouble, a hospital
Final rites for Curtis Cole will completed his required classes from that position. An employer
Drive, and Gil and Sandy
cause he was afraid he would make one or two trips to near- band, Richard Brown.
spokesman said.
be
held Thursday at two p.m. at I usually at the end of the fourth is interested only in employees
Morrison
be arrested for child abuse."
, Riviera Courts.
by Patrick Air Force Base for
Miss Gabor. 50, said in her
who ae dependable --at work
Lansky signed himself into
the
chapel of the Miller Funeral period
-Authoriz,ed the establishHowever. the OF, every
Nozza told the hospital staff proficiency flying in jet planes. Superior Court petition
day.
Tuesday the hospital hours after flying ment of the
Home,
student
Hazel,
with
is
"Murray
that Dean' "would not drink
Rev.
Country
under
William
school
puring this period, only 109 that a property agreement had 'tio Miami from Tel
It is not required that the DE
Aviv,
Israel,
McKinne
y
supervis
ion and regulations
officiating.
Club Honor Award," to honor
anything except chocolate persons, mainly training and 'been worked 41
She did not He was met at the airport by
Pallbearers will be Fred, throughout the regular school Teacher-Coordinator find the
those members, or former
milk" and had not eaten,for launch personnel, are author- request support.
position for DE students, nor is
FBI agenth with arrest warmembers, who distinguish 'l'ink, and Bud Myers,Owen and day.
several weeks, Dr. Robert Law- ized ti work directly with the
Employment
in it the schoel's responsbi
Miss Gabor and Brown, a for- rants.
lity to
Lester
distribut
Farris,
themselves with achievements
ive occupation, as a
and Leon Orr.
son. Variety's chief of staff, spacenien. Many will have min- mer textile manufact
provide trvinspcirrtation to amid
urer, were - Lansky. 71, apparently went
in golf, swimming or tennis and Burial will be in the Lassiter part of the instructional plan, is from
said Tuesday.
imal contact and some none at married Oct. 4, 1959, in Las to an apartment he
„stude4xVi- place of emmaintains which are statewide in scope. A Cemetery
with
Lawson said Dean ''was iill unless necessary.
the regarded as an extension of ployment. The
Vegas and were separated Nov. on :Miami Beach.
DE Teacherarrange
ments by the Miller classroom instruction. The
four-member selection combrought in here dead with eviThe wives of Cernan and 10, 1971, the petition said.
On Monday, a. federal judge
('oordinator will make survey
Funeral I ome
training station, which is the
will
mittee
named
be
later.
extreme rn-alrInt-ri- -Evaris:-are-includedn the list
ere
It was Miss Gabor's fourth Ordered I ansky to 'stand trial
business reports of possible job
.' a. call.
-Adopted a nine-pin
employing firm, provides a
.. tion." [however, he said the ad- and will be permitted to visit marriage and Brown's
opportunities. It is then the
second. Jarr-11--in
cote.
age 74. died Saturday at laboratory environment in
-governing,- use-of _the
, matting physician ,saw ,no signs their husbands in the (rew's They have no children.
contempt-of-court charges
_
to
course by members of the a hospital in LOS Angeles, Calif. which the DE student observes. studentsiresponsibility
of bruises or fractures on the _ quarters when they TraVeT
--.111eie-Gahoe-seae4he-costas-of_ • stenonim from his failure
to
was a former resident of tests, and applies concepts, qtiality and obtain the position!
way_ State University golf
child.
Cape Kennedy four days before the television series, "Green appear before a federal
grand tbani anZ saiiiiireU by itN .4444144w44:4,:misaly,-a441-4s-ruc. theories, and skills presented in
Police records show the Noz- the launch. Cernan's and Acres."
jury in 1971. lan.sky was wanvived by his wife, Mrs. Ruby
R.T.
coach,
( Budey ) Hewitt.
zas were investigated in .1969 Evans' young children will he
— -FREE-itITTEN--- -7-ted for questioning in an inclub's annual Cole of Los Angeles, and two
—Set the
after authorities received a permitted to talk to their astroKitten, calico, female, six
PHOENIXVILLE, Pa. ( API coino-lax investigation when he
'rhe
term
"Cooper
ative
Christmas Open House for brothers, Less .Cole of Los
complaint of child malnutrition. naut fathers through a glass
Former First Lady Mamie left the country for Israel a
weeks old, with shots, is free to
Sunday afternoon, December Angeles and Ray Cole of Training" identifies a plan
That incident involved another partition.
Eisenhower, visiting her son
whereby the students are someone for a pet. For inyear and a half ago.
Detreit.
10:
Mich.
provided, though e cooperative formation call 767-4904. .
people to employ them
whenever possible.
Each person attending was
given a brochure giving in
Funeral services for Mrs. detail exactly what Distributive
Bessie Hays Canter will be held Education means.
The Ledger & Times is
Thursday' at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill publishing the text of the
Funeral Home with Rev. John brochure for the interest of the
Jones and Dr. David C. Roos readers of this newspaper. It is
as follows:
officiating.

Jessie Hicks
Rites Held

World News Briefs

Brother Local
Bruce Horning... Woman Expires

R. L. McGuire
Dies Tuesday
At Age Of 90

Child Lives On Chocolate Milk
For Three Months; Dies Monday

Murray CC ...

People In The News

Apollo 17

Rites For Curtis
Cole Are Thursday'
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Energy Cuts
Costly To
U.S. Economy

GM To Recall More
Than 155,000 Cars

DETROIT AP) - General
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov. that the limited funds available
Motors Corp. is recalling more
Wendell Ford recently an- are spent wisely and on the
than 155,000 vehicles to correct
nounced that an estimated most needed facilities," the
WASHINGTON—"Cutbacks
a design problem involving
FRANKFORT, Ky. — with him, he became more alert
$600,000
governor
in
declared.
state
"A
and
sound
federal
steering.
Jamaica has eight children- and active, like all 1.he other in industrial production as a
funds will be used to streamline planning and implementation
The recall involves interthree boys and three girls-and children and you could just see result of shortages of natural
sewer
program
and
should
also
water
insure
that
planning
in
mediate size cars produced pritwo daughters.
life come back into his eyes." gas, oil, coal and elecricity not
Kentucky.
rural
districts
water
are
or to Oct. 9. The cars recalled
She and her daughters are
Jamica began dressing Scotty only disrupt manufacturing
Approximately $450,000 will developed, funded and operated
are the only ones on which mafoster parents for six retarded with two and three diapers to schedules but also reduce the
come
on
a
sound
from
managemen
the
U.S.
t
Department
basis."
jor styling changes were
children ranging in age from spread his legs apart. Today incomes of industrial workers
of Housing and
Governor Ford said that more
Urban
made—Chevrolet
four to 10.
Chevelle,
Scotty holds his legs straight. and hamper sales of U.S. goods
Development and from the than a million and a half
Buick Century, Oldsmobile CutFour of these children cannot Even more amzing is his ability abroad," a spokesman for the
Farmers
Kentuckians
Home
do
not
Administrat
have
a
ion.
lass, Pontiac LeMans, Grand
walk without help and probably to walk with help, shakily Gas Appliance Manufacturers
The program will be im- public sewer system, over a
Association observed this week.
Prix and Grand Am models, as
would be in an institution placing one foot in front of the
plemented by the state's 11 million do not have public water
C.A. Hood, chairman of
well as Chevrolet El Camino
classified as "crib cases" other. He now weighs 35 pounds.
Area
supplies
and
Developmen
nearly
t
600,000
Districts,
do
industrial
gas
and GMC Sprint trucks.
unable to leave their beds, were
Six children, four of whom GAMA's
thus saving much of the time not have plumbing facilities.
The steering problem could
it not for Jamaica and her cannot take care of themselves, equipment division, said that
individual
He
said
that
cities
barely
and
a
third
counties
of
arise if the car's right front
daughters. The other two represent a lot of work. periodic shortages of energy
would
the
need
counties
for
in
such
the
state
planningm
now
wheel was backed into a curb
children have progressed from Jamaica receives foster are becoming more serious
Governor Ford said that, at the have comprehensive waterwhile turned fully to the left.
being classified as "severely payments on the children from each year. During the past
present
rate
of
sewer
plans.
Implementa
qualifying,
tion
of
it
GM said Monday this could
retarded" and are within reach the Department of Child summer, he pointed out,
[night have been several years the new program will mean
push the steering linkage beof the public schools' special Welfare, as well as support temporary "brownouts" and
before
that
all Kentucky comall 120 counties will have
education classes. For the from some of the families of the other curtailments of energy
WOUNDED CO-PILOT—Southern Airways co-pilot Billy munities met the necessary such plans by the end of June, yond its normal limit of travel,
which would cause a "toe-in."
children, however, things did children. She occasionally finds supply were imposed in a
Johnson is taken from ambulance at Miami, Fla., to board a jet planning requirements to 1973.
The
"toe-in," if not corrected,
not always look so good.
time to babysit in her home for number of cities throughout the
for trip home to College City, Ark. Johnson was wounded by pistol receive federal funds for such
A task force of state agencies
could cause a steering loss on
"They just needed a chance, others, but caring for her nation.
shot in right shoulder by one of three men who hijacked his jet to projects. The new program will assist in coordinating and
"Generally," he said, "the
the wheel which struck the
an opportunity and I knew that children is a full-time job. Each
Cuba.
should accomplish that plan- monitoring
the
regional
curb.
with personal attention and love morning she hoists each child first to feel the cutbacks are
ning
in less than one year.
programs. The Departments of
(AP Wirephoto)
However, GM said squealing
and being where they felt part out of bed and onto her shoulder local industrial plants.
"By working on a regional Natural Resources, Health
"Unless
the
plant
is
able
to
front
tires would alert the drivof a family, that they would be helping to change them, bathe,
scale,"
Commcerce
the
,
governor
the
Water
said,
er to the problem before the
in much better shape than they dress and feed them. She sends switch over to an alternate
"several
Pollution
Control
cities
or
Commission
water
,
were right then." Jamaica said. Jane and Billy off to school and system during an energy cutdistricts mught be able to share the Public Service Commission, loss occurred. The problem will
be cortected by installing a
This decription of her first takes the others with her as she back, it means either a
the
same facility at significant the Divisions of Sanitary
reduction
in
production
contact with the children at the begins her morning chores.
special bracket, at company
savings
Engineering
to
all
,
and
concerned."
the
Kentucky
University of Kentucky Medical
Jamaica's
are schedules or a complete
bills
The plans will be regional in Program Development Office cost, to keep the steering linkage from moving too far.
Center tells of her compassion, tremendous-$80 a week for Shutdown of the plant until full
nature,
but will incorporate are included.
present civil service force in county and
Although the firm has restretching beyond pity and baby food, three orders per operations can be restored. This
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
consulting
to
firm,
yet
be
A
community
water
the Defense Department would and sewer plans.
ceived 58 complaints—including
sympathy, when she first saw week for six gallons of regular is most serious for plants that
AP Military Writer
named,
also
will
be
All
retained
plans
by
will
Abby, now age eight, Joey, age milk and one of buttermilk, and utilize a single fuel system.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — With amount to about 55,008 people. meet the requirements of the the state to assist the task force a number from executives drivnine, and Lee, age 10, all three six loads of laundry each day. Plants that have a .dual-fuel the election over, the Pentagon Officials hope that much of this federal agencies which grant in identifying possible problem ing company-owned cars—a
severely retarded, sitting in a
A civic organization in her capability and can switch to is preparing a new round of can be accomplished through funds for such construction
areas,and devloping state goals spokesman said the problem
.
has caused no injuries or accicorner of the pediatric clinic. town is trying to collect funds to another fuel, such as LP gas for base-closings and reductions normal attrition,—retirements,
"A
quality
regional planning for future water and sewer
dents.
They were so skinny, I all build an extra room on her plants that utilize natural gas," that will eliminate thousands of resignations and deaths.
program
is
needed
development
to
insure
.
three were suffering from house. As of now, four of the the industry; spokesman said, civilian defense jobs.
malnutrition) and dressed in children sleep in one room "are better able to avoid such
The cutbacks probably will,
wrong-size hand-me-downs that while Jamica, her daughter, disruptions."
not be announced until after
"But there are some in- Congress returns
made them look so sad," Scotty and Jane sleep in
in January,
dustrial processes that do not defense
Jamaica remembers.
another.
sources said.
have
the
flexibility
to use dualThe base cuts are being
"They were under medication
"The first night I brought the
GIVE IMPLIIIR HOME—
as all my kids were when I first three of them home(Abby, Joey fuel systems," Hood pointed planned in response to Presiout.
"There
are
certain
dent Nixon's orders to trim the
got them so they would just sit and Lee) their beds hadn't
process's that require natural rolls
and be quiet and not 'bother' arrived (she had to borrow
of civil service employes
anybody. They were there for a $3,000 initially to prepare for the gas and can use no substitute. and Defense Secretary Melvin
check-up and I talked to the children) so my daughters and I Industries in this category R. Laird's promise to Congress
social worker who brought them just piled onto the floor with should be given in high priority to absorb $1.5 billion in budget
from the nursing home where them and we all slept together," in allocating supplies during cuts this fiscal year.
Just before the 1972 electioa
they were staying. She she said. -I think the closeness periods of shortage," he urged.
Hood, who is manager of year began,
suggested I talk to the of the first night helped ease
David Packard left
Department of Child Welfare. I their fears and brought us a Honeywell's flame safeguard office as deputy secretary ofj
market, pointed out that in- defense
talked with the department, little closer."
with a parting comdustrial reductions or full plaint
made my application, and the
that the Pentagon could
She takes the children on
arrangements were made to short trips, to regular check-ups stoppages of production ob- save $1 billion a year by closviously reduce sales and result ing
have the children placed in my and plays with them outside.
unneeded bases, were it not
home."
"They love to go out and I love it delays in delivery schedules. for political constraints.
The Army, Navy and Air
At first the children were very to take therri out," she said. This causes a reduction in
tentative &mit their new home, "We all dress up and go for a employment and the weekly Force long have wanted to shut
wages
of the production down a number of
as any child would be. But with ride or walk. They know the
bases they
the love and care Jamica gave rules-so much so Jane even workers at the plants with a consider marginal. But, anticicorrespondi
ng
drop
in
spending
them, they soon began to scolded a friend of mine when
pating election year protests
respond. Without medication her children were playing in the at neighborhood grocery and from congressmen and senators
with large numbers of defense
they became much more active, street. Later my friend told me department stores.
"Fuel shortages also inalert and responsive. They tried that she'd
employes among their connever even have
to learn to speak and began to guessed that was one of my variably mean that a produc- stituents, they waited.
tion facility cannot meet the
learn to crawl and walk with retarded children."
Now the "political realities,"
when goods
were as one Pentagon official termed
help. Their health progressed
"To me they're just my date
quickly as they began eating the children and as part of my scheduled to be shipped to them, are temporarily over
proper foods. Jamaica gave up family they are loved and cared foreign markets, and this though the list of bases most
her job at a hospital, where she for and given the chance they frequently results in loss of the likely to be closed or cut back
had worked for years, because never had before. In my eyes sale. Consequently, the nation's is being kept under wraps for
balance of payments deficit the time being.
she felt like "the kids were they're beautiful."
being neglected."
However, the Army is known
And in a visitors eyes, so is becomes worse.
"National and state govern- to be planning
A year later, Jane was placed Jamaica.
a reorganization
ment agencies and public that, among
with her, a "hopeless case" in
other things, likely
utilities
across
the nation are woul4 merge the First
the doctor's words. Physicians
Army
working to prevent or minimize headquarter
said that Jane would not live
s at Ft. Meade,
future
curtailment
fuel
Hood
s,"
very long and advised against
Md., and the Third Army headstated, "but the nation's quarters in
any emotional involvement.
Atlanta, eliminating
demand for energy is rising and ' one of
Now she is one of those children
them. The Army also is
the
supply
is
falling
behind
.
capable of attending public
expected to recommend retdemand.
school. She helps her mother
renching helicopter training"Experts in the fuel in- and-maintenance
(who could call Jamaica
bases now
CHICAGO ( AP) — Pollster
anything alse ) with diapers and George Gallup Jr. said Monday dustries believe that the only that American forces are virdishes and in taking care of the the landslide victory scored by long-range solution to the tually out of Vietnam.
NEVER NEED IRONING!
other children. She is doing will President Nixon over Sen. problem is the development of a
Some sources indicate that
in day care and makes even George McGovern does not national energy policy which possibly two naval shipyards,
more progress at home. Thanks mean the President enjoys wi- will encourage conservation, one on each coast, might be
• Self-lined
stimulate exploration to find shut
to open-heart surgery, she is despread support.
down. They were not
new
supplies,
and
accelerate named either.
• Machine Washable
now as healthy as all the rest.
Gallup, president and son of
A year after Jane had been the founder of the American In- research and development of
Nixon gave a fresh indication
• No Ironing
placed with Jamaica, Child stitute of Public Opinion, more new energy sources. Con- of things to come last week
Welfare had a retarded child commonly known as the Gallup servation of all forms of fuel when he said in a published in• Won't Fade or Discolor
for whom they needed foster Poll, said many of the votes must become a way of life for terview that civilian defense
all
of
us,"
concluded
Mr.
Hood.
parents. When she got Billy, cast in the victory were
employes "are getting in the
• Won't Sun-Rot
now age 10, he too was in poor reluctantly given to Nixon.
way of each other over in the
• "Hidden Asset"
health. But surgery on his eyes
Pentagon and around the coun"The hidden issue of the
and Jamaica's unique at- campaign,- Gallup said, "was
try" and that "they are going
Pleating
mosphere of love now allows personal safety. It was a perto have to take a thinning
him to look past day care to vasive issue hidden under
down."
code
public school in the new future. words like busing, drugs,
There are reports that a 5
amPerhaps the biggest miracle nesty and others, but it caused
per cent slice in civilian emof all is Scotty, now age four. He defections among Democrats.
ployment may be applied
was very sick and at the age of
throughout_the government un"Many of the Democrats felt
three weighed only 10 pounds. the same way on the
der Nixon's new policy, deissue as
His legs were crossed at the the Republicans ... and
signed to reduce spending.
they
ankles and locked solid from feared permissiveness from
There now are fewer than 1.1
inactivity in that position. McGovern."
million civilian workers on the
Scotty had an operation to
payroll of the Defense DepartGallup cited the findings of
relieve the pressure of excess one of his polls to
ment and its agencies, comsupport his
water in his head. He was not belief that personal safety
pared with a payroll swollen to
Burltherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade, discolor or sun-rot . . . even
was
expected to live very long.
More than 1.3 million in 1969
the biggest single issue of the
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask weave in avocado, natural, gold,
"When we first got Scotty," campaign.
before the beginning of the
Spanish black. "Hidden Asset" pleating . . . Burlington's unique sewing techniqu
Jai-mica said, "his hips were
Vietnam withdrawal and corree
that makes pleats stay pleated for life of the drapery.
about 4 inches wide. He was a
SHE WANTS TO STAY ON sponding reductions in the size
pitiful sight. His body was so Yvonne added
of the military establishment.
THE JOB—Jean
HOLLYWOOD • 1111'1 — first woman to Westwood, the
stiff and he didn't respond at all,
A 5 per cent cutback in the
head
a
national
French
actress
Yvonne political
both because of his condition
party,
says
she
intends
Romaine
has
been added to the
-linistbeeatrSe of the medication.
cast of Warner Brothers' "The to stay on the job despite a
White
Wedgewood
Celery
The National
Blue-Green
Moss
Once we began to get good food Last of Sheila- starring growing movement to dump
her Foundation's SOS Scierrte
program
in him and got him off Richard Benjamin, Dyan as head of the
*SO to 100 inchms wid•, 63 te CO inchtos long
National stands for Student Originated
medication and began to work. Cannon and James Coburn. Democratic Party.
Studies.

Pentagon Preparing For
More Base-Closing Moves

a new look

Gallup Says Margin
Does Not Indicate
Wide Nixon Support
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Men Of Note To Christmas Seal Letters To Be Distributed
Give Concert
Jazz will be featured as the
Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note
present the annual AllAmerican Concert at Murray
State University Thursday,
Nov. 16.
Scheduled for 8:00 p.m, in the
University School auditorium,
the program is open to the
public at no admission charge.
It is co-sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia professional music
fraternities.
Well-known
through
television and radio appearances, the Men of Note will
play a number of different jazz
an
tunes,
including
arrangement of "West Side
Story,"
Also app.aring in the concert,
the Sigma Alpha Iota women's
chorus will sing The Natural
Superiority of Men" and the Phi
Mu Alpha chorus will present
familiar spirituals.

In Kentucky when someone
says "they're off" - horses are
usually the subject. During the
first week of November those
words have a different meaning
to the Kentucky Tuberculosis
and Respiratory Disease
Association. Hundreds of
thousands of Christmas Seal
letters are distributed by the
U.S. Postal Service in early
November each year to begin
the annual Christmas Seal
Campaign.
According to Jim West,
Campaign Director for the
association, over 800,000
Christmas Seal letters have
been out in the mail for all parts
of Kentucky. West said, "this
year's Christmas Seals depict
Christmas scenes of yesteryear
with steam locomotives and
country homes as well as the
present with jet planes and
skyscrapers." West also explained that "the Christmas
Seal campaign provides nearly
all of the TB association's an-

nual funding."
Asked why the Christmas
Seal letters are being mailed
nearly two months before
Christmas, West noted that "the
early mailing allows people to
use them on packages they
prepare early in the holiday
season and also a avoids
overburdening the postal
service during their busiest
time of the year."

are a matter of life...and
breath." Summers also stated
that "anyone not receiving his
or her Christmas Seal letter
should simply send a post card
or letter with the name and
address of where the seals
should be sent to Christmas
Seals, P.O. Box 8405, Louisville,
Kentucky 40208.

Blinker safety
CHICAGO (UPII — Green
and smoke gray are the best
tints for sunglass lenses,
reports the Illinois Society for
Prevention of Blindness.
These colors absorb harmful
sun rays and affect color
perception the least. Wearing
Link, yellow, orange, red or
violet lenses can result in
eyestrain, fatigue and inability
to see clearly in gright
society's
sunlight. The
recommendations are in the
National Safety Council's
current "Family Safety"
publication.

The Kentucky TB and
Respiratory Disease
Association is well know for its
active role in fighting tuberculosis, emphysema, air
pollution, and many other
problems related to respiratory
illnesses.
Tom Summers, executive
director of the association,
urged everyone ito use
Christmas Seals and to give
more so that the TB association
can do more." Summers took
the opportunity to remind
everyone that "Christmas seals
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Beltone Consultants
Complete Training

Drinki

Eric
Allen and Terry
McIntosh, consultants serving
with Beltone Hearing Center,
700 Jefferson Street, Paducah,
the local authorized dealership
for Beltone Electronics Corporation, have completed a fiveday National Training Center
held in Chicago.
The center was conducted by
Chicago-based Beltone, world
leader in hearing aids and
electronic hearing test instruments.
During the five days a select
group of personnel serving with
Beltone's network of approximately 390 authorized
dealerships located throughout
the U.S. and Canada, studied
the latest techniques in serving
the hard of hearing. The
program was presented by a
faculty that included several
members of Beltone's top
management, plus
outside
authorities in the field ofhearing
and hearing testing.

By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Servic
Dear Bob:
I am a physician lair
and have worried ove
problem of alcoholism
patients for 11 years
I have treated
stomach problems,
problems, nerves and
number of secondary
terns — but not for thei
holism. It has bother
deeply to partially tr
patients, and I have
frustrated to know wha
or how to help in their
ing problems ... and
else I do has much
they continue drinking
Well, your article o
holism appeared in
paper last night and it
me so much that
practical can be done

MEMORIES FOR THE MUSIC MAN— Richard Rodgers, composer of more than
700 songs, visits New York City gallery which Hallmark established to honor him. Photo
of Rodgers and his wife, Dorothy, is on wall along with memorabilia. Rodgers is 70.

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
BANKAMERICARD

Prices In This Ad Good Thurs., Fri., Sat.,ISun., Nov
WALNUT GRAINED

CUBE REFRIGERATOR

7-PIECE DINETTE

Freezer holds 2 ice trays with room
for other things 2 shelves, room in
door. 19" high, 20" wide
and 21'' deep.

SET

As Advertised On T.V.

/Real Man Siz

SWIVEL
ROCKERS

RECLI
CHAI

Performs Like A Heavyweight ...

Wood Look Top - Floral Chairs

Here is real comfort
at a budpet price!
Contoured for comfort
in handsome colors

$99

Otte

Value

COOKIE JARS

REGENT CAN
OPENER & SHARPENER

Assorted Styles
Glass

FREE
TURKEYS

Avocado, Gold or White

Reg.
$997

TURKEY SHOO
LEE BATTERY
•No trade-in
required

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP
20" wide-5 iRoll
Beautiful Prints

20" BICYCLE
Girl's

28-4 Bottle
No Deposit

•Heavy
duty

GIFT BOWS
25 to Pkg.

•Guaranteed for
36 Months

Reg. 43'

12" TRICYCLE

WEE-WHEELER
Boy's or

PEPSI or 7-UP

by A.M.F.
4 Wheels
for Stability

by
A.M.F.

Throw 3 Darts, the person closest is the bullseye
winner. No Charge! One member per family throwi
children must be accompaied by parents.

Regular 314

4,0r99c

There will be a minimum of
5 participants each match.
Test Your Skill, and you may be a
winner of a Turkey!
/

CAR MUFFLERS
Sizes to Fit Most Cars

Reg. '799

TUFF-BOY
TRUCK
by Remco

RUDY ROBOT

or

MR.
BRAIN
)•BatterY
Operated

Reg. '39"

Jersey, Pants, Helmet,
Shoulder Pads...
Everything that young
football star will need.
Sizes

Reg.
'644

Reg. '1 1"

Regular '9.97

Your
CN,icfre

97
A

FOOTBALL SET

44
A

9-
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Movie Producer Whirls
Into Different Career

Drinking behind many ailments
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
lam a physician (surgeon)
and have worried over this
problem of alcoholism in my
patients for 11 years now.
I have treated them for
stomach problems, liver
problems, nerves and any
number of secondary problems — but not for their alcoholism. It has bothered me
deeply to partially treat my
patients, and I have been
frustrated to know what to do
or how to help in their drinking problems ... and nothing
else I do has much meaning if
they continue drinking.
Well, your article on alcoholism appeared in our newspaper last night and it moved
me so much that something
practical can be done about

more than
him. Photo
S 70.

the drinking problem. The administrator of our local hospital and myself would like to
visit your hospital and talk to
your staff about our problems.
Would it be possible for us to
fly out from Connecticut for a
few days with you? We'd like
to spend some time with the
doctors and the nuses but
mostly with the counselors. If
there is a charge, just let me
know.
A Concerned Physician
P.S.: Your articles are wonderful.
Dear Concerned:
I am happy that you've been
concerned and aware that
something can be done for the
alcoholic.
Pack your administrator, a
notebook and a pencil and
catch the plane. Let me know

with you all you want.
I want to personally spend
some time with you. You are a
very special kind of physician
and I've waited for years for
your kind to emerge.
Our administrator is delighted, too, that you have enlisted another administrator
to invest himself in this problem. As I've said before, the
alcoholic patient gets better,
faster and with more permanency, than most other pa-'
tients. Please come on to Beverly Manor, we want to share.
Bob
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, Calif. MK
(Telephone 714-433-9582 ).
(Copyright, 1972, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprisesi

when it arrives in Orange
County (Calif.) Airport and
I'll meet you there. If you
want, I can make lodging arrangements, too. Our doctors
and nurses will be glad to
share their experiences with
YOU. The counselors will rap
Eyes have it
NEW YORK IUPI I — You
hear about the beefsteak
treatment for a -black eye".
But the Society for Visual Care
makes this suggestion. Treat
the area where a blow has been
struck with cold compresses
applied for 15 minutes an hour
over a period of hours until
relief becomes apparent. Since
a black eye can mean serious
internal damage to the eyeball,
an eye care specialist should be
seen.
Cuts

in the eye area should
be bandaged lightly with a
sterile gauze patch, then
professional treatment sought.

WHAT A KICKER! —
Theresa Dion finnaly got
clearance to become a
member of Immaculate
High School's football
team in Key West, Fla.
She kicks extra points.

NEW YORK (AP) —
What does a ballet dancer
do when she retires? Produce a movie.
At least, that's what Patricia
Casey does. The 31-year-old
former New York performer
has just emerged as a movie
producer on the other side of
the Atlantic with a film called
"And Now For Something Completely Different." It is a film
version of a BBC television
comedy show called "Monty
Python's Flying Circus,"
She has already sold the film
to a major U.S. studitTat a price
which not only paid the investors money back with interest, but also paid her producer's
fee "Now it's their problem to
sell it to the public," she said
during a visit to New York.
Miss Casey, a dance graduate
of High School of Performing
Arts, has danced as soloist with

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
1-6 SUNDAY
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TosEis
FOR
HOME
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CAR
All in one
Package

CONSOLE
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PHONO-AM/FM RADIO

11.111
1fili

All the best features in a beautifully styled

$39.9414

al comfort
t price!
for comfort
me colors

"I'd like to have both careers, but it's impossible Now
I dance only for my own pleasure," she said.
The idea of turning the BBC
show into a film came to her
when she was having dinner at
a friend's house in London.
"The show was on, and everybody there was breaking up.
I don't laugh easily, but I broke
up, too. Then we talked about
making its film version The
friend, who manages a night
club, agreed to put up his money. Later, I got one more investor.Miss Casey managed to make
the film as cheaply Ss $200.000.
Miss Casey married Judd
Bernard early this year, and
lives in London with him and
her 9-year-old daughter from
her first marriage

4 Only

Similar to Illustration

d On T.V.\/Real Man Size Comfort

which has offices in London and
Hollywood.

BANKAMERICARD

Spanish Style

hurs., Fri., Sat.,'. Sun., Nov. 16-19

the Metropolitan Opera ballet
company, Radio City Music
Hall ballet company and Robert
Joffrey's original ballet company. She got into the movie
business six years ago when she
met producer Judd Bernard. He
was then making Elvis Presley's "Double Trouble," and
offered her a job as the film's
choreographer
A5. t turned out, she didn't
get the job (Presley preferring
a male choreographer), but she
did work on the film in other
capacities, directing the title
sequence, dancing with Presley
on the screen, and helping the
film's choreographer.
After that, she stayed in the
field, working as assistant or
associate producer on ,cither
Bernard films. Her -Commitment to the movies became
final when she co-founded with
Bernard a production company

stereo console. An ideal Christmas gift for
the family!

Deep and soft, plenty
big too! You wiltlove
the color selection,
More for your Money.

Reg. $29999

Shop Roses
8 Save!

SINGLE BARREL
liar to III stration

SHOTGUN

TAPE PLAYER SET

TURKEYS

•Uses AC or DC Current
•Vinyl Case
•Antenna

URKEY SHOOT

•Includes walnut home enclosure unit with
power converter •2 walnut

Reg. '32"

3 Darts, the person closest to the bullseye is
o Charge! One member per family throwing,
hildren must be accompaied by parents.
There will be a minimum of
5 participants each match.
Your Skill, and you may be a
winner of a Turkey!
/

tvIR.Az

EVEREADY

with

LANTERN

Battery

8 TiACICCNVERTIBLE

Reg. '27°'

SAVE
$1.00

speakers •2 Auto speakers
•Auto dash_mount SAV
—Cabinet With key lock
3.2

COLEMAN STOVE
•2 Burner

Reg. '3.96

$296
GLENFIELD RIFLE

•Folds
Corn pactly
•Great for
Camping

Model 75

Reg. 5 14"

COLEMAN
FUEL

•Quick Bevel
0
to.. 9acI.O.cker

Reg. '29.88

Reg.
:3997

POOL TABLE
24"z48"

Jersey, Pants, Helmet,
Shoulder Pods...
Everything th,Fityoung

& Depth
Adjustments

Gallon Can

--Tritifle with
Model 200 Scope

FOOTBALL SET

Reg,s109

Reg. '1.17
-Limit 2

CASINO PINBALL
Arcade Type

6-FT. SCOTCH

PINE TREE

NORTH STAR

TREE STAND
Reg. 96C

Features Automatic
Score-A-Meter Dial

football star will need.
Sizes S-M-1.

Regular 59.97

Folds for

Storage
Reg. '299

CHRISTMAS
LIGHT SET

Reg. '12"

15 to String

Reg. s2.18

$ 1 88
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Phi Beta Lambda
Installs Six
Six new members were installed in the Murray State
University chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda professional business
society following the regular
meeting of the organization on
the campus Thursday evening,
Nov. 9.
They are: Beth Cooper,
Owensboro senior; Sam Devine,
Calvert City junior; Katie
Kemp Murray freshman;
Becky Powell, LaCenter junior,
and Cindy Steele and Carolyn
Venable, both Murray juniors.
Guest speaker for the meeting
was Larry Mayfield, who heads
the consumer loan department
at the Peoples Bank of Murray.
Noting that there are three
kinds of loans, consumer,
commercial and real estate,
Mayfield said there are three Cs
that determine a good credit
risk. He listed the factors as
character, collateral and
capacity.
Miss Cooper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald F. Cooper of
2623 Wesleyan Park Drive in
Owensboro, is a business administration major. She is a
graduate of Owensboro Senior
High School.
Devine, a general business
major and graduate of North
Marshall High School, is the son
of Mrs. Hester . Devine of
Calvert City Route 2.
Miss Kemp is a business
education major. The daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Kemp of
Murray Route 1 is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Miss Powell, also a business
education major, is a graduate
of Ballard Memorial High
School. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell of
LaCenter Route 2.
Miss Steele is a graduate of
the University School. A
business education major, she
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Steele of Murray Route
6.
Miss Venable is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Venable of
Murray Route 1. She graduated
from Calloway County High
School and is a business
education major.

State Workers
Receive Awards
ATLANTA, GEORGIA—Four
Extension
workers from
Kentucky have been named
award winners in the Environmental Quality
Recognition Program conducted by the National
Association
of
County
.Agricultural Agents ( NACAA).
The four are William H.
Green, County Extension Agent
for Agriculture in Owen
County; Clint R. Collins, County
Extension
Agent
for
Agriculture in Wayne County;
Ben E. Davis, County Extension
Agent for 4-H in Russell
County; and L.D. Ball, Area
Resource
Development
Specialist in the Lake Cumberland E tension area. They
are members of the Cooperative
Extension Service staff of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Each of the four submitted
the top entry from Kentucky in
one of the five categories of the
Environmental
Quality
Recognition Program, with
Green submitting two winning
entries. Thi state winner in
each category received a $25
cash award and a certificate. In
addition, the winners were
honored at a banquet November
6 at the 57th annual meeting of
the NACAA in Atlanta.
Green's winning entries were
in the categories of Education
and Community Leadership
( County Staff. Collins was the
winner in the Publicity
category Davis had the top
entry in the area of 4-H and
Other Youth, and Ball was the
winner in the category of
Community Leadership (Individual).
The objective of the Environmental Quality
Recognition Program is to
identify and make public outstanding programs conducted
in the area of environmental
quality by county Extension
agents throughout the nation.
Holiday safety
Nr,W YORK
Christmas trees, lighted
,candles, .arrangements of
evergreen sprigs and -other
trad tionsI decorative touches
can spread the horror of fire
-artless great care is taken.
So cautions the National Fire
Protection
Association
1NFPA I whicktirges everrme
to keep fire safety high oh the
list of things to remember
during the holiday season.
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Dunn's EXPANSION SALE!!

WEDNESO
NOVEMBER

Sale Prices Good Thurs., Fri., 81 Sate/ November 16-17-18
Store Hours During Sale Are 8 A.M.-8 P.M.
THANKS TO OUR FINE CUSTOMERS ... We have already outgrown our new building. We now have
more than doubled our showroom space. We have a larger selection of all lines of Fine Merchandise.
Our prices are now lower than ever and with a greater selection due to our expansion. Come on
over and take advantage of our SALE PRICES!

SEALY SOFA

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price, $290.00.

Special!

Available in Green, Brown, Black and White Vinyl.

Special! $

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price, $290.00.

CAMPBELL
BEDDING

187°

12 Year Guarantee.

MATTRESS and BOX SPRINGS

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price, $120.00. special! $7995

BELLA 01
Bella gets ..c
Zoo She's k

15 Year Guarantee. Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price, $160.00.SPeciall $10995

We Now Carry the Following
Brand Names in Fine Furniture:
Thomasville

American Chrome

American Drew

Chromecraft

Clayton-Marcus

18995

Solid Maple or Pine.

TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS
Not Exactly As Illustrated

4

15 Cu.

LOOK
What we've done

Campbell

refrigerator-freezer

• No-Frost — no troublesome manual defrosting,
even in 148-lb. freezer• Handy slide-out refrigerator
shelf • Porcelain-enameled steel meat keeper, twin
crispers • Super-storage doors.
ONINage.,./1

Consolidated

Carson
A.. Crestwood

v Sealy
Riverside
v Tell City

v. Burris
,
'
A Vaughn-Bassett

to the price 01 a
refrigerator-freezer
with an automatic
Ice maker!

Ii
pit
OOP

sti „zags'

!!!

MI6

a!
,

•

v Caldwell

r9

Lazyboy

4.
91"

.141f:b
-

ICEMAGICI!
automatic Ice maker

Special Discount
During Sale Days!!

$33900

5% Discount on '500 OR LESS
10% Discount Over 1500x

Is like having youf,own built-in "ice—
factory " No trays to manually fill or
spill or forget to fill.

NI
MOO(

3 CYCLE
Whirlpool AUTOMATIC
WASHER

QUALITY FOOD FICIIR
1973 TV & IIDE-Mt4111)1
STEREO
Whirlpool

Reg. '219"

$ 7700

helps keep evergithin
in irs place.
111

CONSOLE STEREO
WITH BUILT-IN 8 TRACK

LX 3530

Features 3 cycles, 3 water
temperature selections, and cool-down care
for Permanent Press fabrics

BUY NOW

ater
rv

MODEL
EXD19NT

Model K5693,The Cordova
Fine turroure stereo of Oak veneer in Spanish styling
FM AM, FM stereo. automatic 4-speed changer

SPECIAL
POCKET
RADIO

BO
Adults O.
,lv

• 19.1 Cu. ft. with 222-lb. freezer • Adjustable_ cantilever
shelves let you change the refrigerator interior as often as
you like to fit foods stored • Super-storage doors keep
many foods right at your fingertips • Roomy meat keeper
with adjustable temperature
control • Protected ice serTHIS WEEK ONLY
vice: three trays plus
generous-size ice bucket •
Factory -installed wheels
• Porcelain-enameled steel
crisper • No-Frost system
means no manual defrosting

crele
l
f
$39900 TERMS

ELECTRIC

Whirlpool

CLOTHES

$9900

DRYER

• Top Mounted Lint Filter

ever.

DON'T MISS OUR OTHER BIG VALUES. BUY NOW!

LOr...411 01,1,

WE SERVICE
EVERY
ITEM WE SELL!!

1' *••0•41

UM TV, FURNITURE
and APPLIANCE

Uncle Jeff's —
Shopping Center

Safes and Service

Phone 753-3037

REGISTER
for
FREE
PRIZES!!
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GOOD NEWS TODAY

Boggs' search
rescues hunters
The federal space agency is
testing the fire-resistant characteristics of newly developed
materials for furnishings in
homes, office buildings and
factories. What the agency
comes up with may someday
prevent a fire in your living
room sofa or a blaze in the
bedroom.
The
Columbus, Ohio,
laboratories of the Battelle
Corp. are conducting the test
for NASA. They are going so
far as to burn down a fourroom house just to make sure
what's inside won't catch fire.
The four rooms contain various types of furnishings
treated with fire-resistant and
fire-retardant materials for
testing under burning and
smoldering conditions.
Materials to which the torch
is being put include those used
in mattress covers, padding
and cores; box springs covers, padding and frames;
bedstead frames, bedspreads,
sheets and pillowcases;
blankets, pillows, tables,
lamps and shades; upholstered chairs and sofas;
chests of drawers, bookcases,
carpeting and floor pads, wall
and ceiling coverings, drapes
and doors.
Tests will determine ignition time, fire-spread rate,
smoke density, heat movement and other factors that
create fire-fighting problems.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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BELLA OF THE BALL— Indian elephant known as
Bella gets ,cleanup treatment at England's Chessington
Zoo. She's kept in trim for public ceremonies.

YOU AND
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Our
mail this week included a letter
from a young man whom we
shall identify as Walker. He was
concerned with what recourse
he had since his draft board had
not continued his hardship
deferment I Class 3-A).
Since 1970 he had been
deferred because he had supported his parents and a
grandfather who resided in his
home. In October of this year
the local board requested additional information in the
review
draft
of
his
classification. He completed a
Dependency Questionnaire and
returned it tol the board. On
Nov. 6 he was notified that the
local board had reclassified him
from 3-A to 1-A.
Walker neglected to provide
-us with his date of birth or his
"lottery" number. Before
replying to his letter, we contacted his draft board. The
board informed us that
Walker's date of birth was Dec.
11, 1951, and his RSN was 73.
With this lottery number, Class
1-A was the lowest classification
for which he was eligible.
As Walker had not met with
the draft board prior to the
reclassification, we advised
that he had 15 days following the
date shown on his Notice of
Classification to request a•
personal appearance before the
board. This appearance would
give him the opportunity to
explain to the board why he felt
the hardship deferment should
be extended.
Furthermore, we informed
him that he was entitled to
present up to three witnesses in
his behalf during his appearance and would be entitled
to 15 minutes to present his
case. Walker also was told that
he would be given at least 15
days notice of the meeting.
It was further pointed out that
after the appearance he should
write an account of the meeting
and send a copy to the board to
be placed in his file. Shortly
after his personal appearance
the board would mail a notice of
its decision.
Walker was told that, if the
board did not reverse the 1-A
reclassification, he would have
15 days from the date of his
latest notice in which to request
in writing to his draft board that
he wished to appeal to the state
appeal board and to indicate
whether he wished to appear in
person befdPe the appeal board.
The appeal board is required
by law to give Walker at least
15 days notice of the meeting.
If the appeal board should
sustain the local board's 1-A
classification, and the decision
is not unanimous, he may appeal to the President. The
Presidential Appeal Board acts
on behalf of the President and
Walker can decide whether he
desires to appear before a
quorum of this body. He has 15
days to make this appeal and
this must be done by notifying

his local board in writing of his
desire to appear before the ,
Presidential Appeal Board. If
he should desire to appear in
person the Presidential Appeal
Board is required to give him at
least 15 days notice of the
meeting.
Whatever the classification
action of the Presidential Appeal Board should be, this will
be final.
The first American combat
troops were withdrawn from
1969.
South Vietnam July

One of the greatest air-sealand hunts in history — the
search for House Majority
Leader Hale Boggs and three
companions whose small
plane vanished in the icy
reaches of Alaska — is a grim
chapter in U.S. aviation history. Yet it had an amazing
and happy footnote involving
the rescue of four hunters
who, for all the world knew,
were not even lost or missing.
Wayne Taylor, an engineer
from Cubic Corp., San Diego,
Calif., was flying in an Air
Force helicopter along the
shore of the Alaskan Gulf between Anchorage and Juneau,
trying to pick up a radio signal from the Boggs' plane
with Cubic's new air-toground detection-rescue device. It is called the electronic
location finder(ELF I and can
pinpoint downed airmen without a visual sighting if they
can send a radio signal.
When ELF monitored a
weak signal from the ground,
Taylor used the device to direct the helicopter crew to a
landing on the gulf shore.
They found four duck hunters,
marooned and hopelessly lost,
their plane washed out to sea
after an emergency landing in
the surf.
"We had been listening for a
military channel radio signal,
but we followed this weak
civilian 'beep anyway," Taylor recalls. "It was one of
those strange coincidences
which saved the lives of four
men nobody even was looking
for."
Next time you begin to
wonder whether the U.S.
space program is worth all of
the fuss and money, remember this:

NASA officials believe the
program will prove that
space-related
fire-resistant
materials will cut down death
and injury tolls from blazes in
homes, factories and public
buildings. It's part of the
agency's project to transfer
space technology to everyday
civilian and industrial use.
Inspect electric cords for
wear and tear.
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SOLTICE Nasal Spray
Fast act ing temporary relief for sinus congestion,
colds, hay fever. /
1
2-oz.

Reg. 98'

Sale

5 p.m.
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W
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Alcoa Wrap
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Greenhouse To Test Use Of Waste Heat
MUSCLE SHOALS, ALA.—A
new research greenhouse that
will test the use of heated water
discharges from power plants
for growing high-value crops is
nearing completion at TVA's
National Fertilizer Development Center.
This will be the first phase of
a comprehensive program
aimed at finding ways to make
use of heated water discharges
in
regional
economic
development. TVA
staff
members will use the research
facility to determine the value
of power plant discharge water
for heating greenhouses in
winter and cooling them in
summer.
Conventionally-heated water
will be used ta. simulate warm

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

SHAMPOO

Bottle of 100
1‘

Reg. '1.13

LOTION
Reg. '1.69

7-oz. Family Size Tube

HAIR
oi SPRAY

86,,

Sale

Sale

and Skin

Reg. 98'

- 15-oz.
with
Dispenser

I
POLIDENT

Old English Lemon

Denture
Cleanser
TABLETS
Bottle of 60
sale88;

MASSENG ILL

Hard-to-Hold, Super Hold,

DOUCHE POWDER

Unscented, Grey Hair.

Antiseptic
Giant 16-oz. can

Reg. '2.35

Kills germs,
keeps breath

$1 09
Sale

6-oz. Jar
s I.79

Il

Vaseline
INTEN•IVI
CAKE'

Sale

4.•!.10

/(
f1R`r
SKIN

$ 1 88

Plus IRON

,
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LISTERINE
For Dry Hands CI

Reg. '3.39

Cream wax. Easy to use,
can't spill!
9-oz.
Spray can

Choice of Regular,

Sole79

268

Reg. di
54,98
Sale

Furniture
Polish

CREST TOOTHPASTE

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE

mean ,
might
Seclusion
trouble
it PII
NEW YORK
Endue seclusion on the part of
your child may be a reason to
suspect experimentation with
drugs, says the Health Insurance Institute.
Sneh seclusion includes
the
locking himself in
bathroom or bedroom for hours

Fast relief for congested olds
Bottle of 100

VITAMINS

Sal. 36; =ND
69,
vos

November 10, 1972
ADULTS..99
NURSERY..1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Edna Irene Futrell, 500
Pine, Murray, Miss Mary Beth
Best, 300 Henderson Drive,
Fulton, Mrs. Janice Jean
Patrish, Route 5, Murray,
Master Jason Daniel Grimes,
316 College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Retha Ann Turner and Baby
Boy, 767 Poplar, Murray, Miss
Pamela Sue Byle, Hardin, John
Lynwood Walls, 403 South 2nd,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Frances
Richardson, Route I, Hardin,
Lenvel Reid Yates, 311 North
5th, Murray, Mrs. Jacqueline
Ann WilkinsOn and Baby Girl,
701 Vine, Murray, Alfred H.
Eckles III, '373 Hart Hall,
Murray, Harry Schkell, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Nell Elbridge
Stokes, 510 South 13th, Murray,
Miss Meadow A. Huie, 1407
Poplar, Murray, Baby Garner
( Mrs. Linda Darlene) 333 West College, Mayfield, Mrs. Ruby
D. Tidwell, expired), Route 2,
Murray, Elvin Edward Mortion
(expired), Route 7, Murray.

COLD TABLETS

ONE-A-DAY MULTIPLE

Choice of
Reg. or
Mint

"Buy Now for Thanksgiving"

Reg. 69'

PRELL LIQUID

46;

ALUMINUM FOIL
Size 18"x25' Roll

iour urn
cliA1101

Hospital Report

in D DEcomisu.
Call low
Lihts

Reg. 5 1.65

ANT

Preliminary soil warming
studies are under way.
In the future, related projects
such as environmental control
for livestock housing and
recycling nutrients from
livestock waste will be studied.
Research demonstrations are
also under way by TVA and a
commercial firm on fish farming with heated water.

CorZ

/
2 oz Bottle
111

Cleans, deodorizes. In convenient
plastic squeeze bottle.
Economy size 24-oz.

cucumbers in a conventional
greenhouse at Muscle Shoals
with a high humidity chamber
look good, researchers say.
Varieties used were developed
especially for greenhouse use.
Other high-value crops to be
tested include pepper, lettuce,
eggplant, squash, radishes,
onions, and rare plants used in
the production of medicines.
While both growing and
marketing conditions for
greenhouse vegetables are yet
to be determined for the region,
studies indicate that gross sales
of $40,000 to $60,000 per
greenhouse acre are attainable.
The agency will also study the
use of warm water through a
network of underground pipes
for heating and irrigation.

AND WRAP IT TO GO—Bob Gelumb, of Baltimore, Md.. samples his "masterpiece," a one-ton
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. He built special pans to bold 300 pounds of dough each and baked
them in the Maryland Institute art school there. Friends helped trowel the peanut butter into place.
i AP Wirephoto

TOILET BOWL CLEANER
Reg. 79'

water discharged from Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant. Data
colleceted from the experimental work will be used in
designing large-scale
greenhouses for using warm
discharge water. Future plans
call for building a demonstration-scale greenhouse on
land set aside at Browns Ferry.
Initial investigations
will (1) test a heat transfer
system developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory to control
conditions in the greenhouse,
2) determine plant-growth
relationships for high-value
crops under humid conditions,
and (3) study; the economics of
the system.
Preliminary results from
growing
and
tomatoes

fresh for
hours! iii
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CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

Northside
We at IGA offer the finest
Shopping
Center
service Possible.
10th &
IGA customers know about and Chestnut
appreciate the friendly service
at IGA!
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I.G.A.
CRANBERRY

Gold Medal
-
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FLOUR SAUCE

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

Bag

4,9

No. 300 can

each
•

School Day

9t
Shortening

Co
FriGAKlui
ck
ta
t
il
25
t
e nex
CRISCO
Towels
29t
Parkay
29Kraft'
APPLE or
MARS
4
49' APPLEI.G.A.SA
A UCE GRAPE JELLY
cKrRaftE
Ame
n
19
5
.;
RIC
HTE
X
25t
CH E
No. 303 Can

PEAS

Big Roll

No. 303 can

15

REYNOLD'S
FOIL
1.G.A.
BREAD

1-Lb. Quarters

18"x25 Roll

2-Lb. Jar

Shortening

No. 303 Can

20-0z. Loaf

•

Maxwell House

3-1b. Can

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

COFFEE
69,

I.G.A. Brown 'IV Serve

ROLLS
2
5
Armour

Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps * No Games
No Coupons
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

, 1-Lb. Bag

Pkg. of 12

I.G.A.

ICE MILK
WI( .111)PED
TOPPING
Kraft

Philadelphia
CREAM
CHEESE
8-oz. Pkg.

33'

79;

3-Lb. Can

Gal

8-oz. Can

434
494

PEPSI
or
COKE

Martha White

CORN
MEAL
5-Lb. Bag

491:

10-oz. Bottle

3'
9
plus dep.,

Del Monte

PUMPKIN
No. 303 Can

19;

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
I.G.A.

SWEET
PICKLES

Bush

SWEET
POTATOES
No. 21
/
2 Can

5-oz. Can

29;

Whole Fancy
22-oz.

•

25t
63'

I.G.A.

TOMATO
CATSUP
14-oz. Bot.

^

23

4:Pb

Northside Store Open 24 Hrs. Daily - Southside Store Op
en 8-10, Closed Sunday
Sadie Low Prices, Satre Top Quality Merchandise In Both
Stores

KO
Pen

A
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Southside
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Story
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We at ICA have a team of trained
buyers that help to make purchases for

CUSTOMERS
NEVER SPEND over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowest
prices so that we can pass these low
TOO MUCH
MONEY
t prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.
FOR GROCERIES

cal

od thru Wednesday, Nov. 22nd

We have in stock all sizes of
Butterball, Armour, and Gold Crest
Turkeys that will be sold at
competative prices. We also have
Ducks, Capons and Frozen or Fresh
Hens.

:7)

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

U.S. Choice Boneless

TOM

RUMP or
SIRLOIN TIP

U.S. Choice
ROUND

Ro
as
t
TURKEYS
ST
EA
K
Sausage
69'
Cut-Up Fryers 27s
MARSHMALLOW
49' CREME
HAM
25'
.59
Agrican Singles
HAM 67'
' CHEESE
58
69's
69
SLAB BACON
lb.

Craddock

31

18 Lbs. & up

lb.

IP

Family-Pak

lb

lb.

ar

Smoked, Tenderized

Smoked,
Tenderized Whole

7-oz. Jar

Shank Portion

lb

Country Style

Can

12-oz. Pkg.

lb.

ImAlownw

TISSUE

TISSUE

5;

4-Roll Pkg.

JIM ADAMS 1-.G.A.
STORE POLICY

KLEENEX

Family Scott

Just Low Prices!!

200 Ct. Box

39c,

Frosty Acres

COCONUT

No Stamps * No Games
No Coupons

29;

33;

No. $5.00 Forced Purchases

Taster's Choice
Freeze Dried

COFFEE
4-0z. Jar

$ °9

Reg.
Can

!2-oz

25'
63'

Sunday

KOTEX

Box of 12

39'

BANANAS

Penn Champ
lb.

ANTI-FREEZE

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANER

Ripe, Yellow

Gal.

94•1t

15-oz. Bottle

Kraft
10-oz.

MARSHMALLOWS

Pkg.

•

Ocean Spray

,

CRANBERRIES
1 -lb. Bag

29

ct

Fresh

Red

COCONUTS

GRAPES

Each

19'

.29
b

SWEET

POTATOES
lb

15;

39
23'

Fresh, Crisp

CELERY
Stalk

REMEMBER...-IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!!
* We Sell Traveler's Express Money Orders *

15;
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PRESIDENTIAL

VOTE

Sectior
Four
WEDNESDA
NOVEMBER 15,

New Exte
Director N
In Cave A

IN THE SHADOW OF HISTORY—
Passersby are
dwarfed by cardboard portrait of Lenin in the "Coat
of
Arms Square" in Leningrad, Russia. Bolshevik
revolution
which brought Lenin to power was 55 years ago.

Sod-Planting Method
Aids Corn's Success
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
BOONEVILLE, KY.—"It
withstood the drought better, it
produced a much higher yield,
and as far as I am concerned, if
you follow directions and do the
job right, it is one of the best
methods ever devised for
growing corn."
These were the words of
Owsley County farmer Ed
Harvey as he took a brief
recess from cutting and
stacking silage to talk about
growing corn by the sodplanting method.
There was good reason for
Harvey's enthusiasm. On a
three-acre demonstration plot
of sod-planted corn which stood
side by side with a similar plot
planted in the conventional
manner, he was harvesting
about eight tons more dry silage
per acre.
Translated in terms of feed,
this means, according to
Owsley County Extension Agent
Albert ,Stamper, that Harvey
can winter about two additional
cows per acre from this plot.
"It takes about four tons of
silage to winter a cow,"
Stamper said, "and with approximately 15-16 tons per acre
being the average for conventionally planted corn it is
easy to see the value of the sod
planting method."
The demonstration plot was
direction of Morris Bitzer,
University of Kentucky Extension specialist in grain
crops, and according to Extension agent Stamper, much of
Harvey's success with it was
due to his close adherence
toirecommendations as to
variety of seed, fertilization,
and spraying for weed control.
Prior to planting this plot, he
ieaped the added benefit of. A
good crop of hay.
Something else Harvey said
he discovered while producing
this plot was that there was
very little if any soil erosion
something nearly always
present in conventional cornfields.
There was also visual
evidence that the drought that
hit Owsley County this summer
had much less harmful effect on
the sod-planted plot. Actually,
Harvey said, the project had
taught him and many other
Owsley County farmers how to
"really grow corn."
Harvey maintains a herd of
around 40 brood cows from
which he sells feeder calves.
This year from the hay and,
extra silage he harvested from

this plot, he will be able to
winter several of his lightweight steers instead of selling
them off as ordinarily has been
his custom. It's really amazing,
he saw, how much benefit has
accrued from the proper
utilization of this one small
piece of land.
In speaking of the situation,
county agent Stamper said that
Owsley County could never
hope to become a big cattle
producing area. There is not
enough suitable hay and
pasture land available. There
is, however, considerable land
that can be changed from
hayfields to corn silage plots
which, acre for acre, will
provide winter feed for three to
Four more cattle. Then by sodplanting, the amount of corn
silage can be increased substantially and thus the small
family farmers and cattle
growers can reap even greater
profits.
"We now have our own
operator specializing in silage
cutting and stacking," Stamper
said, -and after this demonstration plot and the number of
farmers who visited, observed,
and went away seemingly
impressed by it , it wouldn't
surprise me at all to see sod
corn planting and stacked
silage soon become the rule
rather than the exception here
in Owsley County."

UN COUNCILPRESIDENT — Jeanne Martin
Cisse of Guinea is a leading UN figure. Mother of
five, she's November Security Council president.

High school seniors across the
country are applying for 1,000
four-year ROTC scholarships
the Army will award to students
entering college in the fall of
1973.
Once a student is selected he
or she may use it at over 290
accredited
colleges
and
universities offering the four.
year Army ROTC program. The
scholarships cover complete
tuition,
textbooks
and
laboratory costs, and in addition, provide the student with
a $100 monthly subsistence
allowance for up to 10 months
during the academic year.
Basedon on current college
costs, each scholarship is worth
over $11,200 for four years.
Applying high school seniors
must:
—Be 17 years of age by October 1 of the year in which the
scholarship begins.
—Be able to complete all
requirements for a commission
and a colleie degree, and be
under 27 years of age on June 30
of the year in which they
become eligible for appointment as officers.
—Serve as an active duty
Army officer for four years
following college graduation.
Selection is generally based
on academic excellence, extracurricular
activities,
physical standards, Scholastic
Aptitude Test or American
College Testing program
results and evaluation of
motivation an leadership
potential as determined by a
board of officers.
Applications may be obtained
by writing to: Army ROTC-RP,
Ft Monroe, Va. 23351.
Some "Mickey Mouse"
For Today's Army'?
When Lieutenant Colonel Hal
H. Gibson, commanding officer
and conductor of the U.S. Army
Field Band stepped to the
bandstand during a recent tour
of Disney World he didn't know
what to expect.
He suddenly found himself
confronted by the resident host
of Disney World—Mickey
Mouse, standing live and in
color right next to him on the
bandstand. Mickey presented
Lieutenant Colonel Gibson and
all of his men with something
they certainly hadn't expected—official Mickey Mouse
watches.
Operation Cleanup
Five soldiers from the 7th
Transportation Group, Ft.
Eustis, Va. volunteered tb clean
up the Yorktown Beach in
Virginia recently.
The project lasted a full day
and resulted in the removal of
several truck loads of seaweed
from the beach area. The
seaweed had been strewn
ashore by pounding storms and
high tides which have clawed
costal Virginia.
Several of the men explained
their reasons for volunteering;
Sgt. Bob Chinen: "I just saw it
as an opportunity to enhance
our relations with the community." Specialist Four Bobby
Savid: "Even though I only
have 72 days left in the service,
I consider myself a part of this
community and I wanted to do
my share to improve the
ecology and appearance of this
area." And Staff Sgt. Ray
Laney: —The Beach here is so
beautiful, it was really a shame
to see it cluttered up. I'm just
glad to get the chance to help
restore it." In an effort to show
the community's appreciation
the proprietor of Nick's Seafood
Pavilion treated the men to an
elaborate dinner.
Question
When did the concept of a
I .hristmas history
NEVI YORK tUPI I — 11w
Christmas tree had its
beginning in one of the oldest
forms of worship known to
mankind, that of spirit
worship. In the Black Forest of
southwestern Germay, each
winter tribesmen would cut
down and bring into their
homes an oak in tribute to the
god Odin. His spirit was said to
inhabit the tree.
In the eigth century, at the
urging of St. Boniface. Mn
English. missionaix_to_,
(;ermany, the oak tree was
replaced 1,3, a fir tree in honor
of the Christ Child.
Only one out of 2)
Americans lives on a farm.

bugle
call for retreat and
reveille begin?
In the Ilth century with the
Christian crusades to recover
the Holy Land from Islam.
Combat Arms
Enlistment Bonus
The Combat Arms Enlistment
Bonus has been extended
through 30 June 1973, The bonus
will remain at the present level
of $1,500 for a 4-year enlistment.
Effective immediately, applicants may be enlisted for the
combat arms bonus in the
Delayed Entry Program(DEP)
for a maximu of 180 days. The
enlistee must enter on active
duty on or prior to 30 June 1973
to be eligible for the bonus.
For more information contact
your Army representative
Sergeant Jerry A. Work at the
Mayfield, Shopping Plaza, or
call 247-4525 (Collect

FOR NIXON
FOR McGOVERN
LANDSLIDE VICTORY FOR NIXON—Map shows landslide victory for President N ill OD in Tuesday's election. Nixon carried 49
states for 521 electoral votes, while Sen. McGovern carried Massachusetts and the District of Columbia
(AP Wirephoto Mapl

Only Hart's comesenriched with vitamins,
iron and a Skippy Peanut Buttercoupon
Into every specially marked loaf we put
dependable freshness. Extra nutrition.
And a coupon worth 70 on the purchase of any
size jar of Skippy Peanut Butter. Creamy or
Chunk style.
So you might say tabe best sandwich you've
ever made is in the bag.

Harts.The Great White Bread.

-
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New Extension
Director Named
In Cave Area

arried 49
hoto Map

LEXINGTON,
KY.—The
appointment of Maurice F. Cole
as Area Director of the Manimoth Cave Extension Area bas
been announced by Dr. Charles
E. Barnhart, Dean of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Cole, 39, will begin his new
duties on December 1. He will
be
responsible for
the
agricultural, home economics,
4-H and development programs
administered by the UK College
of Agriculture in the ten-county
area.
Headquartered
in
Bowling Green, the Mammoth
Cave Area consists of Allen,
Barren, Butler, Edmonson,
Hart, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe,
Simpson, and Warren Counties.
Cole received a Bachelor of
Science degree from Western
Kentucky University in 1954 and
a Masters Degree from the
University of Kentucky in 1956.
After beginning his career with
Extension in 1956 as an
assistant agent in Todd County,
he spent two years in military
service. He served as an Extension agent in Shelby County
from 1958-1969, and has been
Area Director of the Louisville
Extension Area, headquartered
in Shelbyville, since July of
1969.
Coleman White formerly
served as Mammoth Cave Area
Director. White is now serving
as Area Director of the Fort
Harrod Extension Area.
Cooperative Extension work
is a joint effort between local
county governments, the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Place a paper baking cup
beside each plate %viten serving
fish. It's for bones.
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Christmas Story Gets
New Warmth In Book
By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (API —
Marjorie Holmes doesn't
claim to have created a
new plot for her latest novel.
The story is, in fact, nearly two
thousand years old.
"My objective was to take
the principals of the Christmas
story off the holiday cards that
have made them into stereotypes and turn them into human beings with whom today's
people can relate," explains the
author of "Two From Galilee."
"It's the greatest love story
of all time — the love of two
young people under those trying
circumstances.' she says of
her tale of Mary and Joseph
facing scandal. family conflict
and an awesome responsibility
as a result of Mary's pregnancy.
Admitting that such a book
might have been considered
sacrilegious up until a few
years ago. she adds. "Now the
world is ready for it...
The petite Miss 'Holmes,
whose numerous previous
works include the best-seller.
'I've Got To Talk To Somebody. God:' got the inspiration
for "Two From Galilee" appropriately enough on a Christmas
Eve.
"1 had gone to church with
my teen-age daughter." she recalls, "and the fragrance of the
hay in the manger suddenly
gave me a great sense of the
reality of the event It hit me
that it really happened, and
Mary was a girl not any older
than my daughter sitting beside
me that night.

Kentucky Historical Sites Named To National Register
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Heritage
Commission recently announced
that three historical properties
have been placed on the
National Register of Historic
Places.
The three sites include
Farmington, located at 3033
Bardstown Road in Louisville;
Whitney M. Young, Jr.'s birthplace in Simpsonville; and the
John Jordan Crittenden birthplace on U.S. 60 two miles
east of Versailles.
The three were nominated to
the National Register by Mrs.
Simeon Willis, state liason
officer and executive director of
the Kentucky Heritage Commission.
Farmington is a 14-room
brick house completed by John
Speed in 1810. It is thought to
be a pioneer adap,ation of a

Jeffersoman plan now in the
Coolidge Collection in the
Massachusetts Historical
Society.
In addition to having been
built from plans drawn by
Thomas
Jefferson,
Farmington's historical
significance lies in
its
association with Lincoln.
Joshua Speed, son of John and
Lucy Speed, was a life long
friend of Abraham Lincoln. The
two lived together in Springfield
Ill., during their early manhood
and Lincoln later spent three
weeks at Farmington resting
and recovering from both
mental
and
physical
exhaustion.
James Speed, another son of
John and Lucy, served as Attorney-General during Lincoln's second administration.
Farmington's
historical

Miss Holmes began to study vision shows.
the history of the Jewish people
In addition she loves dancing
and to absorb the political and and walking and, as a native
of
social flavor of the times She Storm Lake, Iowa,
where she
made a trip to Israel, "con- was born "practical
ly on the
firming and enlarging on my lake.- she
often swims three
own understanding."
times a day. It's a gruelling
"I could smell the odors and schedule that belies
her fragile
hear the sounds and see the appearance. Where does she
get
sights that people saw then," all the energy'
she says with a note of awe. "It
was a moving experience to be
"From God and vitamins,"
in Galilee because I had been so she laughs
immersed in it. I felt quite at
She and her husband, Lynn
home."
Once the research was com- Mighell. live in McLean. Va.,
pleted the writing came easily, and have four grown children
says Miss Holmes, who writes for whom they always tried to
five days a week from 9:30 a.m. make Christmas a meaningful
to 5:30 or 6 p.m. whether she's holiday.
"inspired" or not.
"Once I get at the typewriter
I get inspired," declares the
bubbling blue-eyed blond. "I
may start with no joy for my
day's work but after several
hours I'm so excited I can't
stop.' •
The author, recipient of the
1972 Woman of Achievement
award from the National Federation of Press Women, teaches writing classes at universities and workshops. She admits
that writing takes talent but
insists that possessors of such
talent should respect it enough
to practice every day.
"And there are great flashes
of inspiration:' she adds.
"marvelous moments when you
should leave the dinner party.
leave the dishes, get up if it's
the middle of the night — and
write."
Miss Holmes has been practicing what she preaches since
her first book was published 30
years ago and has two more
M
".'My whole being as a woman volumes scheduled for publicaART APPRECIATION—The Louisville-Jefferson County
Art
Teacher's
Exhibit
will
be on display
responded to the idea," she con- tion in 1973. She not only writes
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State until November
tinues. "Birth is a miracle, a weekly newspaper column
22. Shown appreciating some of the works are Miss Clara
M. Eagle, director of the gallery, and Dr.
whether a child is born in a and a monthly magazine colGordon Plummer, chairman of the art department.
delivery room, a ghetto or a umn, but travels extensively for
stable."
lectures and radio and tele(Wilson Woolley Photo)

significance also lies in its
educational value to the school
children of Kentucky and the
nation.
The Speed family has continued to contribute to the
cultural growth of Louisville:
The Speed Museum, the Speed
School of Engineering of the
University of Louisville and
Louisville Collegiate School for
Girls all are examples of the
impact the Speed family has
had in Louisville.
The Whitney M. Young, Jr.
home was built in 1910 and is
located on the campus of the old
Lincoln Institute, now known as
the Whitney M. Young, Jr.
Manpower Residential Center.
The vocation-technical training
facility was made possible by
funds from the Federal Manpower Act.
The house is open to the public
and houses the books, papers,
photos, speeches, writings and
other personal belongings of
Whitney M. Young, Jr., and also
will serve as the office of the
Lincoln Foundation, founded in
1947 to promote educational
advancement and human rights
for Negroes.
Young graudated from
Lincoln Institute at age 15,
completed undergraduate
studies at Kentucky State
College in 1941, served in the
Armed Forces in Europe during
,World War II and did his
graduate work at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the University of Minnesota.
He served as Executive
Director of the National Urban
League in 1961 and received an
Honorary Doctor of Laws
degree
Creighton
from
University. Young served as
Dean of the Atlanta University
School of Social Work for seven
years and served on seven
Presidential committees and
commissions.
His book,"To Be Equal," was
published in 1964 and "Beyond

DIAPER BAGS
Slightly Imperfect
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
516 MAIN MURRAY, Hours: 8-5:30, Except Friday-8:00-8:00
Specials Good Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Ladies

Slighty
imperfect
Reg. $2

99

Fitted

Reg.$3.00

cRIB
pADS

$1.50

Racism", his last book, was
published in 1970.
Young died in Lagos, Nigel',
while swimming in the Atlant
Ocean. He was burigg March 11,
1971, in Lexingt7n, where
President Richard )Nixon
delivered a eulogy.
The one-story pioneer hg
house of John Jordan Crittenden was apparently built by
or under the direction of his
Lather, Maj. John Crittenden,
prior to the autumn of 1783.
Crittenden studied at nearby
Pisgah Academy, graduated
from William and Mary in 1807
and read law in the office of
Judge George M. Bibb w
Frankfort. He was appointed
Attorney-General for the
Illinois Territory.
Crittenden moved his ..law
practice to Russellville, Ky.,
after beginning in Woodford
County, and was elected state
Representative from Logan
County for six consecutive •
terms. In 1817 he was elected
Speaker of the House.
He was U.S. Senator from
Kentucky five times, Governor
of Kentucky and AttorneyGeneral of the U.S. in the
cabinets of President Harrison
and F'illinore.
Crittenden died July 26, 1863,
and is buried in the State
Cemetery in Frankfort.
The three above-named
historical sites in KentuCky
were placed on. the National
Register of Historic places on
Oct. 18, 1972. '
Time and %oat sayers
NEW \MAK 11:11)11 —
!hirable press sheets am)
1)01w...ca4es COM slightly name
than regular ones, but you'll
save time and work by using
them because tInI need no
ironing and sta.v, neat in use.
say home furnishings experts.
You may find durable press
sheets made a bit shorter than
all cotton ones because they
shrink leas.

Sleeveless

SWEATER
VEST
$400

11 RIGHT
C3111,ette

RIGHT
GUARD
Petwitart

7 oz.
Reg. $1
Limit 2
Colgate

TOOTHPASTE
5 oz.
Reg. 2/$1.00
Limit 2

44;

ANTI FREEZE
Reg.
$1.50

1 27
limit 2

GUARD
Deodorant

74c

TEXACO
MOTOR
OIL

AJAX dial.
14 oz.
Reg. 14

20 wt. qt. size

6
"' 4S1

Value
Limit 4

f°r

limit 2

BATH

SOAP
Reg. 5/S1.00
11
limit 2

We have a complete selection of Christmas gifts and toys.
SAYE AT FRED'S!!
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FROM OUR FREEZERS

ARMOUR

WI
ARMOUR S

BA Ii
FIELD'S

PORK

rieinch Fries 2U3. 2ac
Pet Ritz
SA
Shells ,Ifor 89C
Pet Ritz
GRO
Pum
pki
n
Pie
o
z
2029'
BE
Pet Ritz ,
Mince Meat Pie 2"L 29t
Frosty Acres Tiny English
10-oz. 2/49'
Peas
Frosty Acres
Ba
Broccoli SpeariL 2/49'
Frosty Acres
Le
8-oz.
Brussel Sprouts 2/49'
Frosty Acres
Co
Caul
iflo
8
0
z
.
wer
2/
4
9'
Frosty Acres Baby
Po
Lima Beans 2/49'
Frosty Aces Whole Kernel
-OM
2/49'
PURE

Idaho

•
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Prices Good thru Nov. 22nd

agittlog Ku. Kee% fot

1

1..J
UP
SAVINGS

RED
WHITE

JOHNSONS
FOOD SAVING
FEATURES

DUCKS-GEESE CAPONS
TURKEY BREAST TURKEY ROAST

49
69

FIELD'S

29c
89C
29'
00z- 29'
/49'
/49'

Scotts White Or Assorted

Viva Towels
3 89'
Baker
hocolate Chip ,20z. 39$
Coconut
45'
Large Rolls

PET RITZ
PIES

ARMOUR STAR
12-oz.

Keebler Red Tag

8

5 Lb. Bag
With 10c Coupon
Plain Or Self Rising

Mince Or Pumpkin
20 Oz.

PORK
lb.

79

PURE

140L

29

Scotts Decorated

Viva Napkins
Topping
15
Chili with Iii;ns 2
Croutettes
140 Size

9'

GROUND

BEEF

lb.

69

/
4-oL Jar
43

7 Oz. Box

Lemons
2/49'
Coconuts
/49'
BAKING
Potatoes
2/49'
!/49' Fresh Slaw

4
Beans
Peas
Fruit Cocktail 3"F" 89"
Apple Sauce 2 39'
Hun
Tomato Sauce 3 49(

ea

10'

79

49'
19s

99'

Del Monte

BREAD

Red & White

4/89'
Pride Of Illinois
Tomato

With Mushrooms
Cheese
Onions

JUICE
TOMATO JUICE

12-oz.

46 Oz. Can

For

16 °L Can

20 Oz Loaf

Idaho

5-Lb. Bag

16 Oz.
Cans
For

Or

Del Monte Early Garden

(with coupon)

39'
19'

Ea.

35c
39c
65'
39"

Delmoute Cut Green

Golden Bake
Doz. In Bag

For

Kellogs

Folger's

1-lb.

lb

9 Oz. Can

MelIy

COFFEE

FROM OUR FIELDS

Bananas

t
idd
ihip

BABY FOOD
FOODS

For

Baker Angel Flake

Gerber Strained

'SAUSAGE

25'
3/9."

1-lb. box (with coupon)

FLOUR

tAED5'k

ARMOUR
12 oz

Crackers
Cookie Sale

Gold Medal

vo"cf-d-"
tclu

BACON

—where friendly people
help you save!
Keebler Zesta

We Also Have . . .

WIENERS

FOOD
STORES

29c

Johnson's Coupon

02
FOLGER'S -19,
COFFEE /
MTh

COUPON

1

lb.

Expires 12/17/ 72
i,mo 1 coupon per purChase

•

RI J

Johnson's Coupon
Keebler Zesb 1-1b.

CRACKE
RS 25t
with Coupon
Exuires 11 21 72
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
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Protected Crop Seed Sales Are Limited

certification tags and apply for
'
cl seed certification next spring.
)
112b3e,sBolfutet
thNu:r7i1,4‘
ANrtc
ilnl
, 450, Bonus He said seed producers should
winter 'wheat; SRI'
and Cutler 71 soybeans; and not save this seed for resale
Kenstar red clover. The purposes without having it
developers of these Varieties certified. If uncertified seed is
have specified that the varieties produced and sold by variety
can be sold only as a class of name, it will be a violation of
the Plant Variety Protection
certified seed.
Registered seed of Arthur 71 Act and the Federal Seed Act.
wheat was sold to seed Certified seed of Cutler 71
producers in Kentucky this fall. soybeans will be available for
TeKrony said anyone pur- farmers in the spring of 1973,
chasing registered seed of and TeKrony said similar rules
Arthur 71 stould save the apply to this seed. The UK
lude

LEXINGTON, Ky.—The first addition seed of a protected "Propagation prohibited—U.S. certificate in compensation
for
crop varieties "patented" variety cannot be used in
losses. Likewise, if a protected
the protected variety."
under the new federal Plant commercial production of other
The Plant Variety Protection variety is specified to be sold as
Variety Protection Act are now hybrids or varieties.
Act also provides for settlement certified seed only, a seller of
becoming
commercially
TeKrony said plant breeders of infringements of the cer- uncertified seed is in violetion
available. Farmers buying seed are also offered the
option of tificate of protection. Vitiations of the Federal Seed Act and
for the next crop season are protecting new
varieties may be settled in a civil court, may be reprimanded or fined.
likely to be affected by the law through seed certification.
Protection has been sought
This in which the court may issue an
for the first time, according to option prohibits
reporduction injunction to prevent in- for several new crop varieties
D.M. TeKrony, Extension Seed and sale of non-certified
seed by fringement or may award for which seed is now being
Specialist at the University of variety name and means
that damages to the holder of a produced in Kentucky. These
Kentucky
College
of seed must be sold by variety
Agriculture. The law took effect--iiiiiiIii a class of
certified
in December of 1970.
seed.
The law pfovides legal
It is the obligation of the
protection to developers of,new owner of the
developer of a
varieties of crops that are protected variety
to inform the
reproduced by seeds. However, consumer of
buyer that a
the developer must voluntarily variety is protected.
TeKrony
seek tbe legal protection by says the best way to do this is
to
applying the the U.S. Depart- accurately label
the new
ment of Agriculture for a variety with
the proper incertificate of protection. The formation. A variety
absorkei
for which
rdWELS
law applies to varieties protection has
been applied for
developed both by private seed and not yet awarded
might be
companies and by government labeled
teAekt3
.
''Unauthorized
agencies, and makes it illegal propagation
prohibited—U.S.
for anyone other than the owner variety protection
applied for."
4W Elsewhere
69( Elsewhere
to reproduce, sell, import or If the developer
has received a
export seed of a protected certificate
of protection, the
variety without permission. In seed label
might read

gO
f-e.o

Listerine

KLEENEX

gra

tiron

JUMBO

TOWELS

Your Individual Horoscope(*.
\4'
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1972
Look- lh the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
what your outlook is, according
Your planetary influences
to the stars.
advise against useless activity,
ARIES
negative attitudes, opposing
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20>
others without reason. A day for
You may consider making exercising tolerance and plain
some changes now, but be common sense.
careful not to make too many, SAGITTARIUS
or to go too far in any one ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
direction. A good adjustment
This day asks patience on
should work out well, however. everyone's part and, if others
disrupt procedures, that is all
TAURUS
the more reason to hold your
(Apr. 21 to May 211
Harvests from past efforts ground. Caret
should be substantial, but some CAPRICORN
may be delayed. Do not chafe, (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Meet this day with the
be extra patient. A good day in
which to display your ingenuity. determination to see its new
possibilities and offers — many
GEMINI
to be eagerly grasped. Business
1May 22 to June 21)
Your competition will be negotiations highly favored.
••••••
strong now, but there is plenty AQUARIUS
of room for your talents. 1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may have had days you
Display
them
with
discriminating taste. There are liked more but, nevertheless,
you will have a chance to
benefits in the offing.
display your wares uniquely
CANCER
and earn SOME credits. No day
>June 22 to July 23)
is ever completely lost.
Don't leave yourself open to PISCES
needless criticism. Know what (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
4oti. MUST -do _acid HOW to go __A day in ?Mich you MUST
about it. With others observing avoid extreme's: They
your example, you could be a tempt in various forms. Some
potent influence.
situations may prove difficult,
but all can be made easier
LEO
through the trying.
I July 24 to Aug. 231
Stellar influences now
suggest prudence, careful
YOU BORN TODAY are
deliberation before acting. endowed with remarkable
Don't -toss a coin" or make intuition, relentless ambition
decisions in a haphazard way. and a keen sense of humor.
Be painstaking.
There is a very deep side to your
nature and you may have a
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ISPI•tS strong religious bent; could
Sturdy effort will do the trick become an excellent preacher,
on this -on-and-off" day. Some teacher or philosopher. If the
side
of
your
interesting
challenges outgoing
indicated. Original ideas may personality is predominant, you
could excel in the law and tor)
be accepted soon.
statesmanship; as a business
LIBRA
executive or, professionally, in
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
the musical or theatrical
With your innate good
worlds. Just one admonition:
judgment
and
clever Try to soften that rapier-like wit
management, you should do of yours lest it deteriorate into
well now, whatever your sarcasm or bitter invective.
calling. On the personal side, Birthdate
of:
Alaleona
romance favored.
Domenico, Italian composer.

Reynolds
Wrap
Heavy Duty

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 15, 1972
marketing procedures.
TeKrony expects the Plant
Variety Protection Act to
stimulate the development of
more varieties by private seed
companies. The law will make it
easier for such companies to
recover development costs
through seed sales and
royalties. In the past, anyone
could produce, buy or sell a
variety, but the new law
changed that. In short, plant
variety protection has brought
patenting to crop varieties.

specialist stated that farmers
can keep their own seed of any
protected variety for replanting
purposes. However, they cannot
sell it to anyone else unless it is
a class of certified seed.
TeKrony indicated that in the
future many crop varieties
developed at the University and
other Land Grant universities
will be protected varieties.
Whether or not a variety is
protected will depend on its
genetic stability, location, and
difficulty of seed production and

Kodacolor
Film
126-12

MIK
20oz.

AQUA NET
HAIR
SPRAY
13oz

$1.40 Elsewhere

$1.69 Elsewhere

99C Elsewhere

26' 40
umit, 07 Or 37'
Limit 2

Limit 1

Limit 1

nt,e1V-

Limit 1

Tree Trim Savings

9
AND SAVE
AT

7' Scotch Pine
136 Branches
$22.99 Elsewhere

xiV#

DRUG ST01
,_
niMMI 1ITM179"

•--

• uantit

4' Scotch
Pine

Heari duty

'5.89
Value

3

$424

/

12A -Box of 12

$988

'11,98

$
8
33

Value

Manning-Bowman
2-Slice

Arvin
4 Speed Phonograph
Plays 33 and 45
records Features a 7
turntable with pop•up 45
RPM spindle

'10.99 Value

Won't melt plastic needles.
Plus beautiful gewel bright
see.thru colors you'll love.
$3.59 Elsewhere

St. Nick

$11 99 Elsewhere

Gift Tags

64

G.E. 15
Cool Bright
Light Set

TOASTER
$966

Mirro 4 Quart
Pressure Cooker

$26.99 Elsewhere

35 PIECE

$899

39C Elsewhere

4"

58
'
89C Elsewhere

Can Opener
171.99 Value

G.E.

ELECTRIC
KNIFE

78'

anic

'9.99 Value

Christmas Tree
Ornaments

General Electric

26" Jumbo
Wrapping Paper
$1.19 Elsewhere

$644

$788

Christmas Gilt Wraps

$1.39 Elsewhere

$8.95 Elsewhere

IRON

MASSAGER
6 RoliPack
of Wrapping
Paper or Foil

45 Branches

Foston ia
Steam & Dry

CHIC

0.11(z)

FRANKFORT, • Ky.—State
—EXHAUST—Carbon
Motor Vehicle Inspection monoxide kills without warning.
Director John J. Luby reminds Be sure your exhaust system
is
Kentucky motorists that it's not tight.
too soon to get their cars ready
for winter driving.
—LIGHTS—Be sure all lights
"Smart drivers who have on your car are in perfect
their vehicles serviced now, will
working order. Clean all lenses
avoid those inevitable long lines frequently so you can see and
waiting at garages and service
be seen.
stations
emergency
for
—WINDSHIELD—Your
assistance after the first bad defroster must be able to clear
cold snap," he said. "More the glass of ice and frost
inportantly, a car that's ready quickly. Stre4king wiper blades
for winter weather could help should be replaced. Windshield
you avoid an accident."
washers need an adequate
I,uby recommended the solution of anti-freeze . to
Following basic checklist, based prevent icing.
on the National Safety Council's
—TIRES—Good Tires with
winter driving research and good treads are important year
testing prograin:.
around, and especially when
- ENGINE •TUNFATP--=- 'rovemerrts are slippery. Snow
Inspect the battery, generator Aire;provide better traction in
and 'electtical systems for', snow than regular highway
dependable starts and to avoid tires, but neither snow tires nor
stalls.in Arere weather-.
radiakires are of much help on
—ANTI-FREEZE—Most
ice. For icy conditions, studded
"pernianenr
antareezes • snow tires where permitted>
-shoOld be replaced every two. are recommended on all four
years. Check and replace if wheel.
- .
—BRAKES—Check to be sure. tire chains are best for
both
they are adjusted properly. deep snow and glare ice conPoorly adjusted or grabbing ditions. Be sure you have a set
brakes will throw you into a skid in your trunk and be prepared to
on slipperr_pavements.
use them when necessary.

tv20n2

Lay Away Chrisatmas Gift Ideas

a

Official Urges Motorists To Get
Cars Ready For Wintertime

Ri • hts Reserved Prices Good thru

17

Tree Decorations
Or

Table Centerpiece
'1.99 Value

$ 1 53

BEACON
11 ROLL PACK

Gift Wrapping
Ribbon
99C Elsewhere

77'
422==,
BEGLEY'S
COUGH
SYRUP
4oz.
89C Value

BLANKET
50% Polyester.
50% Rayon, Binding 100% Nylon
Washable,
non allergenic

Electric Blender
an
YVvck

El speeds w,th. push buitnii
select ion

1

Rugged 40oz shatterproof
container with sure grip
handle

$1488
$19 .99 E lsewhere

$344

,

'4.89 Value

,Noto
4440
cteq*4
,
4,
,
,
.
Flameproof

re,

Christmas Garland
9 Feet tong
*1.09 Value

83'

ED Secret
CONTACH
Contac
Cold
Capsules
10's
Si 59 Elsewhere

52 75'
Limit 1

Spray
t.
4 71 Deod orant
7oz
Si 59 Elsewhere

or

NEW
AWAKENING
LEMON
CREME RINSE
79C Value

53

LET OUR LOW, LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES SAVE YOU
MONEY
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New Extension
Director Named
In Cave Area
LEXINGTON, KY.—The
appointment of Maurice F. Cole
as Area Director of the Mammoth Cave Extension Area has
been announced by Dr. Charles
E. Barnhart, Dean of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Cole, 39, will begin his new
duties on December 1. He will
be
responsible for
the
agricultural, home economics,
4-H and development programs
administered by the UK College
of Agriculture in the ten-county
area.
Headquartered
in
Bowling Green, the Mammoth
Cave Area consists of Allen,
Barren, Butler, Edmonson,
Hart, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe,
Simpson, and Warren Counties.
Cole received a Bachelor of
Science degree from Western
Kentucky University in 1954 and
a Masters Degree from the
University of Kentucky in 1956.
After beginning his career with
Extension in 1956 as an
assistant agent in Todd County,
he spent two years in military
service. He served as an Extension agent in Shelby County
from 1958-1969, and has been
Area Director of the Louisville
Extension Area, headquartered
in Shelbyville, since July of
1969.
Coleman White formerly
served as Mammoth Cave Area
Director. White is now serving
as Area Director of the Fort
Harrod Extension Area.
Cooperative Extension work
is a joint effort between local
county governments, the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Place a paper baking cup
beside each plate when serving
fish. It's for hones.
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Christmas Story Gets Kentucky Historical Sites Named To National Register
New Warmth In Book
By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEN YORK (AP) —
Marjorie Holmes doesn't
claim to have created a
new plot for her latest novel.
The story is, in fact, nearly two
thousand years old.
"My objective was to take
the principals of the Christmas
story off the holiday cards that
have made them into stereotypes and turn them into human beings with whom today's
people can relate." explains the
author of "Two From Galilee'
"It's the greatest love story
of all time — the love of two
young people under those trying
circumstances," she says of
her tale of Mary and Joseph
facing scandal. family conflict
and an awesome responsibility
as a result of Mary's pregnancy.
Admitting that such a book
might have been considered
sacrilegious up until a few
years ago, she adds, "Now the
world is ready for it."
The petite Miss Holmes,
whose numerous previous
works include the best-seller,
"I've Got To Talk To Somebody. God." got the inspiration
for "Two From Galilee" appropriately enough on a Christmas
Eve.
"I had gone to church with
my teen-age daughter," she recalls, "and the fragrance of the
hay in the manger suddenly
gave me a great sense of the
reality of the event. It hit me
that it really happened, and
Mary was a girl not any older
than my daughtersitting beside
me that night.
"My whole being as a woman
responded to the idea." she continues. "Birth is a miracle,
whether a child is born in a
delivery room, a ghetto or a
stable "

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Heritage
Commission recently announced
that three historical properties
have been placed on the
National Register of Historic
Places.
The three sites include
Farmington, located at 3033
Bardstown Road in Louisville;
Whitney M. Young, Jr.'s birthplace in Simpsonville; and the
John Jordan Crittenden birthplace on U.S. 60 two miles
east of Versailles.
The three were nominated to
the National Register by Mrs.
Simeon Willis, state liason
officer and executive director of
the Kentucky Heritage Commission.
Farmington is a 14-room
brick house completed by John
Speed in 1810. It is . thought to
be a pioneer adatt(ation of a

Jeffersoman plan now in the
Coolidge Collection in the
Massachusetts Historical
Society.
In addition to having been
built from plans drawn by
Thomas
Jefferson, Farmington's historical
significance lies in
its
association with Lincoln.
Joshua Speed, son of Jehn and
Lucy Speed, was a life long
friend of Abraham Lincoln. The
two lived together in Springfield
III., during their early manhood
and Lincoln later spent three
weeks at Farmington resting
and recovering from both
mental
and
physical
exhaustion.
James Speed, another son of
John and Lucy, served as Attorney-General during Lincoln's second administration.
Farmington's
historical

Miss Holmes began to study vision shows.
the history of the Jewish people
In addition she loves dancing
and to absorb the political and and walking and, as a native of
social flavor of the times She Storm Lake, Iowa,
where she
made a trip to Israel, "con- was born "practical
ly on the
firming and enlarging on my lake." she often swims
three
own understanding.'
times a day. It's a gruelling
"I could smell the odors and schedule that belies her
fragile
hear the sounds and see the appearance. Where does
she get
sights that people saw then," all the energy?
she says with a note of awe. "It
was a moving experience to be
"From God and vitamins,'
in Galilee because I had been so she laughs.
immersed in it. I felt quite at
She and her husband, Lynn
home."
Once the research was com- Mighell. live in McLean. Va.,
pleted the writing came easily, and have four grown children
says Miss Holmes. who Writes for whom they always tried to
five days a week from 930 a.m. make Christmas a meaningful
to 5:30 or 6 p.m. whether she's holiday.
"inspired" or not.
"Once I get at the typewriter
I get inspired," declares the
bubbling blue-eyed blond. "I
may start with no joy for my
day's work but after several
hours I'm so excited I can't
stop.'•
The author, recipient of the
1972 Woman of Achievement
award from the National Federation of Press Women, teaches writing classes at universities and workshops. She admits
that writing takes talent but
insists that possessors of such
talent should respect it enough
to practice every day
"And there are great flashes
of inspiration," she adds,
"marvelous moments when you
should leave the dinner party,
leave the dishes, get up if it's
the middle of the night — and
write."
Miss Holmes has been practicing what she preaches since
her first book was published 30
years ago and has two more
volumes scheduled for publicaART APPRECIATION—The Louisville-Jefferson County
Art Teacher's Exhibit will be on display
tion in 1973 She not only writes
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State until November
a weekly newspaper column
22. Shim]appreciating some of the works are Miss Clara
M. Eagle, director of the gallery, and Dr.
and a monthly magazine colGordon Plummer, chairman of the art department.
umn, but travels extensively for
lectures and radio and tele(Wilson 11"&olley Photo)

significance also lies in its
Racism", his last book, was
educational value to the school
published in 1970.
children of Kentucky and the
nation.
Young died in Lagos, Niget „..
The Speed family has conwhile swimming in the Atlantic
tinued to contribute to the
Ocean. He was buried March 11.
cultural growth of Louisville:
1971, in Lexi.ngton, where
The Speed Museum, the Speed
President • Richard Nixon
School of Engineering of the
delivered a eulogy.
University of Louisville and
The one-story pioneer log
Louisville Collegiate School for
house of John Jordan CritGirls all are examples of the
tenden was apparently built 133
impact the Speed family has or under the direction of his
had In Louisville,
father, Maj. John Crittenden,
The Whitney M. Young, Jr. prior to the autumn of 1783.
home was built in 1910 and is
Crittenden studied at nearb)
located on the campus of the old
Pisgah Academy, graduated
Lincoln Institute, now known as from William and Mary in 180:
the Whitney M. Young, Jr. and read law in the office 01
Manpower Residential Center. Judge George M. Bibb cr
The vocation-technical training Frankfort. He was apixtintec
facility was made possible by Attorney-General for the
funds from the Federal Man- Illinois Territory.
power Act.
Crittenden moved his lel+
The house is open to the public practice to Russellville. Ky.,
and houses the books, papers, after beginning in Woodford
photos, speeches, writings and County, and was elected state
other personal belongings of Representative from Logan
Whitney M. Young, Jr., and also County for six consecutive
will serve as the office of the terms. In 1817 he was elected
Lincoln Foundation, founded in Speaker of,the House.
1947 to promote educational
He was U.S. Senator from
advancement and human rights
Kentucky five times, Governor
for Negroes.
of Kentucky and Attorney Young graudated from
General of the U.S. in the
Lincoln Institute at age 15,
cabinets of President Harrison
completed undergraduate
and Fillmore.
studies at Kentucky State
Crittenden died Ally 26, 1863,
College in 1941, served in the
and
is buried in the State
Armed Forces in Europe during
Cemetery in Frankfort.
World War II and did his
The three above-named
graduate work at Massachu-historical sites in Kentucky
setts Institute of Technology
were placed on the National
and the University of MinRegister of Historic places
nesota.
Oct. 18, 1972..
He served as Executive
Director of the National Urban
Time and work 'avers
League in 1961 and recelvenn
NEW YORK MI
—
Honorary Doctor of Laws Ihirable press sheets and
degree
Creighton pillowcasescost slightly nuire
from
University. Young served as than regular ones, but you'll
Dean of the Atlanta University save time hold work hy using
School of Social Work for seven them because the need no
years and served on seven ironing and stay neat in use.
Presidential committees and say home furnishings experts.
You may find durable pre!ss
commissions.
sheets made a bit shorter than
His book,"To Be Equal," was all cotton ones because the
published in 1964 and "Beyond shrink less.

12
ere

DIAPER BAGS
15
Bright
t Set
stic needles.
I jewel bright
rs you'll love.

ewhere

59

Slightly Imperfect
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
516 MAIN MURRAY, Hours: 8-5:30, Except Friday-8:00-8:00
Specials Good Thurs., Fri., Sat.

‘v

ladies

Slighty
imperfect
Reg. $2

_99

Fitted

Reg.$3.00

CRIB
pADS

$1.50

SWEATER
VEST
$400

rpiece
(1.4.11.e.tte.

53

WV
ENING
ION
RINSE

Sleeveless

RIGHT
GUARD

RIGHT
GUARD
Deodorant

4

Colgate

Col S otes,le
•A, AY.

TOOTHPASTE
5 oz.
Reg. 2/51.00
limit 2

44e;

ANTI FREEZE
Reg.
$1.50

127

limit 2

1 oz.
Reg. $1
limit 2

74c

TEXACO
MOTOR
OIL

AJAX
1407.
Reg. 11C

SOAP
Reg. 5/51.00

20 wt. qt. size
Value
60
limit 4

BATH

4 sl
"
f

limit 2

We have a complete selection of Christmas gifts and toys.
SAVE AT FRED'S!!

•
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Protected Crop Seed Sales Are Limited
*I.EXINC.TON, Ky.—The first addition seed of a protected
crop varieties "patented" variety cannot be used in the
under the new federal Plant commercial production of other
Variety Protection Act are now hybrids or varieties.
commercially
becoming
TeKrony said plant breeders
available. Farmers buying seed are also offered the option of
for the next crop season are protecting new
varieties
likely to be affected by the law through seed certification. This
for the first time, according to option prohibits reporduction
D.M. TeKrony, Extension Seed and sale of non-certified seed by
Specialist at the University of variety name and means that
of seed must be sold by variety
College
Kentucky
Agriculture. The law took effect name as a class of certified
in December of 1970.
seed.
The law provides legal
It is the obligation of the
protection to developers of new owner of the developer of a
varieties of crops that are protected variety to inform the
reproduced by seeds. However, consumer of buyer that a
the developer must voluntarily variety is protected. TeKrony
seek the legal protection by says the best way to do this is to
applying the the U.S. Depart- accurately label the new
ment of Agriculture for a variety with the proper incertificate of protection. The formation. A variety for which
law applies to varieties protection has been applied for
developed both by private seed and not yet awarded might be
companies and by government labeled "Unauthorized
agencies, and makes it illegal propagation prohibited—U.S.
for anyone other than the owner variety protection applied for."
to reproduce, sell, import or If the developer has received a
export seed of a protected certificate of protection, the
variety without permission. In seed
label
might read

Your Individual Horoscope

Vs)

Frances Drake

"Propagation prohibited—U.S.
protected variety."
The Plant Variety Protection
Act also provides for settlement
of infringements of the certificate of protection. Vitiations
may be settled in a civil court,
in which the court May issue an
injunction to prevent infringement or may award
damages to the holder of a

certificate in compensation for
losses. Likewise, if a protected
variety is specified to be sold as
certified seed only, a seller of
uncertified seed is in violation
of the Federal Seed Act and
may be reprimanded or fined.
Protection has been sought
for several new crop varieties
for which seed is now being
produced in Kentucky. These

certification tags and apply for
seed certification next spring.
He said seed producers should
not save this seed for resale
purposes without having it
certified. If uncertified seed is
produced and sold by variety
name, it will be a violation of
the Plant Variety Protection
Act and the Federal Seed Act.
Certified seed of Cutler 71
soybeans will be available for
farmers in the spring of 1973,
and TeKrony said similar rules
apply to this seed. The UK

Listerine

KLEENEX
(KLEENEX)
JUMBO
TOWELS

Reynolds
Wrap
Heavy Duty

Kodacolor
Film
126-12

47C Elsewhere

69C Elsewhere

$1.40 Elsewhere

20oz

Ky.—State
FRANKFORT,
Mot-Or Vehicle Inspection
Director John J. Luby reminds
• Kentucky motorists that it's not
too soon to get their cars ready
for winter driving.
"Smart drivers who have
their vehicles serviced now, will
avoid those inevitable long lines
waiting at garages and service
stations
emergency
for
assistance after the first bad
cold snap." he said. "More
inportantly, a car that's ready
for winter weather could help
you avoid 'en accident."
I.uby recommended the,
following basic checklist, based
on the National Safety Council's
winter driving research and
testing program
- ENGINF: TUNE-UP-Inspect the battery, generator
and electrical systems for
dependable starts and to avoid
stalls in severe weather.
— ANTI-FREEZE —Mast
"permanent"
anti-freezes
Should be replaced every two
years. Check and replace if
necessary
—BRAKES—Check'to be sure
they are adjusted properly.
- Poorly adjusted or grabbing
_ brakes will throw you into a skid
, on slippery pavements.

—EXHAUST—Carbon
monoxide kills without warning.
Be sure your exhaust system is
tight.
—LIGHTS—Be sure all lights
on your car are in perfect
working order. Clean all lenses
frequentl) so you can see and
be seen.
—WINDSHIELD—Your
defroster must be able to clear
the glass of ice and frost
quickly. Streaking wiper blades
should be replaced. Windshield
washers need an adequate
solution of anti-freeze to
prevent icing.
—TIRES--Good Tires with
good treads are important year
around, and especially when
pavements are slippery. Snow
tires provide better traction in
snow than regular highway
tires, but neither snow tires nor
radial tires are of much help on
ice. For icy conditions, studded
snow tires ( where permitted)
are recomtriended on all four
wheels.
—TIRE CHAINS—Reinforced
tire chains are best for both
deep snow and .glate iCe conditions. Be Sure you have a set
in your trunk and be ptetiared to
use them when necessary.

AQUA NET
HAIR
SPRAY

Limit 1

13oz

$1.69 Elsewhere

99C

Limit 1

Limit 1

nt,elt•

Official Urges Motorists To Get
Cars Ready For Wintertime

marketing procedures.
TeKrony expects the Plant
Variety Protection Act to
stimulate the development of
more varieties by private seed
companies. The law will make it
easier for such cotnpanies to
recover development costs
through seed sales and
royalties. In the past, anyone
could produce, buy or sell a
variety, but the new law
changed that. In short, plant
variety protection has brought
patenting to crop varieties.

1
37
261 40 071 071
Limit 2

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1972
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
what your outlook is, according
Your planetary influences
'to the stars.
advise against useless activity,
ARIES
negative attitudes, opposing
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gr
others without reason. A day for
You may consider making exercising tolerance and plain
some changes now, but be common sense.
careful not to make too many, SAGITTARIUS
or to go too far in any one ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
direction. A good adjustment
This day asks patience on
should work out well, however. everyone's part and, if others
disrupt procedures, that is all
TAURUS
the more reason to hold your
( Apr. 21 to May 21( 12$
Harvests from past efforts ground. Care!
should be substantial, but some CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
may be delayed. Do not chafe,
Meet this day with the
be extra patient. A good day in
which to display your ingenuity. determination to see its new
possibilities and offers — many
GEMINI
to be eagerly grasped. Business
May 22 to June 21)
negotiations highly favored.
Your competition will be
AQUARIUS
strong now, but there is plenty
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
of room for your talents.
You may have had days you
with
Display
them
liked more but, nevertheless,
discriminating taste. There are
you will have a chance to
benefits in the offing.
display your wares uniquely
CANCER
and earn SOME credits. No day
(June 22 to July 23)
is ever completely lost.
Don't leave yourself open to PISCES
-KROW what 1 Feb. 20 to Mar:20
you MUST do and HOW to go
A day in which you MUST
about it. With others observing avoid extremes: They will
your example, you could be a tempt in various forms. Some
potent influence.
situations may prove ..d,ifficeult,
but all can be made easier
LEO
through the trying.
July 24 to Aug. 23)
'Stellar
influences
now
YOU BORN TODAY are
suggest prudence, careful
deliberation before acting. endowed with remarkable
Don•t -toss a coin" or make intuition, relentless ambition
decisions in a haphazard way. and a keen sense of humor.
There is a very deep side to your
Be painstaking.
nature and you may have a
VIRGO
strong religious bent; could
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nr-tk
become an excellent preacher,
Sturdy effort will do the trick
teacher
or philosopher. If the
on this "on-and-off" day. Some
side
of
your
interesting
challenges outgoing
personality is predominant, you
indicated. Original ideas may
could excel in the law and or)
be accepted soon.
statesmanship; as a business
LIBRA
executive or, professionally, in
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 t1t
-Ln
the musical or theatrical
With your innate good
worlds. Just one admonition:
judgment
and
clevet Try to soften that rapier-like wit
management, you should do of yours lest it deteriorate into
well now, whatever your sarcasm or bitter invective.
calling. On the personal side, Birthdate
of:
Alaleona
romance favored.
Domenico, Italian composer.

include Arthur 71, Abe, Blueboy
II and McNari 4823 soft red
winter wheat; SRI(' 450, Bonus
and Cutler 71 soybeans; and
Kenstar red clover. The
developers of these varieties
have specified that the varieties
can be sold only as a class of
certified seed.
Registered seed of Arthur 71
wheat was sold to seed
producers in Kentucky this fall.
' TeKrony said anyone purchasing registered seed of
Arthur 71 should save the

specialist stated that farmers
can keep their own seed of any
protected variety for replanting
purposes. However, they cannot
sell it to anyone else unless it is
a class of certified seed.
TeKrony indicated that in the
future many crop varieties
developed at the University and
other Land Grant universities
will be protected varieties.
Whether or not a variety is
protected will depend on its
genetic stability, location, and
difficulty of seed production and

Elsewhere

Limit 1

Tree Trim Savings
7' Scotch Pine
136 Branches
$22.99 Elsewhere

$
1
6
88

4' Scotch
Pine

t1/20n2

suantit Ri • hts Reserved Prices Good thru

45 Branches

Foston ia
Steam & Dry

CHIC
Heavy duty

$8.95 Elsewhere

$644

IRON

MASSAGER

$788

Christmas Gift Wraps
'5'89

'9.99 Value

Christmas Tree
Ornaments
1s4' - Box of 12

$424

t
58

Value

6 Roll Pack
of Wrapping
Paper or Foil
$1.39 Elsewhere

3
26" Jumbo
Wrapping Paper
$1.19 Elsewhere

78C

89C Elsewhere

_Gene_raillectric

Can Opener

G• E•

/

ELECTRIC
KNIFE

1 11.99 Value

1,

$833

$988

11.98
Value

Manning-Bowman
2-Slice

Arvin
4 Speed Phonograph
Plays 33 and 45
records Features a 7
turntable with pop up 45
RPM spindle

1 1099 Value

Gift Tags'

Won't melt plastic needles
Plus beautiful jewel bright
see•thru colors you'll love
$3 59 Elsewhere

$2"
St. Nick

Mirro 4 Quart
Pressure Cooker

$26.99 Elsewhere

.
35 PIECE

TOASTER
$966

G.E. 15
Cool Bright
Light Set

$11 99 Elsewhere

77

39C Elsewhere

Tree Decorations
Or

Table Centerpiece

$899

$11

9.99 Value

$

53

BEACON
11 ROLL PACK

Gift Wrapping
Ribbon

77C
99C Elsewhere

BLANKET
_
50% Polyester,
100% Nylon.
Binding
50% Rayon:
Washable,
non-allergenic
14.89 Value

$344

Electric Blender
an

8 speeds with push button
select ion
Rugged 40or shatterproof
container with sure grip
handle

488

$19.99 Elsewhere

9

Flameproof

Christmas Garland
9 Feet long
1.09 Value

83

Rexall Best Buy
1,70"U.
vf PT

CONTAC
Contac
Cold
Capsules
10's
Si 59 Elsewhere

751

NEW
AWAKENING
LEMON
CREME RINSE
79C Value

Limit 1

LET OUR LOW, LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES SAVE YOU MONEY
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